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2003 SENATE ST ANDINO COMMITTEE MINUTES 

BILL/RESOLUTION NO, SB 2255 

Senate Judiciary Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Hearing Date 02/04/03 

Tape Number 
1 
4 
s 

Committee Clerk Silnlature 

Side A SideB Meter# 
X 0,0- End 

X 0.0 .. End 
l( ~,.9 .. :S'"t) 

---
Minutes: Senator John T. Traynor, Chairman, called the meeting to order, Roll call was taken 

. · ·"'~ and all committee members present. Sen. Traynor requested meeting starts with testimony on the 

TestJmony Support or SB 2255 

Senator John T. Traynor, Chairman Introduced the Bill 

Re.presentative Hawkens. Discussed her support and sited elderly example (meter .01) 

Senator Elroy Lindaas .. Discussed support an related stories. (meter 2) 

Senator Karen K. Krebsbach- District 40, Discussed support (meter 3.8) Read Attachment #a. 

Wayne Stenehjem .. Attorney General, (meter 6.5) placed a ''Do Not Disturb0 hotel room sign on 

a phone, This bill will give telephone subscribers the option of posting a do not disturb sign on 

their telephone and stop most unwanted telemarketing calls to their residence. Many ND have 

told me that they pay to have phone service at their expense and for their convenience. They 

1 want the option available, as in most other states, to subscribe to a list that telemarketers are 
• . ._/ 
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Senate Judiciary Committee 
Bill/Resolution Number SB 2255 
Hearing Date 02/04/03 

required to avoid when makJng there calls. I want to caution youl You will be subjected to a 

number of individuals coming in asking for an exemption to the statute. Spoke of the many ways 

we prevent solicitors from harassing us. Do not shoot the bill full of exemptions. sited charity 

examples, (meter 8.4) The state of MN has an exemption and have lived to regret it. Discussed 

who is making calls (meter 9.2) and only exemptions on the bill. How to get on a list and list 

process. 

Senator John T. Traynor. Chairman asked how SB 2192 -reverse 911 calls would be affected by 

this legislation. (meter 13 .8) 

Senator Dick Dever wanted to know how this bill will affect the small business owner? You 

may call people you have had a relationship with in the past two years. 

Senator Thomas L. Trenbeath discussed name usage (meter 16.9) 

Howard Snortland - Member of AARP ND, (meter 18.7) Read Ms. Eldra Forsgren's written 

testimony - Attachment # 1 

Perrell Grossman - Director of the consumer Protection and Antitrust Division of the Attorney 

General's Office (meter 22.0) Read Testimony- Attachment 2a and handed out a Supreme Court 

Case Attachment 2b. 

Senator Dick Dever asked in the states with this legislation how many people utilize the lists? In 

MN 1.23 Million -half of MN was on the list within the first three months. 

Discussion on the Fiscal Note and FTE's 

Senator Thomas L. Trenbeath discussed revenues generated designation, (meter 48.3) 

Jim Billey .. Member of AARP ND, Government Affairs Committee (meter 50.9) Read 

Attachment #3 
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Senate Judiciary Committee 
Bill/Resolution Number SB 225S 
Hearing Date 02/04/03 

Clause Lembhe - ND Association of Realtors (meter 1.8) we formed a coalition of retailers, 

petroleum retailers and National Federation of Independent Business People, Financial Advisors, 

Insurance Agencies, Insurance Companies, main street business persons, Chamber of Commerce 

and GNDA. We support this leglslation with out a but! 

Rwresentative Warner - (meter 3,0) This bill is not intend as an assault on the telemarketing 

industry. Discussed this. This gives them a tool to use for people who want to receive calls and 

weed out the ones that don't for them. No exemptions please! 

ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY SUBMITTED 

Illona Jeffcoat-Sacco - Director, Public Utilities Division, Public Service Commission -

Attachment #8 

Testimony in opposition of SB 2255 

Laura Swee,p - Circulation Manager of the Bismarck Tribune (meter 6. 7) Read Attachment #4 

Discussion on using names/location when soliciting (meter 7.9) 

Discussion of direct mail marketing (meter 9.9) Sen. Traynor asked if Ms. Sweep had discussed 

her concerns with the Attorney Generals Office. She referred it on to Jack McDonald. 

Mike Geiermann - Bismarck Attorney representing the ND State Lodget Fraternal Order of 

Police. (meter 10.5) Read Attachment #5 

Senator Dick Dever sited cases that take business away from this organization falsely. 

Senator Thomas L. Trenbeath was empathetic but discussed protecting the elderly. 

Jack McDonaJcl .. Bismarck Attorney representing ND Newspaper Association (NDNA) (meter 

16.9) Read Testimony - Attachment #6 

,;.,-: __ "' 
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Senate Judiciary Committee 
Bill/Resolution Number SB 2255 
Hearing Date 02/04/03 

Senator John T, Traynor. Chainnan asked if Mr. McDonald had discussed his concerns with the 

Attorney General office. We have discussed it briefly with them. 

Brenda Dissette - Executive Director of ND Association of Non Profit Organizations Attachment 

#7, (tape 4, side 1, meter .3) 

Sen Lyson discussed how much a non profit organization receives for each dollar donated when 

using a telemarketer. Discussion on irrefutable organizations . 

.C_hristopher Dobbsin .. Catholic Diocese, (meter 5,2) sited problems with bills on a Federal level 

and proposed to submit amendments. Discussed 501 NC-3 's 

Ron Schatz .. Diocese of Bismarck (meter 7) described there process and why they do it the way 

they do, including what it costs them. 

Discussion on if a member of the church would that qualify a person as being an established 

customer. (meter 9.8) 

Stacey Fliger .. Executive Director of "Right to Life" organization (meter 31.5) This bill will 

make us unable to function, Discussed the inability to get volunteers and the cost to purchase a 

list. 

Senator Thomas L, Trenbeath discussed what MN diocese with SO 1 NCN3 's (meter 40.6) 

Testimony Neutral to SB 2255 

ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY SUBMITTED 

Marilyn Foss .. MCI World Comm .. Prefer a National No Call List .. Attachment #9 

Senator John T, Traynor, Chairman closed the hearing 
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2003 SENATE STANDING COMMIITEE MINUTES 

BILL/RESOLUTION NO. SB 2255 

Senate Judiciary Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Hearing Date 02/05/03 

Ta eNumber 
5 

Side A 
X 

' Committee Clerk Si ature '7nlt4tAJ 

SideB Meter# 
26.9 - 32.5 

Minutes: Senator John T. Traynor, Chairman, called the meeting to order. Roll call was taken 

-·~1 and all committee members present. Sen. Traynor requested meeting starts with committee work 

on the bill: 

Discussed amendment submitted by Christopher Dobbson via Attorney General's office. (meter 

28.0). Discussed any type of amendment being a problem down the tine. If you let one in you 

have to let them all. 

Motion Made to accept the second and third part of amendment submitted by the office of 

Attorney General and strike the first one by Senator Thomas L. Trenbeath and seconded 

by Senator Stanley W, Lyson, VJce Chairman 

Roll Call Vote: 5 Yes. 0 No. 1 Absent 

Motion Passed 
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Page2 
Senate Judiciary Committee 
Bill/Resolution Number SR, il r; S 
Hearing Date 02- 5--03 

Motion Made DO PASS SB 2255 with amendment submitted by the office of Attorney 

General by Senator Stanley W. Lyson, Vice Chairman and seconded by Thomas L. 

Trenbeath 

Roll Call Vote: 5 Yes. 0 No. 1 Absent 

Motion Passed 

Floor Assignment Senator John T. Traynor, Chairman 

Senator John T. Traynor, Chairman closed the hearing 

The mlcrographtc IMIGtll on thh film are accurate reproductions of records delivered to Modern Information SyatlnlS for mfc,rofU~f;··;~-•·-'·~-."'.·J. 
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Amendment to: SB ~255 

FISCAL NOTE 
Requested by Leglslatlve Council 

03/26/2003 

1 A. State flsoal effoot: Identify the state fiscal effeot and the flsi;al effect on agency appropriations compared to 
fl di I I d rl I I d un na aves an aoDrot) at ons ant cloated un er current law, 

2001-2003 Biennium 2003-2005 Biennium 2005-2007 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $60,00( $80,000 
Expenditures $104,79€ $394,98'1 $322,00C 
Appropriations $104,79S $394,98A $322,00C 

1 B, County, city, and school district flsoal affect: Identify the fiscal effect on the anDropr/ate colltlcal subdivision. 
2001-2003 Biennium 2003■2005 Biennium 2005•2007 Bf ennlum 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts Countlea Cities Districts 

$0 $0 $C $0 $C $0 $0 $0 

2, Narrative: Identify the aspects of the measure which cause fiscal Impact and Include any comments relevant to 
your analysis, 

$0 

This blll llmlts the ablllty of a number of entitles represented by telemarketers to call consumers who have requested 
that their telephone number be added to a 11st of consumers that telemarketers are unable to contact. The 2003-05 
biennium budget estimate for this proposal Includes two FTE1s and associated expenses, which wlll be funded from 
the Consumer Protection Refund Fund, For the 2005-07 biennium, this program may require General Fund support. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For Information shown under state fiscal effect In 1A, please,• 
A, Revenues: Explain the revenu~ amounts, Provide detaJJ, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts Included In the executive budget, 

The estimated revenues reflect anticipated list sales of $20,000, clvll penalties from adjudicative proceedings of 
$10,000, attorneys fees of $10,000, clvll penalties assessed by the court of $20,000, and $20,000 for recoverable 
court costs. 

B. Expenditures: Explain thv expenditure amounts. Provide detalf, when appropriate, for each agency, 1/ne 
Item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affeoted, 

The 2003-05 biennium budget estimate for this proposal Includes two FTE's and associated expenses, which wlll be 
funded from the Consumer Protection Refund Fund. For the 2005-07 blennlum 1 this program may require General 
Fund support. 

C, Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide de tall, when appropriate, of the effect on 
the biennial appropriation for each agency and fund affected and any amounts Included In the executive 
budget, Indicate the relatlorishlp between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. 

The 2003-05 biennium budget estimate for this proposal Includes two FTE's and associated expenses, which wlll be 
funded from the Consumer PrC"tectlon Refund Fund, For the 2005-07 biennium, this program may require General 
Fund support, 

1 
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FISCAL NOTE 
Requested by leglslatlve Council 

01/24/2003 

BIii/Resoiution No.: SB 2265 

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
fi di I I d un na eves an aooroprlatlons anticipated under current law, 

2001-2003 Biennium 2003-2005 Biennium 2005-2007 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $80,000 $80,000 

Expenditures $105,00( $394,984 $310,00C -
Appropriations $1O5,OOC $394,984 $31O,0OC 

18, 
2001-2003 Biennium 2003-2005 Biennium 2005-2007 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts Cities Olstrlcts 

$ $ 

2. Narrative: Identify the aspects of the measure which cause fiscal Impact and Include any comments relevant to 
your analysis. 

This bill significantly limits the ability of telemarketers to cnll consumers who have requested that their telephone number be 
added to a list of consumers that telemarketers are unable to contact. A 2003-05 biennium budget estimate for this proposal 
includes two FTE's and associated expenses, which is to be funded from the Consumer Protection Refund Fund. For the 
2005-07 biennium, this program will require General Fund support. 

3, State fiscal effect detall: For Information shown under state f/sosl effect In 1A, pleasa: 
A. Revenues: £Explain the revenue amounts. Provide data/Ii when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts Included In the executive budget, 

The estimated revenues reflect anticipated list sales of $201000, civil penalties from adjudicative proceedings of$ 101000, 
attomcys fees of $1010001 civil penalties a11ses!led by the court of $20,000, and $20,000 for recoverable court costs, 

B. Expenditures: Explain the expend/tum amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency) llne 
Item, and fund affected and the number of FTc positions affected. 

The 2003-05 biennium budget estimate for this proposal includes two FTE's and associated expenses, which is to be funded from 
the Consumer Protection Refund Fund, For the 2005-07 biennium, this program will require General Fund support, 

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts, Provide detail, when approprlatei of the effect on 
the biennial appropriation for each agency and fund affected and any amounts Included In the executive 
budget. Indicate the relationship between the amounts shown for expendllums and appropriations. 

Tl,e 2003-05 biennium budget estimate for this proposal includes two FTE's and nssocinted expenses, which is to be funded from 
the Consumer J)rotectlon Refund Fund. For the 2005-07 biennium, this program will require General Fund support, 
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38308.0101 
THle.0200 

Adopted by the Judiciary Committee 
February 5, 2003 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 2255 

Page 2, line 11, replace "telephone solicitor" with "subscriber" 

Renumber accordlngly 

Page No. 1 38308.0101 
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Senate 

Date: February 5, 2003 
Roll Call Vote #: 1 

2003 SENATE ST ANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILL/RESOLUTION NO. SB 2255 

JUDICIARY ------------------------
D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Amended (pg 2, line 1) 

Committee 

38308.0100 

Action Taken 

Motion Made By S_e_n_. T_r_e_n_be_a_th ____ Seconded By _S_e_n_, _L_,._y_so_n _______ _ 

=== 
Se.nators Yes No Senators --Sen. John T. T!aynor N Chainnan X Sen. Dennis Bercier 

Sen, Stanley. Lyson N Vice Chair X Sen, Carolyn Nelson 
Sen. Dick Dever A A 
Sen, Thomas L. Trenbeath X 

-

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) __ FI_V_E__,(__,_S) _____ No ZERO (O) 

ONE (1) 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 

Yes No 
X 
X 

The mloroaraphlc Images on this fflm are accurate reproductions of records dalfvered to Modern Information Systems for microfilming and 
were filmed In the regular course of business, The photographic process meets standards of the American Hatfonal Standards Jnstftute 
(ANSI) for archival mferofflm. NOTICa1 lf the filmed Image above ta leYB legible than this Notice, tt la due to tho quality of the 
doclnent being filmed. 



Senate 

Date: February 5, 2003 
Roll Call Vote#: 2 

2003 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILL/RESOLUTION NO. SB 2255 

JUDICIARY 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

LegisJative CounciJ Amendment Number 

Committee 

38308.0100 

Action Taken 

Motion Made By 

DO PASS as Amended _ _,.(p.._,g,.__2-"1_1i_n_e ~1 )'---------------

_S_e_n_;_, L_,y"--s_o_n _____ Seconded By Sen. Trenbeath 

Senators 
Sen, John T. Traynor .. Chairman 
Sen. Stanley, Lyson - Vice Chair 
Sen. Dick Dever 
Sen. Thomas L. Trenbeath 

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) 

ONE (1) 

FIVE (5) 

, ... 

Yes No Senators 
X Sen. Dennis Bercier 
X Sen. Carolyn Nelson 
A A 
X 

No ZERO (0) 

Yes No 
X 
X 

FJoor Assignment Senator John T. Traynor, Chairman -Absent for Floor, Senator Stanley W. 
Lyson, Vice Chairman Carried _.._J~__,t_____; _ _;_;:..;..:..:.:.......:;~=..:.;;;.... _______________ --

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
February 1 o, 2003 11 :18 a.m. 

Module No: SR-25-2100 
Carrier: Lyson 

Insert LC: 38308.0101 Tltle: .0200 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
SB 2255: Judiciary Committee (Sen. Traynor, Chairman) recommends AMENDMENTS 

AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS and BE 
REREFERRED to the Appropriations Committee (5 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 1 ABSENT AND 
NOT VOTING), SB 2255 was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 2, llne 11, replace Htelephone sollcltorN with wsubscrlber" 

Renumber accordingly 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 1 SR·211·2100 

The mforoaraphto tmages on thla film aro accurate reproducttone of records dtllvered to Modern Information systemo for microfilming and 
were filmed In the regular course of business. The photogrephlo process moats standards of the American Natfona~ Standards lnstttut~ 
(ANSI) for archival microfilm, NOTtCE1 If the 11lmed Image above fs less legible than this Notice, It is due to the quality of the 
docltn(lnt i,.1 ng ff lmed, M (\.. (~~-· 
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2003 SENATE APPROPRIATIONS 

SB 2255 
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Minutes: Chairman Holmberg called the committee to order, SB 2255 relating to telephone 

solicitations and to provide a penalty, Chairman Holmberg spoke about the amendments that 

were proposed by Judiciary committee that need review, (Meter 969) Attorney General Wayne 

Stenejheim: His testimony gave examples of placing a DO NOT DISTURB sign on the outside 

of your hotel door and this is honored and you can place a NO SOLICITOR sign on the outside 

of yoUI' home and no one will come to bother you but there is nothing in place for your telephone 

for solicitation. This bill was pm:sed by Judiciary committee and referred to the Appropriation 

committee for the fii;cul impact. Then continued to explain the purpose and fiscal implications of 

this bill. This bill will prnhibit most telephone solicitations to consumers who place their names 

on a no cull list with the Attorney Gencruls office, We anticipate people will sign up on that list 

by applying on the lntemet, with a toll free number, or in writing, The AO's office wil! establish 

and maintain that no call rcgislrntion without charge. Those who sign up will remain on the list 

for four yca,·s, People who wish to conduct telemarketing will be 1·equlre<l to purchase that list 
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on a quarterly basis and refrain from making those culls to people who have taken the step of 

asking that they not be called with telemarketing calls. There will be fines of up to $2,000 for 

violations of the provisions of the legislation. This is similar to the legislatio11 passed by the state 

of Minnesota. Prnvcs to be extremely effective in Minnesota whh a sign up rate of l million 

households signed up within the first three months. Twenty seven srntcs have adopted this same 

type of bill .. There arc certain exceptions such us people who have prior permission or an 

invitation to call, culls where you have a previous business relationship, calls from charitable 

organization if those organizations use their own employees or volunteers but not if they hire an 

outside telemarketing firm to make those culls. And calls that are not for the purpose of selling 

but for the expressing ideas such as urging you to get out and vote, asking for polling infot·mation 

but not asking for money, is necessary. (Meter 1899) Senator Christmann: Is there an industry 

standard how these lists get distributed to each telemarketer or are you using one format so a 

small town telemarketer is going to found themselves purcha~cd it and followed the law and then 

having sit und manually look up and cross reference to sec if thut number Is on the list. (meter 

1944 AG Wayne Stenehjeim) The FTC will have a list and thi11 legislation will duck tail with the 

Federal legislation that is being put in place. He gave reasons why it is important to have our own 

state legislation. He also explainud some statistics for the people buying this list. This is funded 

by consumer funds. (Meter 1994) Senator Mathern is concerned with provisions of privacy docs 

this bill provide'? (Meter 2037) Wayne: The list of the telephone numbers would be established 

by the consumer, this is not a public record, people huvc to buy it. (Meter 2077) Senato,· 

Mathern: Whut would keep those purchasing this llst from encournging them to use this list us a 

mailing list then? (Meter 2111) Wayne: This list would only include the telephone number and 
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not an address. He spoke to college in other states and have not heard of any discussion on that 

being a problem. (Meter 2216) Linda Johnson Wirtz, AARP: She believes this is a privacy issue 

and consumer protection issue. More than 505 of the people who are affected by telemarketing 

fraud are 50+. We would strongly support SB 2255. (Meter 2276) Senator Andrist: Attorney 

General stated that fiscal note would be explained. (Meter 2303) Representative Warner: Just to 

support this issue. It is not an intended to attack the telemarketel' industry. This is a tool that the 

industry can better utilize their time. Thel'e are no going to make a lot of false calls. This is a 

good bill for the consumers of North Dakota. (Meter 2427) Kathy Roll, Financial officer for the 

A0 1s office: She explained the fiscal note and the impact on the general fund that would allow 

for two FTEs. One an attorney position and the other a paraprofessional position, those positions 

would handle the complaints and enfol'cemcnts. Also associated operating costs and assets 

necessul'y to enact this legislation. Also provides for $80,000 for costs incurred by penalties that 

would be chai·ged and the reasonable fees that are charged and recovered. (Meter 2533) Senalol' 

Andrist What would the explanation be of spending $400,000 to enforce a law that will return 

$80,000 in penalties? (Meter 2563) Kathy Roll: She believes that gets into more of a 

philcsophical 01· policy issue. She stated a personal note that she is very frustrated receiving those 

calls herself and believes she can't put a price tag on the time that it takes away from her ut 

home. It is just good policy. (Meter 2605) Senator Grindbcrg: What is the 2005~2007 general 

fund budget expectation? (Meter 2641) Kathy Roll: The fiscal note indicates the $3 l 0,000 will 

be needed to continue this effort. In the event we will have moneys available in our refund fund, 

those moneys could potentially be used for tlrnt purpose us they ai·e being used in the '03-'05 

biennium. (meter 2687) Scnutor Christmann: What is the consumer protection refund fund'l 
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Where docs thut come from? (Meter 2687) Kathy Roll: Those moneys are collected as a results 

of penalties that are assessed against companies who violate like antitrust, status that arc not 

sustained. We receive reimbursement of our costs for pursuing those kinds of uctions. There are 

also multi-state actions that the AG participates in and often we receive a portion as a result of 

that action. (Meter 2777) Senator Christmann: what has that money usually been used for in the 

past? (Meter 2776) Kathy Roll: That amount has varied substantially, previous to having an 

attorney as the division director, we saw a lot less moneys collected. The moneys are 

appropriated to various agencies, the Health Dept, the Ag Dept, to purchase some land for the 

extension services. It depends on what sorts of things are happening normally. We rec:cive the 

majority of those moneys from multi•state actions. (Meter 2867) Senator Tallackson: Shouldn't 

there be an emergency cluusc on the bill? (Meter 2875) Kathy Roll: We are able to use those 

moneys to fund certain activities that the consumer protection division and this no call legislation 

that it provides fol\ is an acceptable use of those moneys, That money is available now. (Meter 

3000) Carl Roxcll. ND Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors: Stated he believes this 

is an excellent bi II. Gave a personal account of telemarketing calls. (Meter 3216) Senator 

Christmann: Do you know how many of the telemarketing culls were from North Dakota? (Meter 

3225) Carl Roxell: No idea, all for the purpose of credit cards. No idea if they were from in state 

or out of state. (Mcte1· 3276) Brenda Dissett, Executive Director of the ND Association of 

Nonprofit Organizations: Sec written testimony Exhibit I, (Meter 3345) Joanne NewberTy, 

Mandan, private citizen: Supports this bill und strongly objects to telemarketers and politicians to 

leaving messugcs on her answel'ing machine. (Meter 3561) Michael Geiermnnn, North Dakota 

Stutc Lodge Fratcmal Order of Police: See wl'illen Exhibit 2, his organization is 99% in favor or 
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the bill but opposes the nonprofit organizations must hav c either their own employees or 

volunteers do the fund raising. (Meter 4117) Mike Geierman: Stated thi\t organizations that are 

huge cun still call you because they are exempted from tile bill. Just hccuuse you get on a list, 

does not guarantee that you will not be called, A:; long as they arc doing the calling with their 

own people. (Meter 4247) Senator Krauter asked if there were any other states that this has been 

tested on, (Meter 4261) Mike Geiermunn: Only litigation he was aware of was in Indiana, there 

nonprofit bill is almost identical to this bill. It allows un exempt for charitable but not if you are 

using professionals for fund raising (Meter 4400) Senator Grimlbcrg stated that to be fair, should 

the bill state that all telemarketing being banned even nonprofit. (Meter 4405) Mike Geierman: 

There would be law suits. There has to be a balance. 

There was more discussion about nonprofit exemptions. Attorney General stut~d his experience 

of speaking with other dtates about a similar bill in their states. 

Chairman Holmbe.rg closed the hearing to SB 2255. (Meter 5525). 
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Minutes: Chairman Holmberg opened the hearing for the voting for SB 2255. A bill relating to 

telephone solicitations. (Meter 168) A motion was made by Senator Robinson for a DO PASS 

with a seconded Senator Lindaas, No discussion, (Meter 216) A roll call vote was IO yeas, 0 

nays, 4 absent. Chairman Holmberg stated that the Judiciary committee, Senator Lyson to carry 

that to the Senate floor. Closed the hearing on SB 2255. 
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SB 2265, as engrossed: Appropriations Committee (Sen. Holmberg, Chairman) 
recommends DO PASS (10 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 4 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). 
Engrossed SB 2255 was placed on the Eleventh order on the calendar, 
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BILI/RESOLUTION NO. SB 2255 

House Judioiary Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Hearing Date 3-10-03 

TaneNwnber Side A SideB 
1 xx 
1 xx 
2 xx 

Committee Clerk Signature t/i!htll.~ 
Minutes; 12 members present) 1 member absent (Rep. Klemin) 

Chairman DeKrey: We will open the hearing on SB 225S. 

Meter# 
22.9-end 
0-end 
0-18 

Rep, ,Tohn Warner; Introduced the bill, You don't have to let just anybody into your living 

room, and you should have the same opportunity to keep the salesman out of your home by 

phone. 

~ Thank you. 

Re.a, Kathy Hawken; Introduced the bill. I am a part of this bill because I had a constituent who 

called many months ago, and said there are other states that have this, why don't we. I picked up 

the phone and called the A O's office. They had already begun workinb on this. It is important 

for a number of reasons, especially the vulnerable seniors. We think this bill will help, it won't 

solve the problem, but it is a step in the right direction. 

Chairman DeKrey; Thank you, 
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:WB)'.De Stenehjem. AGz I will go through the bill, This is one of those bills that touches 

everyonC'l in the state. This legislation will bring some peace and quiet to the family dinner 

tables, and retune the ownership of our telephones to the people who pay the monthly bill for 

those services, We are telling ND citizens that it is OK to put a Do Not Disturb sign on your 

telephone. Approx, 26 states have Do Not Call lists, with two more states awaiting signature 

from their Govcn10rs. These 26 states, include the big states, California, New York, Illinois, 

Texas, Indiana, Ohio, with some of the largest populations in the country. This legislation, I 

submit, is an idea who's time has come. In addition, the Federal Trade Commission has recently 

adopted its Telemarketing Sales Rule with a national Do Not Call Registry, but is set to be 

established at some time in the next few months. When Minnesota l'ecently adopted its Do Not 

Call legislation, over 1 million subscribers, over ½ of the total in .Minnesota, signed up within 

two months. This law will help protect ND senior citizens from telemarketing fraud. There are 

thousands of telemarketing firms engaged in hundreds of variations of telemarketing fraud. Our 

North Dakota senior conswners, however, are often isolated, easy targets for smooth talking con 

artists who fleece their pockets with slick pitches. These victims often become fearful of 

abusive, harassing and threatening telemarketers. They can now be placed on ND's Do Not Call 

list, and avoid many of these calls. ND's Do Not Call list, that you have before you, is patten1ed 

after Minnesota, and it is consistent with the FTC's proposoo rule. However, I think this bill is 

better because it allows for enforcement here in ND, and it covers intrastate calls within the state 

of ND that are not covered by the FTC's rules. The FfC rules also does not prohibit calls from 

banks, insurance companies, and telephone carriers. This legislation brings our law to the people 

\ here in ND, which would be enforced in our state courts, rather than in the federal courts. 
-~J 
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Subscribers won't have to go to Washington, DC to enforce the federal law. This law has some 

important exceptions, where we worked as olosely as we could with many of the folks who were 

previous opponents of the bill, so that telephone solicitations will not include oalls to subscribers 

with the subscriber's prior invitation or permission, calls by someone with a prior established 

business relationships, calls by charitable organizations when a charity uses its own volunteers or 

employees, calls that solicit the expression of ideas, opinions, or votes; calls for sales that won't 

be completed until a later face-to-face meeting between the person making the call and the 

subscriber. We have worked olose1y with many of our small business state organizations to 

address their concerns, These exceptions, I think, will allow our small, North Dakota businesses, 

to continue in the traditional manner and will allow those charities, using their own employees or 

,---..\ volunteers to continue to raise funds. Charities using professional fundraisers can continue 

solicitations to consumers who have not signed up on the Do Not Call list. Here are some 

important provisions in the bill. Callers cannot make any telephone solicitation to a subscriber 

who places their number on the Do Not Call list, Callers may not use automatic dialing 

announcing devices, or make any telephone solicitations before 8:00 a.m. or after 9:00 p.m. 

Callers may not use any method to block a subscriber's caller ID service, callers cannot use 

prerecorded voice messages. Callers must state their name, telephone number, city and state of 

location, and the business on behalf the telephone solicitation is being made. Private citizens can 

enforce the law and in addition to that, my office can enforce the law and obtain penalties up to 

$2,000 per violation. This legislation will protect our citizens and put them back in charge of 

their telephone. This bill has the unanimous support in the Senate Judiciary committee and also 

in the Senate Appropriations Committee, and a strong vote out of the Senate, and I hope that you 

,. 
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will ~ce rlght to pass SB 2255. I know that you will hear some arguments that perhaps certain 

provisions of this bill are unconstitutlonal, as a violation of the first amendment. I can tell you 

that in most of the states that have adopted similar legislation, there have been court challenges, 

I'm not aware of a single one that was set aside on a constitutional basis, and I am certainly 

comfortable as the need arises to defend the statute that you have before us, Those ofus that run 

for office, would not think twice about going up to a door where there is a sign that says "no 

solicitors" or "no politicians pennitted". That is certainly acceptable for a person who owns a 

home to put a sign \1p saying you don't want anybody to come to their door. I think when you 

install, at your expense and for your convenience, a telephone in your home, there is nothing 

wrong with putting a Do Not Dist\\rb sign on the telephone. 

Rtp, Wranpam; On page 2, (b ), ''by or on behalf of any person with whom the subscriber has 

an established personal or business relationship0
, Can you tell us a little more about what that 

means. For instance, do you have to be an established customer with the business . 

.Mr. StenebJem: I think it would be a customer, I think what comes to my mind is when my 

dentist calls and tells me it is time for me to come in for my six month cleaning, That,s certainly 

pennissible. If I work with somebody in the recent past, two years in the recent past, and paid or 

worked with a businesH, they would be permitted to ca11. 

Rep. Wranpam; If I had made a donation to a fund, within the last year, would that give them 

the right to call you, 

Mt Stenehjem: I think so, if you donated to a cause, or have a business or personal 

relationship, those are the kinds of things that we want to permit. 
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Rep. Bemsteln; If you have a list of previous donees, that made donations to your party, and 

you call these people? 

Mr, Stenehjem: You calt, We might need one minor amendment to make an exemption that 

allows employees or volunteers to make the call, include 50l(o)3 corporations, and we were 

intending by that to include political parties, rm told now that political parties are actually 529 

nonprofit organizations and we'll be presenting an amendment to make sure that that will be 

pennissible, 

Rep. Delmore: Is there a place where the public to call to find out exactly how it goes out, the 

process of getting on tht., No Call list. 

Mr, Stenehjem; Yes, one section of the bill requires that it is established in my office and that 

people will be pennitted to sign up either on-line or by telephone, or in writing. 
' 

Rep. Onstad; Business relationship, let's say your own telephone company, they in tum 

increase services and hire a telemarketing firm to let you know of the changes, Is that covered, 

Mr. Stenehjem: Parrell~ what section is that in. 

Rep. Mar11os: Section 7b. 

Mr. Stenehjem: Section 7b. Doe~ that answer your questions. 

Ren, Onstad; It talks about established prior business relationship. If that is a company who 

you send telephone bills too, that is your company of service, and they in turn look to expand 

those services, but they go out and hire telemarketing firm to make contact with all of their 

customet'$, If you are on the l.>o Not CalJ, would that eliminate those people, 

Mr. Stenehjem: Parrell will answer that. 
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Parrell Grossman, Director of the Consumer Protection D..Mlhml I think that would be 

included as long as they were calling by or on behalf of the organization you had that relationship 

with. I, as a subscriber in a relationship with that telephone company, and then they employed 

telemarketers to call me, I believe, as long as it has been within that 24 month period, that would 

constitute an exception under the established business relationship. 

Rep. Delmore; On the part that talks about the 501 of the Internal Revenue Code, in looking at 

charitable organizations, is there a requirement that those organizations are paying out the money 

to the people. I can think of one group that calls me, that 1 have a little handout in front of me, 

that I know only 10-13% actually goes to the organization, Does this protect us from people 

calling and soliciting funds when the funds don't go to the charitable organizations, 

Mr. StenebJem: What you are talking about is the issue of those folks entirely of telemarketers, 

who are not using their own volunteers or employees, this bill would inhibit calls if you are on 

the Do Not Call list from paid telemarketers. 

Chab•man DeKrey; I am reading about the license requirements, there are a lot in agriculture 

that use Fann Plan. Farm Plan is a popular John Deere financing, They do something every 

month and you'll pick up the phone and it will say, please hold for an important message from 

Farm Plan. You know they are using a dial-up machine and a recorded voice, but they aren't 

saying what the purpose of the message is, but I know what the purpose of the message is, 

remind me to pay by bill. I don't know what the rest of the recording is, because I have always 

hung up on it. Would they be able to continue that business practice. 

Mr. Stenehjem; There is a section of the bill that has to do with those ki11ds of messages. We 

tried to think of every useful exemption that we could. For example, some schools will call all 
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the households where there are students and tell them there is no school today, ot delayed by an 

hour or two, those kinds of things are pennissible. But if they are soliciting for, that's prohibited. 

If they are calling to collect a debt, I think they can do that because that is not a sale of 

merchandise as defined under the bill. The whole bill is designed for those soliciting money, or 

selling goods and services. 

BG, GaMn.; Just about every small community in Nort.1-• Oakota has t~lemarketinr; finns as 

employers in the towns, How is this legislation going to impact them, or if it would. 

Mr. Stenehjem: There are many communities in ND who have on this issue made suggestions. 

I would say that a number of them are not making calls in ND, they are calling citizens in other 

states, and that's why I mentioned that most of the other states have a Do Not Call registration . 

. ..-~ Most of the states have large populations to which those finns are calling have Do Not Call 

legislation. Those companies in North Dakota th11 .~e making those calls already have to 

comply with those requirements in other states and of course, there will be a federal rule coming 

into play, and they will have to comply with those requirements all across the nation. We didn't 

want to enact a bill thl\t was too restrictive or oppressive, for businesses that are trying to operate 

in the state of ND. But, at the same time, there are a number of ND citizens who are tired of 

being bothered on their telephone. All this bill asks is that when people have politely suggested, 

Hke signing up for the Do Not Call list, that they don't be called, that people don't call them. 

Reg. Delmore; Capsulize what this does to calls by political parties. 

Mr. StenebJem:. What this does to calls by political parties. We do need to adopt the same kind 

of nonprofit exception for political parties, so that we can call and remind people to donate to 

their party. There are a lot of people who are against this bill because they want exemptions for 
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their business, I think prerecorded calls are pesky, and I know that some political parties think 

they are useful and cheap, Parties won1t be able to do that. They will not be able to call people 

on the Do Not Call list, if they have paid telemarketers, they would not under this legislation be 

allowed to call. There are restrictions. People are going to ask for exemptions for their 

organizations. I hope you will be very careful about adding additional exemptions, if you pass 

and add too many exemptions, the bill won't do anything, and will make people angry, I 

recommend that you are very careful about granting the exemptions, We put certain exemptions 

into the bill, that seemed to make sense. It makes sense, that when they are using their own 

volunteers or employees, that W s more likely than not, that these are ND people, ND charities 

that are making the call, not calling from other states, The abuses that we see, tend to be those 

_,..-......_, who are using the teJemarketers. There are telemarketers who are good and decent, and those 

who are not. We want to have a useful bill. The citizens of ND want this bill. 

Chairman DeKrey: Thank you. 

Parreu Gro11m11. Director of the Consumer Protection and Antltruft Dlvlslon, AGts 

office; Support (see attached testimony). 

Rep, Onstad; On page 5, line 13 #6t what are the fees to get the Do Not Call list? 

Mr. Grossman1 That is one of the issues that I am eluding to. It has not been decided by the 

FTC, we have put sort of a maximwn arnoWtt for fees in here to say that the f~ for the 

acquisition list may not exceed $200 per quarter or $800 for the year. We also, built in the 

flexibility to use the FTC list, so that telemarketers soliciting in ND should not be required to 

purchase both the FTC list and the ND list. They will purchase one or the other. This will allow 

~ subscribers to sign up with the FTC list or we will be able to download those names into the ND 
. __ ) 
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database and likewise, when ND subscribers sign up in ND we will upload their names to the 

FTC list, so that we always have the FTC names and tht, FTC always has the ND ones, 

Re,p. Delmore: I have a question about the amendments that you passed out, they don't seem to 

match up, we have the engrossed bill, so that may be why, but the Hne items don't line up, I 

guess it seems to be the first three don't match up. Before we move amendments, we need to 

make sure that they match. 

Mr. Gro11m1u1 I will look at those and get those to you. I put those together rather quickly 

after I started having computer problems and had to reconstruct that. 

Rep. Delmore: Again, they may have been on the first bill, not the engrossed copy. How often 

will those lists have to be boTJght, say by a company that wishes to get the No Call list. 

Mr. Grossman; That is again one of the isRues that we looked at under the cun-ent statute, it 

indicates that you would have to buy that list quarterly. Then you would have, as a telemarketer, 

a grace period of 10 days to get a new list. So if that name had appeared on there, in that 

particular time, you wouldn't be in violation of that statute. Under the FTC rule, they are going 

90 days from the date that the telemarketer has to obtain a new list, 90 days from the date that the 

telemarketer last obtained that list. Then they wouldn't be in violation if they call somehody on 

that list. 

RCJ). Kretschmer; Is there any provisiort in this law, or can we put something in, so that a 

consumer could sign up and say I want absolutely no calls from anybody, 

Mr. Grossman: There is no provision like that, though no doubt there are consumers that would 

like that bill. 
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Rep. Kinabua: I am looking at page 4, and the establishment of the No Call list and it says it 

will be in effect for five years. What happens at the end of five years. Do you have to resubscribe 

or is that goJng to be looked at again. 

Mr. Grossman; You would have to resubscribe at that time. 

Mr. Stenehjem: Some states charge people to sign up for the list. We are not going to charge 

people. We intend to make it as user friendly to sign up, either by phone, in writing, or on-line, 

or if you sign up for the FTC foii., w,/li use that, and after five years you would resubscribe. 

Rep. Klnasbury: Is there a possibility that you could start charging if this starts looking like a 

huge problem. 

Mr, S:tenebJem: We thought about that, and just decided that this is really something that I think 

1 ) ND people want and if we start getting into the business of charging, what would you charge, a 
I ) 

•- ... ~ 
couple bucks, hardly worth it to go through the billing process, and I really think that in the 

interest of the conswner, I think that having a free list is better, plus the federal list might be free, 

and then we'd have that issue. But obviously, at some point down the road~ we could do that. 

Rep, Bernstein: Along the line of Rep. Kingsbury's question, you are going to have to 

resubscribe after S years, are you going to be notified that the first five years has run out and need 

to go through the process again. 

Mr. Stenehjem: I think what we are going to do initially is have people sign up and then after 

the five years is up, you will begin to notice that your listing has expired. 

Chairman DeKrey; Thank you. Further testimony in support. 

Klaus Lembke. ND Association of Realtor.,: Support. 

Chairman DeKrey: Thank you. Further testimony in support. 
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Dkk Weber, AARP Executive CouncQ; Support (see attached testimony), 

J;h1lrm19 DeKqy; 11tank you. 

Illona ,lef[coat-Sacco, Director of Public Utlllties Division, Public Servlce CommlHlon: 

Support (see attached testimony), 

Chairman DeKre,y: Thank you. Further testimony in support. 

Karen Voec;ks: Support, I have a real problem with politicians being able to leave messages on 

my n1achine, is that my understanding? 

Mr. Stenehjem; No, not prerecorded messages, 

Ms, Voeeks; Then I have no issue with the bill. 

Cbmm1n De.Kr@J!: Thank you. Further testimony in support. 

Jack McDonald. ND Newspaper Association: Support (see attached testimony and 

amendments). 

Chalrm•p DeKru: Thank you, Further testimony in support? Testimony in opposition? 

Brenda Dlssette. Executive Dlrettor of ND Association of Nonprofit Qr1anlz1dons; Oppose 

(see attached testimony). 

Rep. Delmore: I can empathize .. as someone who is called regularly by charitable organizations 

that I support, I always ask for tho infonnation to be sent in writing anyway. Could not some of 

these campaigns be sent out through mailings. I don't think that most people give over the phone 

anymore. They aren't excited about giving out that infonnation and making a specific donation 

to you and say, I'll send you the money, give me the address. Is that a way to try and address part 

of the problem, do more mailings. Would that not be a possibility for your organization. 
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" 

Ms. Dlssetttn I think it would, Personally I have donated to ohacltable nonprofits who would 

call, and the first question I ask them is if they att, a registered 501.(o)3, or what is there charitable 

nonprofit status. If it's not 50l(o)3, they're not going to get my n1oney, then it's not deductible 

for me and they are not a charitable nonprofit organization, My next question is are they 

registered with the Secretary of State's office, and if they can't answer that question, then there is 

a #2 red flag, Most of the time I do donate to the non.profits who have called, they do send out an 

envelope for you to send the, money to them. But what you are talking about is a direct mail, and 

I believe a lot of our nonprofit organizations already utilize that. I want you to know that we are 

99% in favor of this legislation. It's really hard to get up and talk against a bill that will help 

people. 

Chairman DeKrcy; Thank you. Further testimony in opposition. 

Michael Gelermu, Fraternal Order of Police; Opposed (see attached testimony), 

Rg. Delmore; I am supportive of police officers. I am familiar with this particular call; 

however, I would like to know how much is raised in ND, how much is actually given to police 

officers in ND and how much of what is collected goes to my police officers in Grand Forks, as 

far as percentages, dollar amounts, whatever. 

Mr. Gelerman; I can get those figures for you. I don't have them available right now. But what 

we do is with the funds we raise, not only do we support the charities that I made reference to, 

but we also because of the fact that in most budgets, there isn't money for training, We take 

some of the money that we raise through charitable solicitations for training, where we send 

police officers off to training in various locations, but I can certainly get you that infonnation. 
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~W Do you have any idea what percentage would go to the people who do the 

telemarketing and the percentage that goes to police officers. 

Mr, Geterman; I don't have those figures in front of me. I oan assure you that it's not the , 

horror stories of the 95% that you've heard. 

Chalrmag DeKre~ Thank you. Further testimony in opposition. 

Stacy Pflll&er, Executive Director of ND Rlaht to Life: I am going to one-up these guys, I am 

99 .1 % in favor of this. I guess I may not be here to oppose the bill, but more for clarification 

purposes. We are also a nonprofit organization, and we're small. We have done the in-house 

telemarketing, but we have had to move to professional fundraisers~ because we just don't have 

the staff or the volunteers to do that, so we would also be in that category. Last week I did meet 

/'-...... with Mr. Grossman, and asked if nonprofits would be covered under page 1, number 4, the 

established business relationship. I was told no. This morning, I believe it was Rep. Wrangham, 

who asked that of the Attorney General and he thought it might be. So ifwe could have that 

olarlfled, I would be happy to be able to call my members who have been members in the last 24 

months. I am not talking about calling someone who has donated to our organization in the past, 

I om not ttuking about that kind of solicitation. I'm talking about being abte to contact my 

members, If you can make that clarification, the best idea that I came up to was on page 1, line 

19 after sellers, insert "or is a member of the nonprofit". That would allow us to call people who 

have been members within the last 24 months. 

Rtp, Bernstebll Just out of curiosity, when you use the professional fundraiser, what is the split. 

Ms. POUaer: When we hav~ used the professional fundraiser, our contract is 35% goes to the 

fundraiser. On the Senate side, we had the discussion about that vs. the direct mail approach, 

·.·1.;i;~;~; 
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which Rep, Delmore just talked about, There are so many different variables to consider that I 

can tell you that the last two direct mail appeals that I have done, one cost me 30% on the dollar 

and the other one cost me 52%, to do the direct mail, depending on how many people were sent 

to. 

Bt1>, Delmore: You're saying that a phone call to people, you collected more money than you 

did through direct mail and you didn't have to follow that phone call up with direct mail, an 

envelope whatever to get that money, 

Ms. PRll1er; Part of our contract is that our professional fundraiser pays for alt of that. What 

we do is, they ask for a pledge by phone and say pledge $10 a month, they do follow up that up 

with an invoice, and we respect people if they decide they can't pay. That's fine. If we call them 

,~ and they pledge, but say don't call again, we prefer to deal with direct mail, they are on a Do Not 

Call list with our organization. But all of those costs are in that 35%. 

Chairman DeKrey; Thank you. Further testimony in opposition. Neutral. 

Jason Stverak; Neutral (see attached testimony), 

Rep. Delm.ore;, I guess I find it interesting that a neutral party would bring amendments onto 

this bill, What is your response to people such as the citizens we have had here today, Myself 

and the Attorney General do find them pesky no matter who is calling. 

Mr, Styerak: If you receive one of those calls from us, at the North Dakota Republican Party, 

and you said I don1t want to receive another call from the party, you have chosen not to associate 

with the party. We will tell our groups. Any finn that we use, we tell them please don't call this 

person; but you are not even giving us the right to call you first, to encourage you to get out to 

vote. 
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Rep, Delmore: How many people, I receive from both parties so I am not picking on either 

political party, I do find them annoying; but I don't think most people are going to take the time 

to call one or the other or both political parties Wtd say, please quit calling me. There is nothing 

in the message that says if you don't want to hear these types of messages, do this. So I don't 

think most citizens know what they can do to avoid these calls. 

Mr. Stverak; We did have people that requested a Do Not Call, and we told our telemarketers 

not to call them. I would have to say that we only do these activities once every two years. 

We're not going to call into person's houses to sell them Wlything, we are not oalling for a 

commercial purpose~ we're trying to get you out to vote and to vote for our candidates. I think 

that should be put on a different setting than the commercial activities that we support that the 

bill is going to happen. 

Rep, Eckte: We talked about political parties being in the public interest, I think the Attorney 

General is also putting something together about the political interests. Most of the political calls 

are so intense, even ifit is only every two years. I believe that they would rather have political 

parties off here, than almost anything else. 

Mr, Styerlkl Thank you for your comments. I agree it is intense for that time period, but if the 

bill as proposed is passed, we will have to have members or volunteers to call. You're asking us 

to set up a telemarketing organization within our building, have paid staff, which we don't have 

the funds or resources to do, to call once every two years. I understand where some people 

would not want any calls, or they don't want any piece of mail. But the freedom of association, 

the freedom to contact those people, needs to be available. 
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Rep, Onstad; You mentioned that businesses use this for business. The businesses contribute 

to political parties for favorable votes. So how do you, do you run it through a third party, comes 

in there, how do you distinguish it. 

Mr. Stverak: I am not sure I understand where you're question is coming from. If you are 

referring to corporations setting up political action committees, 5. 7 set up under there, third party 

interests, yes they can do that, and it will not change under the federal law. I disagree with the 

fact that people make political contributions to get specific goals or steps taken by members of 

the committee, members of the body at the congressional level. 

Rep, Onstad; I guess the point is that I don't see the difference. You're saying give us an 

exemption so we can make the initial contact; but the businesses, they want this position so that 

they can make the initial contact. I don't see the difference here. 

Mr. Stverak: I understand where you are coming from on the issue. But we operate for no other 

purpose than to elect Republicans and in the Kennedy's case, elect Democrats, they are not 

selling a product, they aren't asking you to join anything, get a credit card or buy a beach house 

down in Florida; what we attempt to do through these get out the vote campaign or the 

telemarketing, 1s to remind people to get out and vote. That is different than what businesses do. 

Rep. Onstad: When you get the Jist, call the other half. 

Mr. Stverak: I believe that our telemarketers would be able to purchase that list and call the 

other half, but then that would prohibit us from contacting people who said, I'm a Republican. 

you are not allowing us to contact them and say "rm a Republican, get out and vote for our 

candidate'\ 

Chairman DeKrey; Thank you • 
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B@. Delmore: According to this bill, you can still make those communications, just not use the 

telephone. Maybe both parties are just going to have to find a better way to make those contaqts 

theu mass producing messages. 

Mr. Stverak: There is the opportunity to use live calls, but in certain situations like the weekend 

before the election, where you can't find or purchase 300 people to make those live calls in a 2 

hour time span. 

Chairman DeKre_y: Thank you. 

Re,p. Wranpam: I have a question for the AO1 s office, would polling not be allowed. 

Mr. Stepeblem; No, polling would be allowed under the exception in the bill, you can call to 

solicit opinions, ask people to get out to vote and not asking for money, that is specifically 

perm.itted. What you are not allowed to use is prerecorded messages, Those are not pennitted, 

Those are first amendment protected issues. When you are raising money, that is not strictly first 

amendment issues, that is commercial in nature, and there are additional restrictions that are 

pennissible. All this bill does is ask that people whQ have gone to the trouble of asking not to be 

bothered, that they don't be bothered. 

Chairman DeKrey; Further testimony on SB 22S5, 

Marilyn Foss. MCI WorldCom; I am proposing two amendments to this bill (see attac~ect 

testimony and amendments). I understand from Mr. Grossman that the second amendment might 

be already addressed in some that he is proposing. 

Chairman DeKre_y; Thank you. Further testimony in neutral, opposition, support, or just want 

to talk? 
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Joan Newhera: I am not in opposition to the bill, I am against something that was previously 

talked about. I oan personally testify that your request to have your number deleted will be 

ignored. I did that last year. I called the Republic Headquarters three times to have my number 

deleted, and it did .not happen. They still left messages on the answering machine about getting 

out to vote and so forth, Don't allow political messages, you are allowing yourselves to be above 

the law. You are passing a law and don't want to be a part ofit. I think the way it reads now, I 

think it is great, he<muse it is not allowing political messages. Anyone or a party who leaves a 

message on my maohine, I can say you have just lost my vote, 

Chafa:man DeJ(rcy; Thank you. Further testimony on SB 22S5. We will close the hearing. 
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Minute,: 13 members present. 

Chairman DeKre.y; We will work on SB 2255. 

Parrell Grossman, AG's office: (see attached testimony that was read at the original hearing 

and amendments). He explained the amendments, going line by line. 

lb», Grande; So we are to disregard the first set of amendment that were given at the initial 

hearing? 

Mr, Grossman; Yes. 

Chairman DeKrcy: The first set. 

Mr. Grossman; Yes. 

Chairman DeKrey: So we're working on the one dated March 18, 2003. 

Mr. Grossman: Yes. Then there are several changes in there that simply replace no call with 

"do not call'' so that the terminology is consistent with do .not call as is used in a lot of states. 

) That's the only purpose of those amendments. (continued detailing line by line), 
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Rep, Klemtn; I've got two questions, the first question on the amendments, the last one you 

were talking about pg 5 llne 22, state or federal list, In the Attorney General's discretion, why 

should it be in the Attorney General's discretion. Can't we just say that so that everyone knows 

that it is that one or not. Is it going to be on a case-by-case basis that he exercises this discretion. 

Mr, Grossman: I think there are simply too many questions wisettled with the FTC list. I've 

had this discussion within our office many times, the federal government has promised a 

program, a benefit or something else would be up and running at a particular time. I would 

imagine that the Attorney General, after detennining that they are in fact, on time with their 

program and determining that there aren't going to be a lot of snags and glitches with the national 

system, will strongly lean towards using that list; hut there remains a possibility that that list 

won't be up nnd running, could be challenges to the federal law, there could be a nwnber of 

things that could happen between now and time the FTC has promised to have that list up and 

running and then we would not have the ability to use that particular list. So we didn,t see any 

way, other than to get the Attorney General that discretion. 

Rep. Klem)n; So is it on a case-by-Ct\Se basis or across the board, 

Mr. Grossman: No, the Attorney General, at the appropriate time, when he has all of the 

infonnation and the FTC has addressed all of his concerns, as well as similar concerns raised by 

the other states, will then make the decision to either use ND list maintained by the Attorney 

General or to defer to the FTC. If he decides it is appropriate to defer to the FTC for all the 

reasons discussed, then there will be a lot of public comment on that, and a lot of consumer 

education indicating the Attorney General's is in fact the FTC, he would have the ability to 

\ maintain a toll free number that will link directly to the FTC, for those consumers that wish to 
.,) 
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sign up by telephone, and also would have the ability on the AG's web site to link those 

individuals accessing the Attomey General's web site to link those signing up to the FTC list. It 

will either be one or the other, but I do have to say there is substantial debate going on 

throughout the country amongst the Attorney Generals and it's being discussed at the very 

meeting he's at with the National Association of Attorneys General, what is really the best way to 

proceed. The FTC is certainly strongly encouraging harmonization of the list, not necesserlly the 

law, but they are saying that consumers should really sign up with one or the other, but not both. 

I think there are really a lot. of unsettled questions about whether that will work as efficiently as 

has been promised by the FfC. 

Re,p. KleJIWll How dn you address the question of whether there is an unconstitutional 

.,,..~ delegation of legislative authority to the Attorney General to decide what to do with this list. 

Mr. Grossrol'U We have looked at it and I don't think that is the case. I've had some 

discussions with Legislative C<'.Juncil. rve looked at some of the similar statutes that are 

currently being proposed by other states that are now in their legislative sessions, and they have 

all done something similar to this. I think some may have said that if the FrC has a list, it will be 

the list, but others have s1lid that in the Attorney General's discretion, and I think for the same 

reasons we have discussed. I think one probably could have enumerated specific factors for the 

Attorney General to look at and say that the Attorney General shall detennine whether it's 
, 

necessary to avoid duplication of costs, etc. and could have enumerated a number of factors, but 

it did not seem like that was necessary. 

R,e_p, Klemhu I don't see anything in here to explain the differences between this bill and the 

federal law that was just signed last week, to convince me that we really need to have a state list 

Ill 
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rather than just going with the federal one. Have you done any kind of side-by-side analysis or 

comparison to show what's in here that's not in the federal list. 

Mr. Grossman: There is also another place where we have inserted a change here, if I could 

direct the committee to that, that would be on page 4, line 16, where it says that the Attorney 

General may fulfill the requirements of this section by contracting with an agency, establishment 

and maintenance of a list, and the enclosed amendment would say, "or by using the national FTC 

list". I don't think that would be an unconstitutional delegation of that authority. I would rather 

have it in there twice, than not have it in there at all, but I think on that stand alone provision, that 

provides clear authority for the Attorney General. It is no different than if the Attorney General 

were maintaining that list and then hired a local ND organization to establish and maintain that 

database. Then as to your next question, if rm understanding it, are you asking about the 

substantive differences between the FTC law and the ND law. 

Btl>• JQemln! I guess what I am saying is. we now have the federal law, which I understand was 

just signed by the President last week, and so have you done any side-by-side comparison 

between what we've got here and what the federal law is to show what is different, or what's 

more stringent, so that we have some basis for determining that we actually need this, instead of 

just going with the federal list. 

Mr. Grossman; I have not done my personal one, there was one that the FTC did, but they 

didn't specifically compare to our state, I think they compared some changes I think that were 

made to the old telemarketing bill and the amended rule, I have not done a chart like that but I 

think I could certainly highlight to the committee, the benefit of what those significant changes 

are .imd the reasons and I think it comes down to an issue of this is a decision that should be left, 
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on a state by state basis, I don't know that Congress represents all of the interests of the citizens 

of North Dakota or the other states, I think that this Legislature does that and if I could point out 

some of the substantial differences are that Congress has done a number of things differently, 

They have excluded the face-to-face transactions. So, if in fact, you are going to complete that 

sales transaction at a later face-to-face meeting, Congress has said that will not be subject to the 

Do Not Call provision and the sponsors of this legislation, as well as the majority of the public, 

have said and clearly spoken in this issue, and we think that this should be a very limited 

restriction. We think that only those individuals that call you and will later personally conduct 

that face-to-face meeting should be exempt. We don't want that broad, open exception and that's 

cWTently what Minnesota has. The problem in MN, is that you can have a bank of telemarketers 

that call you and then as long as somebody will come out later and make a face-to-face 

presentation, it would not be an exception. So you can be selling timeshares in Florida and then 

you would be exempted from this, as long as somebody later follows up with you either here or 

in Florida to make that final sales pitch, The current legislation is currently crafted that says it 

has to be that same person, Another significant different is in the area of charities, After a lot of 

discussion and one where I think a number of states that substantially disagreed with the position 

that the FTC took. It amended the telemarketing sales rule and that is in regard to the charitable 

solicitations. The FTC decided that any charity .. , 

Ru,, Klemlp; Is what Congress adopted, and signed by the President, is that the FTC rule. 

Mr. Grossman: In fact what Congress is doing is funding the FfC rule. It is a FTC rule, There 

is already an enacted statute and then they have amended the telemarketing sales rule that is 

subject to the Telephone Consumer Proteotion Act, I think is what it is. 
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Rep, Kl@mlp; I just wanted to be sure that you are comparing a bill to their bill, rather than our 

bill to a rule. 

Mr. Grossman:. Yes, I am comparing our legislation to their rule, but that is really the only 

comparison you can make, All of the FTC provisions are contained within that rule. It is in fact, 

the amended telemarketing sales rule that controls the Do Not Call registry and places the 

exceptions within that statute, or makes it a violation, etc. So I think I have commented on the 

charity. That is probably the significant differences that again the sponsors feel strongly that 

because of the potentia1 for fraudulent charitable solicitations, etc. that the professional 

fundraisers should have to honor the Do Not Call list. They can still certainly call those 

conswners that have not placed on the registry, but it is only going to be those charities that use 

· ,.~ their own employees or volunteers that are going to be exempted from that. Frankly as I read the 

1 SO pages of comments to the amended tielemarketing sales rule, there was a lot of discussion 

about that and I think that the FTC, frankly, could have gone either way on that issue. After a lot 

of weighing and a lot of hemming and hawing, they decided to give the broad exemption, but 

they've said that they too would be looking at this and if they detennine that there appears to be 

abuses by professional fundraisers, they might go the other way and simply not provide the 

exemption and do what North Dakotans and several states have done, and that is limited to those 

organizations using their own vo1unteets. I think that probably the most significant difference is 

the enforcement of the Senate bill 2255 as opposed to the enforcement of the amended 

telemarketing sales rule maintained by the FTC, and that is 1) that has to be enforced in federal 

court; 2) as stated M the Attorney General, we could only seek on behalf of our conswners' 

injunctive relief1 so we would have to wait until their are hundreds of phone calls and then go 
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into a federal district court and seek an htjunction. We just don't think that is appropriate relief, 

We have no ability, under federal legislation or the federal amended telemarketing sales rule, to 

obtain attorney's fees, or to obtrun penalties. So it strikes me as rather odd that we could do a 

case in coltjunction with the federal government and they could get penalties in the amount of 

$11,000 per call, and the Attorney General could get absolutely nothing on behalf of the citizen 

or the coffers of the state of North Dakota. It is only the federal government and Dept. of Justice 

that could get those penalties. I have had this discussion again with a significant number of states 

that are adopting their own legislation and none of us, could fhlnkty imagine, why you would opt 

to use the FTC amended telemarketing sales rule, unless the legislature ~imply chose not to have 

this legislation and not enforce it in state court on behalf of their own citizens. So I think that is 

. ,~ probably the most substantial differences that, like many other states, this is intended to be 
) 

' .... ,./ 

tailored to meet the specific needs of the telephone subscribers in our state, rather than telling our 

citizens that if you don't want these calls, you can talk to the FTC. I literally each year, get 

hundreds of calls on matters that were, in fact, potential violations of the telemarketing sales role 

and when those folks have called the FTC, their response is call your Attorney General. They 

want us to report their statute. Again, we can only enforce that by going to federal district court, 

getting injunctive relief and I just don't think that this is a wise use of the Attorney General's 

resources, 

Re.p. Wranpam: On page 2, line 11, a couple of questions involving the definitions that we 

have defined "established business relationship", but we did not define established personal 

relationship. We need clarification on that and also when we're talking about a business 

relationship, I'm still not clear. I would like to pr.opos.e an example and maybe that can help 
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clear up my mind, If I gave to the March of Dimes within the last 24 months, does that make it 

OK for them to call me, not make it a telephone solicitation, If I've given to them in the last 24 

months, do I have an established business relationship with them, 

Mr. Gro••ro•n: Let me address those questions, First, there is, in fact, no definition for 

personal relationship and I couldn't find other states that had defined that. There might be some 

other states, but I think it's one of those commonly understood words what the personal 

relationship or an organization together and I call you, I think that's a personal relationship and I 

can't imagine that we're going to get into those kinds of dichotomies. I think most of us know 

what a personal relationship is, but I would certainly grant you that could attempt to define it. I 

don't think it is necessary, I think it is in fact self-defining, As to the seoond portion, I would 

have to say that, no, that in and of itself would not constitute a prior business relationship, and I 

think the concern would be there, that if in fact it did, then what you have is a perpetuating list of 

victims, and thaes the Attorney General's concern. He and I discussed this at length, that if you 

had donated to the Association for Disabled Fire Fighters and they had tricked you into doh1g 

that donation, and you donated because they told you, you had ctonated the year before, when in 

fact you hadn't, or didn't recall that, now you've donated and now you have a business 

relationship. We didn't think that that should be brought within the terminology of an 

established business relationship, but what we did recognize is that there are some unique 

relationships there where the organizations sort of expressly or implicitly, make you a member of 

that organization by having donated. You donate to the Special Olympics, or some organization 

like that. I think that for all intents and purposes, you may well be a member of that 

organization. You are one of their regular donors, But to just say because you have donated on 
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one particular occasion, that that's a prior business relationship. We would not consider that as a 

prior established business relationship, 

Rep. Wranpam: If the March of Dimes sent me a receipt, whioh said you were a member for 

two years, could they get around it that way, 

Mr. Gro11rn111: I think it would depend on whether you agreed that you were jn fact a member. 

I don't think that they could just send you a receipt and say that you're a member ifit was not 

expressed to you at the time you gave your donation that you would in fact be a member by 

donating, I suppose if they had expressed to you in their literature, or on the telephone, that you 

are in fact a member of that organization, one could argue that you are a rnember and that is a 

prior established business relationship. 

Chairmen QeKrey; If there are no more questions, does someone care to move the AO's 

amendments. 

Rep. Delmore; One more question, it seemed that you were favorable to the ones that the 

Newspaper Association with the free trial newspaper subscription. 

Mr. Grossmapt Yes, we really thought those were clarifications that were probably excepted, 

but again I think they just provide some additional clariflcatio.n in that respect. Yes, the AG does 

not hove any objections to those proposed amendments from the Newspaper Association. 

Rep, Eckrc: I move the AO amendments dated 3/18/03, 

Bep, Maryos; Seconded. 

Voice vote: Carried, 

Rep, Delmore: I move the Newspaper Association amendments by Jack MoDon9ld. 

\ B@P• Maraaos: Seconded. 
__,I 
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Voice vote: Carried. 

ii 

ChaJrm1n DeKru; These amendments that were handed out by the Majority Leader's office 

appear to me to be already contained in the Attorney General •s amendment. 

Mr. Grossman; Pm not sure that would be case. 

Chairman DeKrey; They have it on a different line, but the wording in the same, "on behalf of 

a political party, ... 0 

Mr. Gro11man; Can I see one of those. If I could just explain the difference, as I indicated, 

those proposed by the Attorney General would exempt those calls v ~,, ·,n they were made by 

employees or volunteers. So it is a more limited version. The proposed amendments that are 

before you would add a whole new exception as "£0
• So if you looked at the exceptions starting 

, ,.-"\ on page 2, section 7, it has a., b., c,, d., e. and that includes all the particular exceptions for 

written invitation, established business relationship, calls by charities employing their own calls 

for the purpose of polling or soliciting the expression of ideas, and then face-to-face, Those are 

all exceptions, this would make it a complete exception and would exempt all of those calls by or 

on behalf of a political party, candidate, or other group with a political purpose as defined in 

chapter 16.1-08.1, so it would not be limited to calls made on behalf of political candidates, 

committees, or parties when they use their own employees or volunteers. 

' Ms. Tabort One other comme,;,.t on that, that particular amendment, there has been some 

confusion that the Attorney General (can't hear) and l had a discussion with him yesterday, (can't 

hear). 

Chairman DeKrty; 'That was stated in the Majority Leader's office this morning, that the 

) Attorney General is not supporting the amendment. 
',,__.) 
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Rep, Grandet I have some amendments. 

Rep, Eckre: I remember when we had the initial hearing on this bill, and I heard from a lot of 

people that one of things they do not want to get calls from. I don't like the amendment. 

Cbekrn•n DeKrcy: Anybody else have some proposed amendments. 

Ru,, Grandet I have some amendments to put forward that were asked by the smaller charity 

organizations that really fall through the cracks on this. In the other states, especially those 

surrounding us, MN, SD, MT and so forth, have passed, and I have copies of the MN statute, if 

anyone wants to look at it. Our small groups, such as our Rural Firefighters or our County 

Sheriffs, when they want to do any type of solicitation they don't have the manpower nor the 

ability to draw up on a volunteer base, what they do is get together when they need their funding 

-'-\ and I know one of the rural firefighters groups get together and do a fundraiser to get the masks 
I , 

''"""~,,·' 

... ..../ 
I 

with the infrared ability, and they are very costly. So when they did the fundraiser, they hired an 

organization to do it, because they don't have the base to work out; especially in rural areas. This 

bill, as proposed, stops them from that ability to do that. They would like to have that exemption 

and these amendments that I will pass out to you addresses that. (see attached amendments). 

Rep, Eckre: Is this opening up, if you open up to these, where do we, I think we are talking 

about more than just our local police or fire hall, can't this open up a whole wide range of people 

that can do this. Don't get me wrong, I like my local police and fire, and r help work on their 

fundraiser. 

Rep, Grande: Well the other guys are already in ht't'e, Canc,ir Society, Heart Association, 

Alzheimer's, all of those groups with a national base, they can come in and set up their own 

1/ 
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private phone thing and work within the bill as it stands. They can already do all that. But the 

little guy can •t, 

Chairmen DeKreya That was the testimony from the attorney who was here. 

&IL.. Eckrtn What about the Black Panthers, eto, some of those groups are national, I know it is 

an extreme, but some of those groups really take things to the extreme now. 

Be.a, Grgde: From what I have understood from the people who came forth to me, and they 

deal also with the MN side, they do not have that as necessarily an issue. The main issue was 

that actually for the local peace officers. 

Bu, Delmore: Is this what is written in the MN statute, is that what you 're saying, 

BfR, Grande; Yt.\fJ, 

, ') Chekm•n DeKny; So you want to make a motion to pass the Grande amendments, 
.. _ .. .,,..,,, 

.. J 

BtR• Grqde; I move the Grande amendments. 

BtRt Bem•teln; Seconded. 

BtP• Delmore; I would like to hear from someone in the Attomey GeneraPs office. I know a lot 

of the bill was based on what was MN law, and maybe they can tell us a little about why they 

drafted the language the way they did, 

ML Gro11mw I think the Attorney General has expressed very strongly his understanding t.>f 

sort of the dilemma that this unfortunately creates for some of our small, reputable organizr.tions~ 

but this is the exception that swallows the rule. It is MN's law, like a few of the other states, it 

just simply says that if you are a nonprofit organization, you can make these calls and you don't 

have to honor the Do Not Call list, So I would encourage you, if necessary, to seview our 

testimony about all of the fraudulent solicitations that you have, when you l'eally open the door to 

~ .. ~,,o,.i, ',J,;~'I. •••)VJll,•.·,1,a l~t~ri.llJ, •W,, :('.\, 
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those solicitations where ND donors and contributors send hundreds of thouaands of dollars out 

of state, 

Rep, Grande: We just kicked out a bill yesterday dealing with if there were fraudulent type 

things that the Attorney General has the ability to put a cease and desist in. We have safeguards 

in place, and we've been working with those safeguards and I think that we're looking at being 

able to prosecute those people, we're looking at all these other avenues, and I think that ifwe 

make this so strict that our small charities, because ND is a small state, we have small population 

and we rely upon each other, In a lot of instances, we are able to call our local people and say, 

we would like to have an opportunity to raise some money because we need a new fire truck. 

Ms. Tabor: I think that Rep. Grande is correct, we do have bills. I think~the real bottom line on 

this is that this bill doesn't prohibit small group, from calling people with telemarketing help to 

people who aren't on the No Call list. I think that the Attorney General~s real message is that if 

someone doesn't want phone calls, they don't have phone calls, not frotn charities, I think that 

that has been made clear ont this bill doesn't prohibit those small charities from making phone 

calls to people who aren't on the list. They can even use telemarketers to help them, What this 

bill does is when someone calls in and says I don't want any more phone calls during supper, I 

don't want any more phone calls on SWlday morning at 9:00 a,m, Thaes what this bill does. 

Rep. Grande: I completely understand where the Attorney General is coming from. We're here 

to discuss what we as the legislative body want to see as policy put in place and what we think is 

gojng to be best for our constituents. 

Rep. Delmort; One ofmy concerns about some of those we're going to allow in here, I did 

some research of my own on the Fraternal Order of Police, they take 17% to the local people. 
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This bill as written, is going to prevent people like them coming in with telemarketers and taking 

a majority of the funds. If that is all an organization is getting, they're not getting a fair shake 

anyway. They might be better off doing a mailing or having as many volunteers call as they can. 

Rep. Grande: That's up to the Fraternal Order of Police, as to who they hire to do 

telemarketing. 

Rep, Wran&h,am: I understand, but just for clarification, Rep, Delmore, I understand that some 

of these groups charge only 35% or less. I guess if that's the issue, then maybe we should be 

passing some legislation that puts a maximum on what they can charge. I don't think that's the 

issue. I'm not sure that local small charities are the ones that these people want to stop from 

calling. 

Chairman DeKrey: The clerk will calt a recorded roll call vote on the Grande Amendments. 

Roll call vote: 6 to 5 to 2 absent. 

Cbairmu DeKrey; We will come back in to committee this afternoon after the floor session 

and retake the vote on the Grande amendments. 

(Rte0pened later 1n the afternoon session) 

Chairman DeKrey; Rep. Grande, please explain your amendments to the committee again, for 

the benefit of Rep. K.letnin and Rep. Kingsbury. 

Rep. Grande; The amendments are to have the smaller charities such as the Peace Officers, the 

Rural Firefighters, the sheriffs to be able to do some fundraising. They don't have enough people 

to have employees or v,,lunteers to fund raise, so they hire a telemarketers to do it for them. 

They can't do that according to this bill. This exemption allows them in, that's the way all the 

surrounding states do it. I believe that is actually how the federal law says it too, 
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Rep, Kinasbury; This includes all the nonprofit organizations. Every group that is nouprofit. 

Chairman DeKrey: Correct. 

Rg. Eck.re; So it could be huge ones. 

Chairman DeKrey: They already can. 

Rep, Grande: The big ones are already in. We are trying to open a little door for the little guy 

to come through too, 

Ro, Kltmln; Could you explain why the big guys oan. 

Chairman DeKrey: The way the bill is now, you can do fundraising, but you have to do it in 

the state, with your own employees or volunteers. What the little charities testified to is that they 

aren't big enough that they can afford to hire people to come in and do that. Whereas the 

American Canoor Society, The Heart Association and the Red Cross, can come into ND and set 

up phone bank and hire someone to run it and do their fundraising. Small churlties testified that 

they didn't have the ability to do that because they didn't have the financial wherewithal to put 

something like that together. Rep. Grande's proposed amendments would allow that to happen. 

They could contract with an outfit to assist them, such as the Fraternal Order of Police are doing 

right now. 

R,cp. Klemln! So are you with us or against us. 

Chairman DeKrey; You can go through the vote and then they can decide, because they 

weren ,t here to hear how the committee voted. 

Clerk read the vote, then Rer•• Kingsbury voted yes, Rep, Klemln, yes, The vote was 8 to 5. 

Chairman DeKrey; That amtindment passes 8 to 5. Are there any further amendments, 
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Rtp, Wran&ham; I would like to move the Majority Leader's amendments. on page 2, line 30 

insert "f .. ,", 

Rep, Klnasbury: Seconded. 

Re_p. Eckre: The one thing we heard about most, was people complaining about the political 

parties. beoause they are so concentrated. I remember the gentleman who testified for this 

amendment. he even admitted that they are extremely in the month or two month period 

preceding an election, People don't want it. That's the purpose, The Attorney General 

introduced this bill in the interests of the people ofND. I just believe that this shouldn't be a part 

of this thing. People don't want this on there, 

.Kg, Klggbury; I guess I get some calls too, and even the recorded ones. But then again I 

~ think it is pretty wonderful that we have that freedom, it is only for a short time of the year and it 

is very important. 

Rep. Klemin: There was a letter to the editor in the Bismarck Tribune today, from a lady talking 

about this bill, she said she didn't want to get telemarketing calls or calls from people begging 

for some votes or some other stupid thing. That kind of offends me beoause I think it is a very 

important process and if they think voting is stupid, well they can exercise their right not to vote 

at the same time, 

Rep, Eck.re; I think there are other ways of getting word out to the corporations a.c; well as us. 

You can go door-to-door. I don't mind if somebody comes to my door, it's calling me all the 

time. We have newspaper ads, we have signs up and everything else in our society, There are so 

many ways to find out about people running for office and I understand the freedom context, but 

I also have the freedom that I don't want to be bothered all the time, either. 
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Chairman DeKrey: Further discussion on the amendment, clerk will call the roll. 9 Yes and 4 

No. Motion passes. Further amendments. 

,Rep. Boehntna; I don't have anything prepared, but I would hke to look at the option of putting 

a Sunset Clause after the new federal standards come out and have it reviewed at that time, take a 

look at the law. 

Chairman DeKrey: When would the Sunset Clause end. 

Rep. Boehnina: At the end of the biennium. 

Ms. Tabor: I guess I would hesitate and caution you not to do that. We will be expending 

money to put into place a state program, and if you sunset it, it will be a waste of money. I would 

caution you to be careful about resources. I'm not sure if I really understand why you want it., 

Rep, Klemin; We can always change our minds, I guess ifit were always that way, we would 

never have any appropriation if we couldn't change our mind later. 

Ms. Tabor: If the issue is that if you want to do something from the federal list rather than the 

state list, then that is the decision you should make, because this bill will also include us hiring 

some people to help input the information, With what you're suggesting is that we lay those 

people after two years, how are we going to hire anyone. 

Rep. KJemlp; I think that what Rep. Boehning is looking at, with the Sunset Clause, that we 

have to come back and talce another look at whether to continue the program or not. If the 

decision is to continue it, then we just remove the Sunset Clause, 

Ms. Tabor: I understand, I guess the question is that maybe I'm not understanding the purpose 

of the Sunset Clause, I guess if the question is that if we use the federal list, then it wouldn't be 

an issue. 
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Chairman DeKrey; Well we have a motion of the floor, do we have a second. 

Ro, Kretschmar; Seconded. 

Chairman DeKrey: We now have a motion for a sunset clause to end at the end of this 

biennium. Further discussion. Roll call vote taken, 4 yes 9 no, Motion fails, Further 

amendments, What are the committee's wishes on the bill, 

Rep. Grande; I move a Do Pass as amended and rereferred to Appropriations, 

Rep, Wranpam; Seconded. 

R@p. Kretschmar: Can anyone briefly explain to me now who can't call me. 

Rep, Delmore: I think that while Rep, Kretschmar's remarks ai·e humorous are very true. We 

put enough things on this bill to drive a mack truck through and if that's the case, we don't have 

, t'' ... ] a No Call bill, don't kid yourself, 

'""'",....,., Rep, Klemlp; To the extent that this is more open than the federal law. The state can be more 

stringent than the federal but not less stringent. 

Mr. Grossman: The FTC rule does not preempt state law in any aspect of this legislation. 

Rep. Klt11mln; I'm still confused then, I thought that the bill that was signed by the President 

last week related to this. Am I misunderstanding this. 

Mr. Grossman; That was money, just the funding to set up the Do Not Call list. 

Chairman DeKrey;. Clerk will call the roll, 

10 YES 3 NO O ABSENT DO PASS AS AMENDED CARRIER: Rep. DeKrey 

Chairman DeKrey: I understand that you want a Minority Report. 

Rep. Delmore; We do? Not at this time. 

Rep. Maraaon You can just pull off the amendments on the floor. 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2255 

Page 2, llne 13. replace ua charitable organization that Is exempt from federal" with 

'jan organization that Is Identified as a nonprofit organization under state or federal law." 

Page 2, line 14, remove 11lncome taxation under Section 501 of the Internal Revenue 

Code." 

Page 2, remove lines 16 and 17. 

Page 2, llne 18, replace j'(2)" with "ill", 

Renumber accordingly. 
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Committee 
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House Judiciary Committee 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL NO, 2255 

1 Page 2, after Hne 30, Insert the following: 

2 By or on b§half of a pontlcal oartv. candidate or other aroyQ with a ooUtl@I 

3 puroou as defined In chapter 16,1-QB,1." 

4 ~enumber accordlngly, 
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Committee 
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Reoresentati'ves Yes No Representatives Yes No 
Chainnan DeKrev V Rep, Delmore V 

Vice Chainnan Mara~os v Rep. Eckre V" 

Ren. Bernstein t/ Rep, Onstad V" 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
March 20, 2003 7:18 a.m. 

Module No: HR-60-5276 
Carrier: Dekrey 

Insert LC: 38308.0201 Tltle: ,0300 

--...._, REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
SB 2256, as engrossed: Judiciary Committee (Rep. DeKrey, Chairman) recommends 

AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS and 
BE REREFERRED to the Appropriations Committee (10 YEAS, 3 NAYS, 0 ABSENT 
AND NOT VOTING). Engrossed SB 2265 was placed on the Sixth order on the 
calendar. 

Page 1, line 1 a, after won" Insert 11a free trial newspaper subscription or on" 

Page 2, line 9, after "written" Insert "request, consent, 11 and after 11 lnvltatlon 11 Insert a comma 

Page 2, line 13, replace 11a charitable organization that Is exempt from federal" with "an 
organization that is Identified as a nonprofit organization under state or federal laww 

Page 2, llne 14, remove "Income taxation under section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code" 

Page 2, llne 15, remove "following applles: 11 

Page 2, remove lines 16 and 17 

Page 2, line 18, remove "(2) The" 

Page 2, line 20, replace 11(a)" with 11(1 )M 

Page 2, line 21, replace "(b)11 with "(2)" and remove 11charltable 11 

-~ Page 2, after line 30, Insert: 

"f. By or on behalf of a political party, candidate, or other group with a 
polltlcal purpose, as defined In section 16.1-08.1-01. H 

Page 3, llne 29, replace Hno-call 11 with 11do-not-ca!P' 

Page 4, line 61 replace Mis" with \ for at least ninety days before the date the call Is made, has 
beenN 

Page 4, line 6, replace "no-callN with 11do-not-oall", after 11malntalned 11 Insert "or used by the 
attorney generalN, and after "51-26-0911 Insert "or the national do-not-call registry 
established and maintained by the federal trade commission under title 16, Code of 
Federal Regulations, part 31 ow 

Page 4, line 14, replace 11no-call" with "do .. not-call", after "llst 11 Insert "· Federal trade 
commission do-not-call reglstryH, and after the second boldfaced period Insert: 

111, M 

Page 4, line 17, after 11llst 11 Insert "or by using the national do-not-call registry established and 
maintained by the federal trade commission under title 16, Code of Federal 
Regulations, part 310 11 

Page 4, line 18, replace 11no-call 11 with 11do-not-call 11 

Page 4, llne 21, replace 11 1, 11 with 11a." 

Page 4, line 26, replace 112, 11 with 11b, 11 and replace 11shall be 11 with 11 ls 11 

Page 4, llne 30, replace 113. 11 with 110. 11 

(2) OESK, (3) COMM Paga No. 1 HR•60·5278 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
March 20; 2003 7:18 a.m. 

Module No: HR-50-5276 
Carrier: DeKrey 

Insert LC: 38308.0201 Title: .0300 

Page 4, line 31, replace the first "or" with a comma and after Ntelephone11 Insert a comma 

Page 5, line 1, replace 114. 11 with Md." 

Page 5, replace llne 5 with: 

"e. The" 

Page 5, remove line 6 

Page 5, tine 7, remove 11subscribers who object to receiving telephone sollcltatlons, the 11 

Page 5, line 8, after "lnclude 11 Insert "In the 11st established under this section" and after 
"national" Insert wdo-not-call registry established and maintained by the federal trade 
commission under tltle 16, Code of Federal Regulations, part 310N 

Page 5, llne 9, remove w11st In the 11st established under this section" and replace "a!s011 with 
"provide to the federal trade commission the telephone numbers of North Dakota 
subscribers who are In the attorney general's do-not-call 11st or who have otherwise 
notified the attorney general of the subscriber's objection to receiving telephone 
sollcltatlons for Inclusion In the national do-not-call registry, 11 

Page 5, remove tines 1 O through 12 

Page 5, line 13, replace 116. 11 with "f." 

Page 6, replace lines 17 through 22 with: 

112. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, the attorney general 
may designate the national do-not-call registry established and maintained 
by the federal trade commission under title 16, Code of Federal 
Regulations, part 61, as the state do-not-oall llst, 11 

Renumber accordingly 
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2003 HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS 

SB 2255 
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2003 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

BILURESOLUTION NO, SB 2255 

House Appropriations Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Tape Number Side A Side B Meter# 
1 X 19.2 ~ 32.5 

Committee Clerk Signature (({~~ J t/~~~ 
Minutes: 

Chairman Svedjan Opened SB 2255 for discussion. A quorum was present. 

Rep. Duane DeKrey Introduced the bill. This is the No-Call bill. It has a #394,000 fiscal note 

on it and the money is not in this bill, It is in the 2003 Attorney General's bill. 

Rep. Wald This is a waste of time and money, We should kill this, 

Rep, Carlson Maybe someone from the office of the Attorney Genera) would cladfy this. 

Rep. Timm What about the federal bill on this? 

Sandy Taylor, Deputy Attorney General It is not as restrictive as this. 

Rep. Skarphol What do you use the fund for now? 

Taylor That fund is created by fees und we use it to fund the Consumer Protection Division. 

Rep. Wald We'l'e creuting an unneeded burnuucrncy. 

Rep. Skarphol How much money is in lhe fund? 

Taylor $800,000 us of now. 
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Puge 2 
House Appropriations Committee 
Bill/Resolution Number SB 2255 
Hearing Date 03-27-03 

Rep. Skarphol This will be turnback if it doesn't puss? 

Taylor Not all of it, there are expenditures It may have to go for. 

Rep. Warner The federal legislation on this is t1uwcd regarding bank and credit cards. 

Rep. Rennerfeldt Something has to be done. 

Rep. Brusegaard I move a Do Pass. 2nd by Rep. Gullcson. Motion Carries 16-5-2, Rep. 

DeKrcy wlll carry this blll on the floor. 
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38308.0203 
Tltle.0400 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO, 2255 

Page 1 , line 18, after 11on 11 Insert "a free trial newspaper subscription or on 11 

Page 2, line 9, after 0wrltten" Insert 11request, consent.'' and after 11lnvltatlon 11 Insert a comma 

Page 2, after llne 30, Insert: 

"f, By or on behalf of a polltlcal party, candidate, or other group with a 
political purpose, as defined In section 16.1-08.1-01, 11 

Page 3, llne 29, replace 11no-call" with 11do-not-call" 

Page 4, llne 5, replace 111s" with 11
1 for at least ninety days before the date the call ls made, has 

been" 

Page 4, llne 6, replace "no-call" with 11do-r11 1
\ -call 11

, after. "maintained" Insert "or used by the 
attorney general", imd after 1151-26-0911 Insert "or the national do-not-call registry 
established and maintained by the federal trade commission under title 16, Code of 
Federal Regulations, part 310" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "no-call" with 11do .. not .. cal1 11
, after 11llst11 Insert 11

• Federal trade 
commission do-not-call registry", and after the second boldfaced perlod Insert: 

"1, II 

Page 4, line 17, after 11 llst11 Insert 11or by using the national do-notMcall registry established and 
maintained by the federal trade commission under title 16, Code of Federal 
Regulations, part 31 0" 

Page 4, llne 18, replace "no•caW' with 11do-not-call 11 

Page 4, line 21, replace 11 1." with "a/ 

Page 41 line 26 1 replace 112. 11 with "b.U and replace 11shall be11 with "Is" 

Page 4, line 30, replace "3. 11 with "c, 11 

Page 4, llne 31, replace the first 11or1
•
1 with a comma and after "telephone 11 Insert a comma 

Page 5, line 1, replace 114. 11 with 11d. 11 

Page 5, replace line 5 with: 

"e. The" 

Page 5, remove line 6 

Page No, 1 38308.0203 
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Page 5, line 7, remove "subscribers who object to receiving telephone sollcltatlons, the" 

Page 5, llne 8, after "Include" Insert "In the list established under this section" and after 
11natlonal 11 Insert "do-not-call registry established and maintained by the federal trade 
commission under title 16, Code of Federal Regulations, part 310 11 

Page 5, line 9, remove "list In the 11st established under this section" and replace 11also 11 with 
"provide to the federal trade commission the telephone numbers of North Dakota 
subscribers who are In the attorney general's do-not-call list or who have otherwise 
notified the attorney general of the subscriber's objection to receiving telephone 
sollcltatlons for Inclusion In the national do-not-call registry." 

Page 5, remove llnes 1 O through 12 

Page 5, line 13, replace 116." with "f." 

Page 5, replace lines 17 through 22 with: 

"2, Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, the attorney general 
may designate the national do-not-call registry established and maintained 
by the federal trade commission under title 16, Code of Federal 
Regulations, part 61, as the state do-not-call llst.11 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 2 38308.0203 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
March 27, 2003 9:41 a.m. 

Module No: HR-55-5888 
Carrier: DeKrey 

Insert LC: . Title: . 

·~ REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
SB 2255, as engrossed: Appropriations Committee (Rep. Sved)an, Chairman) 

recommends DO PASS (16 YEAS, 5 NAYS, 2 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). 
Engrossed SB 2266 was placed on the Fourteenth order on the calendar. 
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HR,66·5888 
(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 1 
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.. 2003 TESTIMONY 

SB 2255 
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SB 2255 
District 40 Senator Karen K. Krebsbach 

As legislators we have many opportunities to make North Dakota a better place to live 
for our constituents. We have limited resources as a state and our actions often require 
difficult choices within competing priorities, Occasionally, without extraordinary 
expense, we can Improve the quality of life for everyone In North Dakota. The Do Not 
Call legislation ls one of those opportunities to do something both popular and Important 
for the people In this state, I am happy to be one of the sponsors of this legislation. 

Approximately 26 states have Do Not Call leglslatlo/w1th similar legislation pending or 
being considered In numerous other states. The Feaeral Trade Commission has 
adopted a Do Not Call registry as part of its amended Telemarketing Sales Rule, 
Whether or not North Dakota enacts Do Not Call leglslatlon the telemarketers will be 
required to honor the requests of North Dakota telephone subscribers who enroll with 
the FTC, We should not defer to the federal government In a role that Is best 
determined by our legislature In North Dakota. 

Our legislation is consistent with the FTC Rule and will be enforced in a similar manner. 
Telemarketers will be able to obtain a list of North Dakota Do Not Call subscribers from 
either the FTC or the Attorney General. The FTC legislation does not cover Intrastate 
calls, but the North Dakota legislation will Include these calls. 

Thls legislation will help protect some of our consumers from telemarketing fraud. 
Charities using their own employees or volunteers for soliciting donations will not be 
affected by this legislation. Those charities employing professional fundraisers can still 
engage In charitable solicitations in this state, but will be required to comply with the Do 
Not Call provisions. The legislation provides reasonable accommodations for our small 
North Dakota businesses who conduct business by telephone. 

This legislation also provides some other benefits. It will prohibit caller ID blocking and 
will prohibit pre-recorded voice messages without our consent or unless preceded by a 
live operator. 

l1m pleased to be a sponsor of Senate Bill 2255, f respectfully ask this committee to 
give this legislation a 11do pass 11 recommendation. l~hank you. 
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North Dakota 
SB 2255 - Do Not Call 

February 4, 2003 
Senate Judiciary Committee 

Testimony provided at the request of Eldra Forsgren, Mayville, ND 

Chairman Traynor and members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, my name Is Howard 

Snortland. I am a member of the AARP North Dakota Government Affairs Committee. I am 

here today to provide testimony on SB 2255 at the request of Ms. Eldra Forsgren. Thank you 

for the opportunity to share the experience Ms. Forsgren had with a telemarketer. 

One evening I answered the phone to a telemarketer. He identified himself from a company 

from which my husband had a credit card. He asked for my husband by name. I said, 11 1 am 

sorry he is not home, Good bye" and hung up the phone. 

With in a minute the phone rang again, when I said, 11 hello" The man said, 11 I don't like being 

hung up on" and II I know where you live". My first Instinct was to argue I hadn't hung up on 

him but decided that wouldn't do any good. I was angry and scared (I was home alone that 

("") evening), I said to this man 111 don't like being threatened" and II my next phone call is going 

to be to the pollce11
• I then hung up the phone. If I had lived In a large town or a town that 

had a company that did telemarketing I would have called the police. One of the reasons It 

frightened me so was I had just heard that some telemarketers use prisoners to make the 

calls. The fact that someone had that much Information on my family and me scared me. I 

emailed the company that evening and explained what had happened. I received a pollte 

answer the next day that they were sorry and It would never happen again. Wlthln the next 6 

months I received at least 2 more calls from that same company. I finally asked for a 

supervisor told her my blood ran cold at the mention of her company, what had happened to 

me and I never wanted a call from them again. That has stopped that company from calling. 

\ 

I haVf~ visited with other people who have had slmllar experiences. It Is very frightening to 

receive telemarketing calls like the one I recelved. I know all telemarketers are not like this 

one. However, I believe, as a private citizen, I should be the one to decide If I want to receive 

telemarketing calls. If I do receive such calls I consider It an Invasion of my privacy In my own 

home. 

--1 I ask that you support SB 2255 with a Do Pass. Thank you for your time. 

101 West Main Avenue, Suite 125 I Bismarck, ND 58501 I 701·221·2214 I 701·255·2242 fax! 1-871-434•7598 TTY 
James G, Parkel, President I WIiiiam D. Novelli, Executive Director and ceo I www.aarp.org 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 2255 
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
JOHN T. TRAYNOR, CHAIRMAN 

FEBRUARY 6, 2003 

PRESENTED BY 
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Page 1 , line sert 11 

-=-=-=-=~~~~~~:'-ll!.l~~t.Lca!~~~i!.U:talli!Y 

Page 2, llne 11, after 11person 11 Insert .. or entity" 

Page 2, lfne 11, overstrike '1elephone sollcltor" and Insert Immediately thereafter 
11subscribe( 
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SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
JOHN T. TRAYNOR, CHAIRMAN 

FEBRUARY 4, 2003 

TESTIMONY BY 
PARRELL D. GROSSMAN 

DI RECTOR, CONSUMER PROTECTION AND ANTITRUST DIVISION 
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 

IN SUPPORT OF 
SENATE BILL NO, 2255 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Judiciary Committee. I am Parrell Grossman, 
Director of the Consumer Protection and Antitrust Division of the Attorney General's Offic:e. 
It has been my pleasure to serve In this position for the past seven years. I appear on 
behalf of the Attorney General to support Senate BIii No. 2255. 

I reviewed most of the Do Not Call statutes in effect In states throughout the country on 
behalf of the Attorney General in recommending appropriate legislation to the sponsors of 
this legislation. The Attorney General ultimately patterned most of the substantive 
provisions regarding telephone solicitations, et cetera, after the recently enacted 
Minnesota Do Not Call statutes. These statutes appear to be some of the most straight 
forward and easily understood statutes, they are consistent with the Federal Tr~de 
Commission's Amended Telemarketing Sales Rule and Its Do Not Call Registry, and with 
Minnesota as a bordering state, It creates ease of consistent appllcatlon, operation and 
enforcement between our two states. 

One very Important difference and distinction for North Dakota Is the exception for 
telephone sollcltatlons by callers who will complete the sale at a later face-to-face meeting. 
In Minnesota one caller could make the telephone sollcltatlon and a separate or different 
person could make the later face-to-face sales presentation. In other words a Florldr~ 
telemarketing company employing legions of telemarketing callers could make sollcltatlons 
In North Dakota for timeshares because any sale would not occur until a later face-to-face 
sales presentation In Florida. The sponsors of the North Dakota leglslatlon narrowed this 
exception to require that the exception only apply when the lnltlal caller and the lndlvldual 
conducting the later face-to-face sales presentation and meeting are the same Individual. 
The Minnesota exception has been described as the exception 11you can drive a truck 
through" and it was reported to the Attorney General Stenehjem this result was not the 
Intent of the sponsors of the Minnesota law. The FTC has the same overly broad 
exception. 

Senate BIii No. 2255 Is North Dakota's proposed Do Not Call Legislation which prohibits 
most telephone sollcltatlons to telephone subscribers, lncludlng residential, wireless or 
mobile telephone services, who place their names on a no-call 11st established and 
maintained by the Attorney General. 

Telephone sollcltatlons do not Include calls: 1) to subscribers with the subscriber's prior 
lnvltutlon or permission; 2) by someone with a prior established business relatlonshlp; 3) 
by charitable organizations when the caller Is a volunteer or employee of the charitable 
organization; 4) that solicit the expression of Ideas, opinions or votes; and 50 for sales that 
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won't be completed untll a later face-to-face sales presentation or meeting between the 
person making the call and the telephone subscriber. 

The legislation restricts the use of prerecorded or synthesized voice messages unless the 
subscriber has either consented to the message or the message Is Immediately preceded 
by a llve operator who obtains the subscriber's consent. The messagl~ must contain 
disclosures about the Identity of the solicitor, the purpose of the message and the Identity 
of goods or services the message promotes, and whether the message Intends to solicit 
payment. 

Callers may not use an automatic dialing-announcing device unless It disconnects within 
ten seconds after the subscriber terminates the call. 

Callers may not use an automatic dlallng-a'1nounclng device that calls random or 
sequential numbers unless It excludes calls to subscribers on the no-call 11st, emergency 
phone numbers, hospitals, nursing homes, cellular telephones and paging services. 

Callers may not use an automatic dlallng .. announclng device nor make any telephone 
solicitations before 8:00 a.m. or after 9:00 p.m. at the subscriber's location. 

Callers may not make any telephone sollcltatlons to the telephone line of any subscriber 
who Is on the Attorney General's no-call list. 

Callers must clearly state their Identities at the start of calls Including the caller's name, 
telephone number, city and state of location, and the business on whose behalf the 
telephone sollcltatlon Is made. 

Callers may not use any method to block or otherwise dellberately circumvent the 
subscrlber1s use of caller Identification service. 

The ,A,ttorney General shall establish and maintain a no-call list and shall provide to and 
receive from the Federal Trade Commission and Federal Communication Commission all 
North Dakota subscriber telephone numbers maintained on these lists so that subscribers 
will only have to sign up with either the federal agencies or the Attorney General. 

The Attorney General may charge fees for the 11st not to exceed $200 per quarter or $800 
per year. 

The Attorney General may promulgate rules as necessary governing the establishment, 
operation and maintenance of the no-call list. 

The Attorney General's rules wlll provide that businesses may purchase the 11st from either 
the Attorney General, the Federal Trade Commission or the Federal Communications 
Commission; provided, however, that the caller may not call a telephone subscriber on the 
Attorney General's 11st whether or not the subscriber's telephone number Is on the FTC or 
FCC lists. 
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Any person who receives a telephone solicitation In violation of the do not call law may 
bring an action for Injunction, damages or both and may be awarded actual damages or 
damages up $2,000 for each violation, whichever Is greater, 

The legislation provides a one-year statute of !Imitations. 

The Attorney General may enforce violations of tho law using the powers and remedies 
provided to tho Attorney General In chapter 51-15, commonly referred to as 11the consumer 
fraud law." 

The Attorney General may Issue cease and desist orders for violations of the law, 
Aggrieved parties may request a hearing In an adjudicative procedure In accordance with 
chapter 28-32. The Attorney General may also Impose civil penalties of up to $2,000 In an 
adjudicative proceeding. The Attorney General may recover reasonable attorney's fees 
and hearing costs Incurred In an adjudicative proceeding If the Attorney General prevails. 

In A court action the Attorney General may seek civil penalties up to $2,000 per violation. 
A violation of this law constitutes a violation of chapter 51-15 and the court may award civil 
penalties pursuant to chapter 51-15. The Attorney General, however, would not anticipate 
seeking penalties pursuant to chapter 51-15, unless the violations also Included 
misleading, deceptive or fraudulent conduct. 

The Attorney General is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney's fees, Investigation 
fees, costs and expenses In an action brought pursuant to this leglslatlon. All fees, 
penalties and recoveries pursuant to violations of this law will be collected and retained by 
the Attorney General for enforcement of this legislation. 

The clvll penalties Imposed for violations of this legislation are In line with the civil penalties 
Imposed by other states for violations of their Do Not Call statutes. 

Callfornla 1 llllnols 1 Louisiana, Minnesota, Texas, Wisconsin, and $1,000 or less per 
violation of Do Not Call statutes. llllnols imposes $2,500 for subsequent violations. 
Wyoming Imposes $2,500 for second violations and $5,000 for third and subsequent 
violations. 

Alabama, Colorado, Georgia, Kentucky, New York and Tennessee Impose civil penalties 
of $2,000 per violation. Colorado Imposes an additional $10,000 In civil penalties if the 
victim Is elderly. 

Alaska, Connecticut, Idaho, Massachusetts and Missouri Impose civil penalties of $5,000 
per vlolatlon, 

Arkansas, Florida, and Kansas Impose civil penalties of $10,000 per violation. Arkansas 
Imposes an additional $10,000 In clvll penalties if the victim ls elderly 

Oregon Imposes civil penalties of $25,000 per violation. Indiana Imposes $2E,,OOO for 
repeat offenders. 
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The FTC may collect clvll penalties of up to $11,000 per violation for calls In vlolatlon of Its 
Do Not Call registry. North Dakota, In an action brought pursuant to the FTC Amended 
Telemarketing Sales Rule cannot obtain any civil penaltles for violation of the federal law. 

The fees to purchase the list, as delineated in this leglslatlon, are the maximum amounts. 
The actual amounts provided pursuant to rules adopted by the Attorney General could be 
less depending upon costs Incurred In developing, establlshlng and maintaining the 11st. 
The Attorney General hopes to be able to provide certain accommodations for small 
businesses such as culling a 11st by local telephone pre-fix numbers, etc. and those 
capabllltles may provide a less expensive alternative to such businesses. 

This Committee In this hearing Is considering what may be, If enacted by the 58th 

Leglslatlve Assembly, one of the most popular and Important and pieces of leglslatlon this 
legislative session. 

When Pennsylvania enacted Its DNC legislation, 1.62 million telephone subscribers 
enrolled In Pennsylvania within the first six weeks of registration In that state. Mlnnesota1s 
DNC law went into effect January 1, 2003. Registration for the DNC list In Minnesota 
began November 4, 2002. On January 1 almost one million twenty three thousand 
residential telephone subscribers were registered on the list, representing nearly half of 
Minnesota's 2.2 million residential phone lines. 

I have been Involved In numerous multl~state working groups throughout the country In 
regard to existing, contemplated or pending Do Not Call leglslatlon In the many states and 
the federal government, with the Do Not Call Registry that has not been adopted as part of 
the Federal Trade Commission Telemarketing Sales Rule. Whether the DNC leglslatlon Is 
within the authority of the Attorney General's offlce, Public Service Commission, or as In 
Minnesota, the Minnesota Department of Commerce, public officials In other states have 
stated this legislation Is tremendously popular with their state's citizens. 

Approximately 26 states currently have DNC laws Including Alabama, Arkansas, California, 
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Legislation Is pending or 
being introduced In several states. 

The prospect of avoiding Irritating, bothersome and unwanted telemarketing calls tends to 
overshadow the more Important role of DNC legislation, which Is protecting consumers and 
most often, vulnerable seniors. 

Telemarketing fraud Is a significant problem In this country. According to the American 
Association of Retired Persons (AARP), It Is estimated that up to ten percent of the 
140,000 telemarketing firms operating ln the United States In 1996 were fraudulent. There 
are hundreds of variations of telemarketing fraud In which hlgh•press1 ,re sales persons 
solicit funds or sell products based on misleading. false or deceptive statements or claims. 
In North Dakota these scams might Include sales of magazine subscriptions, bogus travel 
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opportunities, bogus sweepstakes, worthless credit card protection plans and lllegal 
lotteries. We have many elderly victims In North Dakota that have lost $10,000 to 
$100,000 or more to scams that started with small amounts of money sent In response to 
telemarketing purchases. Telemarketing leads are purchased by and shared among scam 
artists, 

These telemarketers are very smooth and court their victims over time. When consumers' 
instincts cause them to question the pitches, these telemarketers quickly become very 
abusive and threatening. If you are an elderly person, often Isolated, living In rural North 
Dakota, you will do exactly what these telemarketers tell you to do, including sending large 
sums of money. 

The most blatant and ruthless crooks wlll not honor DNC lists and this leglslatlon will not 
stop that activity. However, many of the questionable or fraudulent sales are shrouded 
with some suggestion of legltlmacy. Violations are often dlfflcult to prove because of lack 
of evidence, unavailability of records, etc. Many of these telemarketers are actually more 
concerned about violating DNC laws because of the penalties and ease of proving 
violations. In a recent raid by the Louisiana Attorney General's office In that state, the 
Investigators seized records of blatantly Illegal activity. These Investigators discovered a 
Louisiana DNC 11st on location. The defendants actually stated to Investigators they did 
not want to be In violation of the DNC law. 

Many Do Not Call list subscribers wlll not like any exceptions and may not want to receive 
telephone sollcltatlons for any purposes Including charitable purposes. However, the 
llmltatlon of the exception for charities to only those charities using their own employees or 
volunteers Is a reasonable compromise. North Dakota and other charitable organizations 
that employ professional fundralsers wlll be concerned that the DNC law applies to those 
organizations. However, the Attorney General firmly believes this Is an Important policy 
decision by this legislature because the broader exception will swallow the rule that 
attempts to prevent subscribers from receiving unwanted calls. 

The Attorney General recognizes there are many reputable charitable organizations In 
North Dakota and elsewhere that employ reputable professional fundralsers. This office 
does not regularly examine those relationships or the allocation of donations between the 
charity and the fundralser because we have no reason to concern ourselves with reputable 
cha1·lt1es. Nonetheless, we occasionally receive a public Inquiry expressing concern or 
asking questions about a particular charitable fundralslng activity In North Dakota. In 
reviewing some of the charitable sollcltatlons we have discovered that, In some Instances, 
the benefits to the local organization are nominal. The responses from the local 
organizations and charities Indicate that the several thousand dollars the local organization 
received Is money that organization otherwise would not have received. This Is a decision 
within the purview of the charity that employs the professional fundralser. When some 
portion of the proceeds are used for a legitimate charitable purpose, the debate Is more 
about whether the donors would make such contributions In circumstances In which a 
majority of the donations do not actually go to the charity. In our experience and according 
to Information gleaned through Investigations most donors Indicate they would not have 
contributed when the majority of their donations go to the professional fundralser. 
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During my years with the Attorney General's office, I have learned that some of the most 
abusive telemarketing practices Include charitable sollcltatlons by questionable 
professional fundralsers on behalf of questionable charities. These callers often use 
names similar to bona fide charities or reputable organizations, The caller might represent 
11The Cancer Society of America" as opposed to the well-known 11Arnerlcan Cancer 
Society," Donors often do not realize the subtle distinctions. My division Investigated a 
case Involving a professional fundralser named Gecko Communications raising funds In 
North Dakota on behalf of 11 Fondest Wish Foundation" making wishes come true for 
seriously or terminally Ill children. Oddly enough, the name was similar to the 11Make~A
Wlsh Foundatlon11 with the same mission but a famfllar and reputable organization that 
actually spends the majority of Its contributions on terminally ill children. The fundralser 
retained about 90 percent or more of the money, The fundralser was Investigated or 
prosecuted by the federal government and we were unable to recover any of those 
donations. We, however, recovered approximately $10,000, a small portion of the total 
donations, from the 11Fondest Wish" charity. 

Questionable professional fundralsers and charities, located primarily out-of-state, 
frequently take advantage of generous North Dakota citizens and consumers who open 
their checkbooks to give substantial money pursuant to many charitable pitches. These 
donors contribute hundreds of thousands of dollars to organizations they are not famlllar 
with because they want to help when told, for example, the money will be used for disabled 
firefighters and law enforcement officers, etc. Unfortunately, In many Instances, 95 
percent of the money goes directly Into the pockets of the professional fundralser. The 
remaining amount of the donation may actually be used for charitable purposes, 
depending upon one's definition of 11charltable purposes." The Attorney General's 
concerns are regarding the misrepresentations that often occur during the solicitations. 
According to the Attorney General's Investigations and experience In the area of charitable 
sollcltations, consumers would not contribute but for the misrepresentations or deception 
by the fundralsers and charities. 

In October 2002 the Attorney General Initiated legal action against two out-of-state 
professional fundralsers, Public Awareness, Inc. and Duane Kolve, who were conducting 
charitable solicitations on behalf of four nonprofit organizations Including the Association 
for Disabled Firefighters, Inc., Coalition of Police and Sheriffs, Inc., American Veteran 
Relief Foundation, Inc. and ADSA 1 Inc. (an acronym for American Deputy Sheriffs 
Association.) The lawsuit alleges that the professional fundraiser and the four associated 
charities engaged In misrepresentations during the solicitations Including that the 
donations would be used to fund nonexistent burn camps In North Dakota and falsely 
stating that the consumers sollelted previously had contributed to the organization. 
Pursuant to a court order, the Attorney General took possession of at least one thousand 
five hundred checks that were sent by North Dakota donors to local mall processing 
centers during the weeks following the Initiation of the legal action. Those checks range 
from $15 to $30 or more and probably total between $22,000 and $40,000. These 
defendants would have cashed those checks, If the Attorney General had not Intercepted 
these checks pursuant to a court order. The checks are sent In envelopes provided by the 
fundralsers to the local address of the mallMprocessing center, but do not Include the name 
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of the mall•processlng center In order to create the false Impression that the 11charlty" has a 
local address. Questionable charities routinely employ this practice. The donations 
Involved In our pending legal action are a drop In the bucket In comparison to the total 
amount of charitable sollcltatlons sent by consumers to other professional fundralsers In 
similar circumstances. 

The Attorney General has joined In an amlcus curiae brief In a case before the United 
States Supreme Court Involving the states 1 Interests In regulating of fraudulent charitable 
sollcltatlons or fundralslng. The case Involves the State of llllnols versus Telemarketing 
Associates, Inc, It will result In a very Important decision regarding states1 authority In the 
regulation of charitable sollcltatlons. The amlcus curiae brief was joined by approximately 
46 states and Puerto Rico. The amicus curiae brief provides an Interesting and poignant 
discussion of questionable or fraudulent charitable sollcltatlons. I have provided copies of 
the brief, as you will find the discussion enlightening In this area, 

The FTC has adopted Do Not Call provisions as part of Its Fina! Amended Telemarketing 
Sales Rule published In the Federal Register January 29, 2003. However1 the FTC 
Amended Tele marketing Sales Rule, Including the Do Not 
Call regl~try Is not a solution for North Dakota. North Dakota requires state leglslatlon for 
several reasons. First, flnanclal Institutions, Insurance companies and long-distance 
carriers are not subject to the FTC TSR. Next, Implementation of the FTC DNC registry 
could be many months away, If at all. Funding has not yet been approved. After funding 
approval It wilt take approximately 7 months or more before it ls In effect. Nex1, two 
lawsuits were filed In federal court on January 29, 2003 challenging the DNC requirements 
on constltutlonal concerns that It violates the first amendment on prior restraint and content 
based restrictions, protections for commercial speech, etc. and various other federal 
claims that certain provisions of the TSR unrelated to the DNC registry exceed the FTC's 
authority. These challenges are likely to delay the Implementation of the DNC registry. 
Furthermore, the FTC rule violations In North Dakota must be enforced In federal court 
with t~e approval of the FTC. The state of North Dakota could not Impose any penalties or 
collect any Investigation costs or attorney's fees. The state can only obtain Injunctive 
relief, a very costly option. Our North Dakota citizens have a right to expect swift, effective 
enforcement In our local courts. 

The FTC TSR DNC requirements do not significantly vary from the proposed North Dakota 
legislation, except as to charitable solicitations and the broader exemption for calls leading 
to a later face•to .. face sales presentation. Under the FTC Rule, professional fundralsers 
soliciting on behalf of charitable organizations may contact subscribers on the DNC 
registry, unless those telephone subscribers have separately notified the charitable 
organization or professional fundralser not to call. · 

For these reasons, the Attorney General respectfully urges this committee to give Senate 
81112255 a 11do passtl recommendation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration and I will be available to try and answt,r any 
questions. 
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INTEREST OF THEAMICT 

The essence of the question prcsenlcd by lhis case is 
whether States may bring prosecutions for fraud against persons 
who obtain charitable donations by misrepresenting the specific 
uses lo which those donations will be put The amici are 40 
States, the District of Columbi~ and U1e Commonweallh of 
Puerto Rico (the "amici Stalesj, that believe the answer lo this 
question is yes and that lhe decision of the Supreme Court of 
illinois in Ryan v. Telemarketing Associates. /11c, 163 N.E. 2d 
269 (Ill 2001)! should accordingly be reversed. 

The amid Stales are witnesses lo a troubling development 
in the world of charitable solicitations. Individuals are using 
.. charitable" fundraising as a .. cover» for converting charitable 
donations lo personal funds. These individuals include 
professional fundraisers, and, in some cases, directors and officers 
of pwportedlycharilableorgaoizatioos themselves. Allloo often. 

-these individuals invoke the Fust Amendment as a shield from 
otherwise legitimate enforcement efforts_ They assert thal the 
Fust Amendment fully protects their activities, as long as they 
provide token dollars to charitable purposes and lokcn statements 
of .. public awareness•• to members of the donating public. Amici 
States do not mean to imply that a majority of cbarilies are 
infected with this problem. but rather that the injection of fraud 
into the realm of charitable giving, immunized by lhe Firnt 
Amendmen~ will chill charitable giving lo the dclrimenl of 
society as· a whole. 

This proceeding stands lo affect two specific interests 
shared by the amid States. Firs~ as with any situation involving 
fraud,. the amid States have a strong interest in protecting their 
citizens from solicitations that procure donations through false 
pretenses regarding how donated funds will be used. This Court 
has previously recognized the constitutionality of Stales' efforts 
lo prevent and punish fraud in the context of charitable 
solicitations_ See. e.g., Village of Sdunmiburg v. acizens for a 
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BelCer Em•iro1E:11euc. 444 U.S. 620. 637-38 (1980} C'Fraudulent 
misrepresentations can be prohibited and lhe penal laws used to 
punish such conduci directly."). 

Second. lhc amici Slates share a strong interest in ensuring 
that charitable assets arc duly administered in a manner that 
encourages d1arilablc donations and thereby maximizes lhe pub lie _ 
bcnefils thal may be offered by beneficent charitable 
organizations. Charitable contributions represent a significant 
public resource. TI1ey promote a wide range of important 
initiatives in areas such as mcd~cal and scientific research, social 
services. public health. education. the environment. civil rights. 
and legal aid. Y cl these iflilialive_:S cannot succeed ·without 
popular support. and such support will come only where the 
public lrnsts that its donations will be used for purposes that 
donors intend lo sponsor and are led to believe their donations 
will in fact sponsor. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The facts in RyaTI exemplify a disturbing phenomenon: a 
fundraiser solicired financia[ conlributions by leading donors lo 

believe Chat donaCions would be used lo provide specific 
charilahleservices. rhough Che fundraiser knew an overwhelming 
percentage of the donated fonds would never serve any such 
purposes. Tiie Supreme Court of Illinois affirmed the dismissal 
of a fraud action against the fundraiscr because. in lhal court•s 
view. Che fundraiscr·s actions were protected by the First 
AmendmenL The cour[ did not hold. or even suggest, thal the 
claim broughc by the rHinois a{{omey general was not a valid 
claim for fraud under state law. Rather. the decision relied solely 
upon this Court·s Firsl Am~ndment decisions to hold that the 
First Amendment ncgaces an olherwise valid fraud prosecution 
under Illinois law. TI1al decision was incorrect because this Court 
has never interpreted the Firs( Amendmenl lo bar an action for 
common law fraud and because all fimdraising efforts are not 
entitled lo the foU protections oflhe First Amendment. 

~ 

I 3 

ARGUMENT 

J 

I. RYAN PRESENTS AN INCREASINGLY 
COMMON EXAMPLE OF FRAUD IN THE 
CONTEXT OF CHARITABLE 
SOLICITATION. 

1l1e facts underlying the complaint in Rya11 are not 
complicated. Since 1989. and continuing through the present. 

Respondents contracted with VietNow to solicit funds on 
VietNow•s behalf. The relevant contractual language obliged the 
fundraiscr to remit lo the charity only 15 percent, and in some 
cases only l O percent, oflhe funds collected. Under lhe contracts. 
VietNow had no access lo the names or addresses of its donors. 

Based on lhese contracts. Respondcnls raised funds 
through telephone solicitors who contacted potential donors and 
told U1en1 that their donations would provide hungry. homeless. 
or injured Vietnam War veterans with food. shelter. and financial 
support. Donors were not told that less than 15 percent (or. in 
some cases. less than lO percent) of their donations would be 
passed on lo the charity. let alone that only part of that amount 
would eventually be used to support the charity's services. 
depending on the charity's practices. The affidavits attached to 
the Amended Complaint show that none of the donors would 
have given lo VietNow had they !'-,own that so lillle of their 
charitable dollars would be appliec!. to the described veterans 
programs. [J .A.107-94] 

. Although VicLNow•s contracts provided that Respondent 
was to "'increase public awareness .. of veterans• nce<ls. U1e record 
shows that lheconlent of the solicitation pitches delivered was ad 
/Joe and not something that Respondents or VietNow prepared. 
(I.A. 32; 83. 'I 67E} According to the Questionnaires. the actual 
solicitations on behalf of VietNow conveyed only enough 
information lo enable the solicitor co make his pitch for money. 
In addition. none of the donors were told that their donation 
would be used for a public awareness campaign. 
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As theamici Stales sltow in the following sections. similar 

fund raising campaigns are increasingly common, and Slates must 
have the opportunity lo pursue fraud claims where lhe facls 
warranl. 

A. THE CONOUcr AT ISSUE IN RYAN IS 
INCREASINGLY PREVALENT AND 
TIIREATENS TO REDUCE THE PUBLIC 
BENEFITS GAINED FROM POPULAR 
SUPPORT 0-F CHARITABLE 
FUNDRAlSING EFFORTS. 

Modern solicilalion efforts routinely evoke images of. 
desperation in which persons will suffer cruel, undeserved 
hardships unless someone inlcrvcnes- to alter lhal course -
inlervenlion lhal will come; so the solicitor says. if donors will 
make the requested charitable conlribulions. TI1is leclmique is 
applicable in many conlexls. Polenlial donors may be told, for 
inslance_ that children in an area are starving and U1al donalioos 
wiU be used to provide them with lire-sustaining food. Donal.ions 
may be said lo provide victims of abuse wilh care, counseling, or 
sheller from their abusers. Or, as in Rya11, solicilors may claim 
that donalions will provide hungry, hctnelcss, or injured Vietnam 
\Var velerans wilh food, sltdter.. and financial supporL See 
generally Nicholas Barbornk. Saving the World. Olle Cadillac at 
a nme: WT,ac Ca1t Be Dofle firlzen a Religicus or a,aritable. 
Organization Commits Solicitation Fraud?, 33 AK.RON L. REY. 
577 {2000). 

By painting a picture ofthc charitable works lbal donated 
funds will servt; fundraisers play dircclly upon the emolions of 
potential donors. Giving in response lo such appeals is 
undeistandablc; as support for persons less fortunate is a 
particularly noble aad common human traiL Unfortunately, it is 
also a Crail lhat may be exploiled by those who would mislead 
donors about lhe uses intended for lheir contributions. 
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Professional fundraisets exploit U1e good-will of our 

cilizeos by picking the most popular charitable causes - veterans 
relief.familiesoffirefighterskillcdinlhelineofduly, terminally
ill children - and enlec inlo conlracls wilb charities where Ute 
fundraisec receives an exorbitant peccenlage of U1e funds 
collected. Not surprisingly, lbese fundraiscrs are able lo raise 
millions of dollars nation-wide.. 1 

1 According lo New York's most recent annual report on 
ldemadcetin& paid flllldraisers received $125.8 million, or 68_1%, of 
the SI 84.7 million raised in 588 tclcmarkcting campaigns that targclcd 
New Yorkers and others throughout tbc country. See NEW YORK 
STATE -ATTORNEY GENERAL. PENNIES FOR OJARITY (2002), 
<~.oag.stalc.ny.us/cbarilicslcharitiesJ1Cml>. Of Ute New York 
campaigns, 73% resulted in payment lo the fundraiscr of al least 60%, 
and 25% rcsullcd in the fundraiscrs' receiving over 80%. Accord. 
CoNNEcnarr ATIORNEY GENER.AL&. CONSUMER. PROTECTION 
COMMISSIONER, 200 I TELEMARKETERS REP-ORT, 

<www.cslib.org/allygcnl/mainlinks/tcl>mdex8.htm> ( of $11,330,3 l5 
conlributcd by Connc:cticut residents in response lo solicitations by 
paid lclephooc solicitors. $7,424,324, or 655%, was paid lo 
fundraiscrs); COMMONWEALTI! OF MAssAarUSETIS OFACE OF TilE 
ATTORNEY GENERAL, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S REl'oRT ON 
TELEMARKETING FOR CHARITY (2002). 
<http://www.ago.slalc.ma.us/charily/ldrcpO I _pdf.> (65% of all 
charitable conlnoulions went lo paid fundraiscrs; of 445 campaigns,. 
489/4 involved payment lo fundtaiscr of over 70% of contnoutions, 
and 24%- involved payment to fundr:iiscr of over 90% of 
contn"butioos); NOR.111 CAROLINA DEPT. OF SECR.ErARY OF STATE, 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHARITABLE S0UOTATI0N LICENSING 
SECTION (200 I). <www..secretary.sblC-llc.us/CSUrcports..aspil> 
($66,554,046 raised in 437 campaigns, of which paid fundraiscrs 
retained $39,815,490 or GO% of funds contnoulcd}. A review of all 
fundraising campaign reports filed with tb~Pcnnsylvania Office of the 
Atcomey General from January 1988 tiu-ough December 17, 200~ 
shows 2,249 separate campaigns with gross conlnlmtions of 
$1,384,169,056; of that amount. only $631,.474,266, or 45.6%, went 
lo Cbc charities, wilh tbc professional fundra.iscrs retaining the 
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An increasing number of fimdraisers are solicicing funds 
by louting speci fie services that Jonalions will serve under 
circumslances where. as in Ry.in. Che fundraisers have full 
knowledge Chat an overwhelming percentage oflhe funds will not 
be used to support Chose services_ For instance. federal officials 
in New York i-eccntly indicted an individual who fom1ed a 
charitable organization purportedl yto assist families ofNew York 
Cicy police officers killed in Che line of duty_ USA v_ Jusrin 
Patrick IYl1i£e. No_ 02 Cr_ 111 l (KTD). llldictme11c at 1 I 
(S_D_N_Y_ filed Aug_ 19. 2002)- He hired telem.mcelers who 
solicited donations byexpressly.inviting polential donors lo ease 
the hardships on surviving widows and children through financial 
contributions. knowing thal less than five percent of the funds 
collected would be used in lhal manner. Id. at 126_ In fac(. the 

4 _telemarketers• script sheets told them lo end calls quickly once a --polentia( donor asked about Ute percentage of conlcibulions 
provided lo Che widows and _ children because. the supposed 
d1arily presumed. persons wirh sud1 knowledge would have no 
interest in donating funds_ Id_ at 1 13. 

The Vermonc AClomey General recentl ysettled a charities 
fraud dispute involving three charities and a fundraiser who 
solicited donations on !:he d1ariti~• behalf: The fundraiser had 
represented to potential donors that money was being raised for 
particu[arscrviccs - such as lo provide urgenc pain medication to 
crilical[y ii[ cancer patients. lo help local paralyzed veterans. and 
lo provide medical equipment for local disabled children -- but. 
in addition lo olher concerns. lhe fundraiser kept between 84 and 
91 percent of all donations. and with respect lo one supposed 
service. no money whatsoever was used in its support. Consent 
Decree and Stipulation. Seate of Ven1101rt v_ Ci,•ic Devdopme,1t 
Group ef a1-. No_ 863- 98CnC (Chittenden Super. CL filed Jan. 
22. 2001)_ 

rem.ai::ring 54-4%. or $752.694.740_ 

/ 

....-

~ 
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Similar circumstances can be seen in recently reported 
case law_ For example. the opinion in People ,,_ Ora11ge Cou11ty 

Charitable Services. 73 Cat App_ 4 lh 1054 (Cal App_ CL 1999). 
depicts the sordid tale of a individual who fom1ed a network of 
d1.arities in order lo enter funclraising conlracls with them and 
further subcontract U1e fundraising work to other entities_ Under 
the contraC:ual arrangements. lhe charities actually received l 0 
percent or less of the funds that were donated to the charities. 
despite the fact U1at donors were directly led lo believe that their 
contributions would be spent on specific charitable seivices_ 

Charitable donors are particularly vulnerable lo fraudulent 
misrepresentations by professional fundraisers because. in 
contrast to a purchase of a product or an inveslmenl, lhe donor 
does not receive anything in exchange for his or her donation_ 
Tims. it is harder for lhe donor to verify U1e veracity of a 
particularsolicitatio11- Justice Kennedy notes this situation in his 
concurrence to l1rcernatio11al Soc'y for Krishna Co,rsciou.sness v_ 
Lee. 505 u_s_ 672 (1992) where he argues lhat theStatc·s interest 
i!'! protecting charitable donors is greater than the Slate· s interest 
in protecting the purc~iasers of products or services because"[ t }he 
danger of a fraud arising from such sales is mud1 more limited 
than from pure solicitation. because in the case of a sale the 
nature of the exchange tends lo be cleai-er lo both parties_ Id. al 

708_ 

With alarming freque11cy. persons are establishing 
fundraising businesses for lhe purpose of r-etaining 80 lo nearly 
l00 percent of funds raised despite the fact that donors are led lo 
believe chat U1eirdonationswill be used co help particular services 
performed by the charities the fundraisers purportedly seek to aid_ 
To a somewhat lesser extent, Che same is true with respect to so
called charities created for no purpose other than !o serve as 
income sources for their creators, with nearly all donations being 
used for purposes olher Uian lhe charitable services touted in the 
charities' fundraising effcrts_ 
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Citizens who have (earned oflhese situations have begun 
complaining loudly for Scales Co take action. The amici Stales 
have received a large number of complainls regarding_ 
so[icilalions lo coll eel funds ostensibly inlcndcd lo aid Ute victims 
of Che September I l. 2001 terrorist allacks on U1e United Scales 
but which result in the fundraisers kccpingsubstanliaUyal! ofll1e 
donated funds. The Allorncys General of numerous Stales have 
begun the process of pmscculing lhosc who mislead donors 
regarding cbe intended uses of their donai.ions. 

These complainls and _prosecutions have apparcolly 
provoked U1e inleresCs of the news media. which have begun lo 
conducl independent investigations and lo publicize deceptive 
charitable solicitation practices. For example. the front cover of 
a recent edilion of the SL PclcrsbuC"g Tin1cs ran a story cnlillcd, 
•·Charily I 0%. firefighters union 90%." The article reported U1at. 
for- lhc past five years. a Tampa, Florida firefigblers union has 
used Celcmarkclers lo pmmole a camp for children burned by fire 
bu[ spent less Ehan , IO peC"ccnl of U1e fonds raised on [bat 
charilablc service. 11,e article begins: 

The caHcrs ask for donations for Camp Hopelake, 
asummerC"cCrcal wl1crccl:ildren bumedby fire gel 
a once-a-year- escape from Che rest ofthe world. 
The Tampa firefighters union rai~es more Utan a 
half-miUion doUars in lhe name oflhcse children 
every year. But most of Che money doesn't go lo 
the kids. Last year, for every SI 00 donaled, less 
than SI 0 went lo Camp Hopelake and other 
charities. Nincl y percent went to the union. 

David Karp. Ozar;ry 10%. jirefiglrters uttion 90'7/o, ST. 
PETERSBURG TIMES. al l A {Jun. JO, 2002). The article continues 
with a detailed repoC"t of the union's solicilalion practices, 
including an account of how the union's lclcmadc.elers made 
poCcnlial donors believe that Che union•s cosls were below 
average~ when in fact they were not. by emphasizing lhal U1e 
union clid nol utilize prnfcssional fundraiscrs. See also. Richard 
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T. Picnciak, 1.2M Raised but WTC K;n Gel Zip. NEW YORK 

DAILY NEWS. at 4 (SepL 9, 2002). This article describes how 
only 4% of all donations received in 200 I were given out for 
scholarships for families of New York .firefighters. 

The public benefits when it learns U1al all charitable 
fundraiscrs are not necessarily ccedible regarding how donations 
will be used or U1at asking specific questions regarding U1e 
intended uses of funds is advisable by allowing individuals to 
avoid making contributions lo finance activities U1ey do not wish 
lo support. At the same time. declines in U1e public's perception 
of charitable solicitors• trustworthiness play a direct role in 
reducing U1e overall amount of charitable support. See TnE21sr 
CENTURY DONOR: EMERGING TRENDS IN A CHANGING MARKET 

_(Epsilon & Barna Research Group. Ud., ScpL 2002); see also 
Harvey Lipman.Survey Identifies Tro11bli11g TiendsforN011profit 
Orgcmizalions, CHRONICLE OF PI-m.ANTHROPY, al 13 (Nov. 14, 
2002).1 The public is thus collectively harmed Lo lhe c.'C.lcnl that 
Uus public distrust dissuades charitable giving by Utose who 
would olherwise support legitimate, beneficent charities that 
provide tremendous services to society al large. 

In order lo ensure the public's ability lo rely on U1e 
representations of charitable fundraisers, and thereby lo pcnuil the 
public lo receive tlte full benefils of a thriving communily of 

1 For additional survey results documenting the fragility of 
lbc public•s lrust in charilics, see PRINCcTON SURVEY RESEAROI 
ASSOCIATES, INC., BBB WISE GlVING AWANCE DONOR 
Exl'ECrATIONS SURVEY, FINAL REPORT (2001) ("SURVEY"), 
<bltp;//www.give:.org/news/Donor'/420E.,:pcclalio11$o/"o20Survcy.pdf>. 
AccoC"ding lo U1eSURVEY, ovcca third oflhcadultspollcd believe that 
cltarilics arc less trustworthy U1an lcn yc:irs ago (albeit a lower 
percentage: Utan in 1993); 70% find it difficult lo know whclhcr a 
particuiar charily is legitimate; and three-fourths arc of lite opinion 
lbat al least 70% of a charity's expenditures should go toward 
programs: as opposed lo adminislralive and fun<lr.iising costs. See 
SURVEY al IO. 17 and 27. 
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cltaritab(e organizations. States musl be able to hold charitable 
fundraisers legaU y responsibLe when they obtain donations 
through misrepresentations regard;ag how those funds will be 
used_ Otherwise. fraudulent practices in thecourseofcharitab[e 
fundraising will only continue {o escalate • .end the result will be 
an environment in which honest charities cannot maximize their 
ability lo raise fonds and provide charitable services, lo the 
detriment of our entire society_ 

B. THE CONDUcr -AT ISSUE IN RJ'AN 
SATISFIES THE COMMON LAW 
DEFINITION OF FRAUD. 

If the statements aHegccIIy made by lhe teiemarkelers in 
R1•afl intentionally misled donors lo believe that at least a 
substantial portion of their dona[ions would actually be used to 
provide hungry. homeless. or injured Vietnam War veterans wich 
food. shelter. and financial support. and if those donors relied on 
that understanding when they made their donations. then as 
asserted by the Anorney Geticral of IHinois. Cite fundraiser 
commincd fraud_ The Stale of Illinois has given ils AUomey 
General the authority Co prosecute sucl1 ccnducL 

This result. under these facts. is not unique to the law of 
Illinois. Fraud .-is gencraliy defined as a knowingly false 
representation of a material fact made \vilh the intent to induce. 
and which does induce. anothcr~s detrimental relia.'lcc.3 E.g_. 37 

l Many jurisdictions impose liability for dishonest or 
mis~cading solicilations. hut dispense wilh the common-law 
rc:quircrnc:nl of intent lo defraud_ See. e..g_. N.Y Exea.rrtVE LAW 
§ I n-d(2)_ These laws were drafled this way in order lo provide 
further protections lo the donating public. TI1c courts have upheld . 
similar- stahdes in the consumer protection area on the theory that 
.. defcndanls had created an atmosphere conducive lo fraud." People 
v_ Compact Associates. 22 A.D-2d 129. 131; 254 N.Y .S.2d 265. 267 
(App_Div_ 1964).Similarlawshavcbccnuphcld bylhcfederalcourts. 
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AM.JUR_ 2D Fraud mu! Deceit§ 12 (1968); 37 CJ..S_ Fraud§§ 
2. 7 (1997); RESTATEMENT(SEC0ND)0FT0RTS, § 525 (1977}; 
see also llEsTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, § 553 (defining 

liability for fraudulent misrepresentation i~1ducing gifi to third 
person)_ A statement"s literal trulh docs not preclude the 
existence of fraud where the message taken as a whole carries a 
false implication offacL 37 AM_JuR.2D Fraud and Deceit§ 42; 
37 CJ.S_ Fraud§ 24; RESTATEMENT(SEC0ND)0FT0RTS, § 529_ 

Inaddilion to the common law claim of fraud, States have 
enacted slalutory devices lo £lrolccl lhe public from fraudulent 
acltvilles_ Statutes based on lhe Unifonn Dcccplivc Trade 
Practices Act. adople<l in a large number of States, routinely 
provide consumers general protection from unscmpulous business 
practices_" Many Stales utilize charitable solicitation regulations 
lo prohibit fraudulent acts in Che specific context of charitable 
fumlraising_s Also, as in Illinois, Stales lypicallycmpower a slale 
actor.such as the State's aUorney general, lo investigate suspected 

See. e..g .• FTCv_ ,-fmy Travel Sen-ice. h,c_, 875 E2cl 564. 573-74 a• 
Cir_ 1989). cert_ de11ic,l, 493 u_s_ 954 (I 989) ("(I]mposing .t 

requirement that the FTC prove subjective intent to defraud on the part 
oflhc defendants would be inconsistent wilh the policies behind the 
FrCA and place too great a burden on the FrC'1 

4 See. e_g_, FLA_STAT_§ 50L20l el seq_; DEL CODE ANN_ liL 
6, § 25 l l et seq_; [ND- CODE§ 24-5-05-2 et seq_; MIO L COMP_ LA ws 
§ 445.901 el seq_; Omo REV_ CODE ANN_§ 1345.01 et seq.; S_O_ 
C0DlFIED LAWS§ 37-24-6_ 

s Florida• s Solicitation of Contributions Act, for example, 
provides specific regulations regarding solicilors and is enforced by 

both the state's Attorney General and ils Department of Agricuhure 
and Consamcr Services_ FLA- STAT_ Ch.. 496_ See also. e.g., DEL 
CODE ANN- liL 6, § 2591 el seq_; IND_ CODI:§ 23-7-8-7; KAR STAT. 

ANN.. § 17-1759 et seq.; MD_ CODE ANN-. nus_ REG. § 6-60 I er seq_; 
Mrar_ COMP. LAWS§ 400-271 et seq_; Omo REV_ CODE ANN_ 01. 

1716; sn_C0DIFIEDLAWS § 37-)0-17_ 
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fraudulent activity and, if approprialc, lo initiate a suit in aparens 
patriae-lype capacity for relief tbal may include an injunclio~ 
sanctions, or money damages.6 

Uncic['" these common law and statutory a~ons, a 
fundraiser who tells a polenlial donor that bis or her financial 
contribution will support a particular cltarilablc service, and 
(hereby represents lhal al least a substantial portion of the 
donaCion will be used in lhal manner, commies actionable fraud 
where Che fundraiser knows lbal al least 85 or 90 percent oflhe 
funds will not be used lo support those scrviccs.7 How that 
portion of the donalion is in facl spcnl is irrelevant once it is 
established thac this portion will not be lI;SCd lo support Ute service 
promo Ced lo the donor al lhc lime of Che solicilaCion. 

Accordingiy. the fraud prosecution undertaken by lhe 
IIIinois Attorney General in Ryan is rcprescnCalivc of suits lhal 
could be brought in numerous slates based on Che same 
underlying conducL As lhe amici Slates show in the following 
section. lbe Supr-cme Court of Illinois erred in determining that 
lhc First Amendment prevents sucl1 actions. 

' See. e..g_. FLA- STAT.§ 50L207; DEL CooEANN. liL G, 
§ 2514; IND-CODE§ 24-5-0.5-4; KAN. STAT. ANN.§ 17-1773; Mo. 
CODE ANN_, Bus- REG.§ 6-205; MlOL COMP. LAWS§ 400.290; SD. 
Coomeo LAWS§ 37-24-12. et seq. 

1 A review ofViclNow-'s mosl recent form 990 tax J"clum (for 
the year cmfcd June JO. 200 l ). reveals that. in aclualily • only 3.5¾ of 
expenses were devoted lo any program activity; and only 1 .4% 
(S4&.79J of the SJ.,540,451 raised). was usccl as granls lo help needy 
veterans. ViccNO\v•s revenues. fundr.iising and program expenses arc 
reported in ilS IRS Fonn 990 fol'" 2000, which is published by the 
California. Attorney General on the inle['"nct al 
hnp://justicc.hdcdojncLstale.ca.us/chuityn/dcfaull..a.sp. and 
summarized by lhe BcUcr Business Bureau Wisc Giving Alliance al 

hup://www.give.org/rcporf:sfcarc2 _ dyn.asp 
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II. THE ILLINOIS SUPREME COURT 
.INCORRECTLY HELD TIIAT THE
FRAUDULENT ACTS CHARGED BY Tll.E 
ILLINOIS ATIORNZY GENERAL ARE 
IMMUNIZED BY THE FIRST AMENDMENT. 

.., 
I 

In Ryan. the Illinois Supreme Court reached its conclusion 
by relying upon a trilogy of lhis Court's cases culminating in 
Riley v. National Federation of die Bli11d, I,,c., 487 U.S. 781 
(1988). Thatreliancewasmisplaced,astheRileylrilogyinvolved 
materially different circumstances and, indeed, lhe Court 
affionativelystated in those cases lhal Slates mayproseculc fraud 
in the context of charitable solicitations. 

Each case in Ute Riley trilogy addressed concerns lhal arc 
not present in R)'ClIL The first case, Village of Sd1aumburg v. 
Citizens fora Better E11vironment, 444 U.S. 620 (1980). involved 
a slate law that prohibited certain solicilations by any qiaritablc 
organization that did not use al least 75 percent ofils receipts foc 
.. charitable purposes." The secon~ Secretary of Seate of 
Maryland v. Josep/1 IL Munson Co.7 461 U.S. 947 (1984), 
involved asimilar provision, except Uml il exempted charities lhal 
were effectively prevented from raising conlnoutions. In both 
cases, the Court beld lhat the asserted justification for the statutes 
- protecting the public from fraud - were insufficient lo 
overcome the charities' First Amendii1enl right lo speech. TI1e 
essence of the Court's concern was the impcnnissibility of 
categorically equaling fraud with a particular level of expenses, 
given the wide range of interests served and activilics undertaken 
by various charities. 

-
Riley concerned a stale law U1al presumed the existence of 

fraud once a fundraiser's fees exceeded 35 percent, although the 
presumption coula be rebutted.. TI1e law further required 
fundraisers lo inform potential donors of Lite- percentage of 
donations the f undraisec turned over _lo clmrilics in the preceding 
12 montl1S. This Court held lhal boU1 aspects violated U1c First 
Amendmenl The presumption was invalidated because its 
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premise - £hat use of more than 35 percent of donations towards 
fees alone suggested fraud - was flawed and because 
noncommercial speakers should not bear Che burden of rebutting 
a presumption lhal their speech is unlawfid. The Court rejected 
the perc~ntage disclosure because compelling lhat disclosure c!rd 
not mcaningfidly infonn donors about the uses that donations 
would serve and only applied lo professional fundraisers; Ullls. lhe 
£equirement was not narrowly tailored lo meet the state's goal of 
disclosing how much of a donacion would actually benefit a 
charity. 

Though the Riley trilogy oi cases invaiidaled statutes that 
spoke lo how charitabl.: donations wer~ ucaized. those cases do 
110c supporl the proposition that the percentage of funds retained 
by a fundraiscr is beyond examinai.ion where a fundraiser in fact 
rcrffesents the uses Co which donations will be put. Yet it was in 
this sense that lhe Illinois Supreme Court misinterpreted this 

_ Court• s precedents. The IIItnois court reasoned that the fundraiser 
"in Rya11 would not have committed fraud had it disclosed the 
pe£ccntage off uncfs it would retain. and lhe court read the Riley 
trilogy to forbid Sratcs from imposing liability for the failure lo 
disclose such infonnalion. 

The Illinois Supreme Court's inlerpretaCion is 
unsupportable_ At most. this Court's holdings precludelheuseof 
cectain percentages as a complete and independent basis f oc 
presuming fraud in charitable solicilalions. By comparison. the 
Illinois Allorney General alleged in Ryan lhat the fundraiser had 
n:ade misreprcscntatior.s regarding ho·.v donated funds would be 
used and that. among other things. lhe percentag¢ of funds 
retaineci by the fundraiser pursuant lo its contract wilh the charity 
demonstrated lhat the fundraiser•s representations wece false. 
Those misrepresentations. logether wilb the specific 
circumstances ofhow dona led funds were intended lo be used and 
wtte in fact used. constitute additie;na! facts that take this case far 
outside the circumstances al issue ~a Riley. A,£rmso11, and Village 
of Sc/1aumburg_ 

l~ 

r 

~ 
i5 

The Illinois Supreme Court also ignored lhisComl 'sclear 
statements in those cases lbal Slates arc free to prosecute fraud 
when it occurs in the context of charitable sclicitations. Village 
of Scliattmburg expressly slated that .. [f]raudulent 
misrepresentations can be prohibited and the penal laws used to 
punish such col!ducl directly." 444 U.S. al 537_ In Riley. the 
Court staled: 

[WJe do not suggest that Slates must sit idly by 
and allow their citizens lo be defrauded_ North 
Carolina has an antifraud law, and we presume 
that law enforcement officersarcreadyaml able lo 

enforceiL 

487 U.S. at 795. In this case lhe Illinois Allomey General 
altcmpled lo foIIow these pronouncements by br,111:;:i.6 a fraud 
prosecution based on specific. completed evcnls_ 

In holding that the Riley trilogy prohibited that 
prosecution. the Illinois Supreme Court did not find that the facts 
alleged by the allomey gcnerai failed lo show fraud_ Instead. the 
slate court simply held lhat lhe First Amendment immunized the 
telemarketers against prosecutio1L The decision below. ifuphel<l. 
would support the argument that even a major inconsistency 
between express or implied representations and actual use of 
donations is immune from cha:Henge-01_1 grounds of fraud as long 
as the misrepresentations are so~nchow related lo high fund 
raising costs. Iflhis view were lo prevail. nothing would prevent _ 
a paid ftmdraiser from tefting prospective donors that their 
contributions will be used fordenom inated puaposes when in fact. 
year afier year. 85. 95 or 99 pe;-cenl of those contributions are 
retained by lhe fundraiser-even ifil is clear that donors were in 
fact mislead by the statements. 

The most disturbing implication of the Illinois Supreme 
Court"s decision is that the .. fundraising cost .. argumcnl may 
arguably trump any evidence !hat a slate can offer al trial. Here. 
for instance. the Allomey General was not allowed lo introduce 
e\r:dence of a number of faclors relevant lo the existence of fraud: 
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the tolalily of the fundraiser•s representations lo dono~; the 
cxlcnt to which solicitations bad {or lacked) infonnaCional or 
persuasive conCenl~; whether and how lclcfundecs departed from 
prepared scripts; how lbe solicitation message was underslood by 
donors10

; and the historic relationship between the fundtaisec :and 
the officers of lhe charity. Y cl lhe developinenl of a full faclual 
record is essenlial lo fair consideration of any First Amendment 
as-applied defense such as Cbal involved here. See Dartniclci v. 
Vopper, 532 U.S. 514. 524 (2001). 

' For inslancc; Rcspondcnls sent donors an invoice slating 
that a -S":Jbslanlial p~lion .. of the proceeds would be spent on program 
sen.ice.. See Slate of Illinois' Complaint. Ex- F. [R.C. 113} 

9 The court below was secmingl y impressed with lhc fact that 
the fundraising conlraclcallcd for a direct public awareness campaign 
on behalf of lhe drarily. In li~hl of tbc recognition in Riley lhat 
charities may reap substantial bcndils from the dissemination of 
informacion. such provisions arc regularly inscrlc:d in funclraising 
conlrac[S_ However. the inclusion of such a provision is not 
conclusive evidence that such a campaign is actually conducted, and 
the Stale of Illinois ""-as not given the opportunicy lo document lhc 
non-existence or insignificance of such a campaign. Indcc:d • 
VieCNow•s-IRS Form 990 for lhe year 2000 shows no such .. program 
au.-arcncss" educational expense. casting doubt on the validity ofd1e 
educational mission associated with the fundraising activity. See 
.sr1pra. note 7. 

10 TI1e lilinois Allomcy General offcred 44 affidavit~ or 
donors who believed that they wcrc misled inlo contributing. [Joint 
Appendix at 107-94} 
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ill. THE DECISION BELO'W REFLECTS AN 

IMPROPER PERCEPTION THAT ALL 
FUNDRAISINGEFFORTSCONSISTSOLELY 
OF NON-COMltfERCIAL, FULLY 
PROTECTED SPEECH UNDER TIIE FIRST 
AMENDMENT. 
In considering the specific facts presented by Illinois• 

appeal. the Courtshouldrevisil certain assumptions undalying its 
decision in Riley and inquire into whether U1cse have proven lo be 
accurate in light of the experience of Slate regulatory and law 
enforcement agencies. In particular, the Court should consider 
whether, in some cases, paid fundraiscr solicitations on behalf of 
charities can be su.ffici~nlly devoid o fiJ~onnalive and persuasive 
content. and so directed al profiling U1c funclraiser, as lo take on 
the characler of commercial speech.. 

In.Riley, the Court sought lo prolecl U1e .. legitimate efforts 
of professional fundraisers lo raise money for Ute charities they 
represenL" 487 U.S. at 799. Tue Court paid particular allcntion 
lo "'the realities faced by small orunpopularcharilies. which must 
often pay more Utan 35% of Ute gross receipts collected lo Che 
fundraiser due lo lhe difficulty of aUracting donors." 487 U.S. al 
793. TI1e Court also noted Uial fundra.ising costs may Ire high 
because a charily chooses lo receive a large sum as measured by 
the dollars donated rather than lhc percentage of donations 
remiued. or because a campaign is "designed lo sacrifice short-

Lenn gains in order lo achieve long-l~ collateral. or non--cash 
benefits.~ 487 U.S. at 792. 

TI1e scenarios posited by the Court do occur~ However. 
the Slates have witnessed anoU1cr phenomenon in Che field of 
charitable fund.raising. A significant number of campaigns 
regulated by tlte Slates have turned oul lo involve charities that 
arenolnewordiscemiblyunpopular.onwhosebebalffundraiser.; 
have had little trouble allracling donors. but which, year aRec 
year. bavecontracled with professional fundraiscrs who retain the 
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lion •s share of the contributions made. rt Indeed, such campaigns 

11 Stale records reflect pcrcenlagcs to many charities that arc 
low year after year. For example. the New York Attorney General has 
examined 87 instances in which charities paid 75% or more of their 
gross contributions to the same professional fimdraiser in each of 5 or 
more years during the period (994-2001. See NEW YORK STATE 
ATTORNEY GENERAi, PENNIES FOR CHARITY (1995-2002). 
<www.oag.state.ny.us/chariti:eslcbarilics.htm[>. In 48 (55.2%) of 
these instances. the charity paid the same or a higher fundraising 
percentage in chc most recent year than it paid in the initial year. and 
in 3 I (35.6%) of these instances. the charity never reduced its 
fundraising percentage after the first year. Similarly. in Connecticut. 
of l IO in-state charities and public safety organizations identified 
from public filings with the Connecticut Auomey Gencrat•s Office 
that conducted fon<lraising campaigns in three or more y'!ars during 
the period -1996-2001. 59 (53.6%) paid the same or a highc
fundraising percentage in the most recent year than in the initial year; 
and 49 (44.5%) never reduced their fundraising percentage after the 
ftrst year. The following are three of many specific examples from 
campaign reports on file with the States: AMVETS. American 
Veterans of WWII. Korea and Vietnam. utilizing the same 
professional fundraiser, American Trade and Convention Publications. 
reported gross contnlmlions for ~he years l 999 through 200 l of 
$2,758.368. S4.443,094 and S4.819,70l, respectively. but received 
only S500,000 for each reporting period. revealing steadily dedini,rg 
receipts as a perccnlage of gross contn"bulions (18_1%, 11.3% and 
I0-4%. respectively), in spite of the fact that gross contributions 
increased each year (on file with Office of Minnesota Attorney 
General); American Hc:dlh Assislance Association. utilizing Public 
Interest Communications for the years 1999 through 200 I. reported 
gross contributions of $261.356. $269,474, and $240,775, 
respectively.hut receiptsofoniy 17.7%. 2..8°/4and 1.7%.respectivc:Iy 
(id_); Cancer Fund of America. utilizing Civic Development Group. 
reported gross contributions from September 2000 through September 
2002 of Sl.0OE.l02. $&90.549 and $1,289,908, respectively, but 
receipts of only 12'¼. 12% and I 1.6%. respectively. with the lowest 
percentage occurring in 2002. again the year in which gross 
contributions were highest (on file with Office of Pennsylvania 
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have stood on its head the .. more thar. 35%" figure alluded lo in 
Riley7 by directing lo the fund raiser 85% or more of donal ions on 
a repeated basis.11 Moreover, in many campaigns, Chere has been 
virtually no public educ.1tion or advocacy. only a passing, pro 
forma_ reference in a scrip~ to U1e charity and its mission. 11 

Allomey General). 

11: See. supra. note I. 

ll In general. telephone solicitation scripts begin by 
identifying the fundraiser and nonprofit client and end with a request 
for a donation. In between. something may be slated as lo the 
organization's activities. mission. beneficiaries, etc .• but in many 
.instances, the infonnational and persuasive content is minim.it For 
example. in chis respect the script for one -of the fundraisers for 
VietNow stales only. "1l1e reason for the call is every year we help 
our disabled veterans in the area.. VictNow helps homeless and 
disabled veterans in the State of Oregon and throughoui the n.ition_ .. 
Model script for O1arily Services. Inc. (200 l-2002} ( on file with 
Oregon Department of Jcsticc)_ Note that the script oflcrs no explicit 
information regarding the plight of veterans. how an interested 
solicitor may help (beyond giving money). or even how the charity 
will assist veterans_ Fo, some of the many examples of publicly
accessible fundraising scripts lhat contain similarly perfunctory 
information. see Reese Brothers. Inc .• on bclu.lf of National Care 
Giving Foundation (200 l-2003):Four Winds Marketing on behalf of 
Oregon Oiaptec of National Federation of the lllind (200 l ). Galli 
Productions on behalf of Professional Fire Fighters of Grants Pass 
(2002). LcgacyTelcmarkeling Corp. on behalf Lane County Chapter 
of American Red Cross (2000). and Sui:hkonen & Associates. lnc_. on 
bd1alfofDouglas County Shrine Club (2002-2003) (all on file with 
Oregon Department oflusticc); United Funding Organization. Inc_. on 
behalf ofrolice Protective Fund (2000-200 l) and Callao Publishing. 
Inc., on behalf of Virginia Association of 01iefs of Police (2001-
2002) (both on file with Virginia Department of Agriculture & 
Consumer Services);_ All-Pro Telemarketing Associates Corp. on 
behalf of Children •s Charity Fund (filed 2001 ). Fundraiscrs. Inc.., on 
behalf of Coalition of Police & Sheriffs (filed 2002). TCI Amer1ca. 
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(J 
Such fundraising campaigns raise an important issue for 

this Court: that of articulating the line between charitable speech 
lo which lhe fundraiser"s . commercial involvement is 
ancillary-which is fully protected under the Fust 
Amendment-and commClcial speech in whiclt checharilyisonly 
a minor- player_ In Riley. lhe Court reasoned that the activity of 
professional fundraiscrs docs not rdain its commetcial character 
when it is -inextricably intertwined"' with otherwise fully 
proteclcd speech. 4&7 U.S. al 796- TI1cre lhc Comt 6eclined to 
apply a lower degree of constitutional scrutiny to the commercial 
portion of the solicitation anti" a higher degree lo lhe charitable 
~jon. The Court focused instead on the overall characler of 
lhcspcech: 

Our lodestars in deciding what ievel of scrutinr lo 
apply [lo lhe compelled disclosure] must~= the 
nalure of tl,e speech tolcen os a u,hole and the 
eff«=ct of lhc [ mandated disclosure} lheieon. • _ • 
Regulation of a solicitation "must be undertaken 
wilh due regard for- the realily lhal solicilalion is 
characteristically intertwined with informative 
and perhaps pcrsu;ISivc speech • _ :• 

Id_ ( quoting Schawnb11rg,, 444 U.S- al 632) ( emphasis added). 

S(aleregulaforyand law enforcement action has shed light 
or, campaigns where dte nature of the speech .. taken as a whole ... 
is arguably commercial,, since year after year <he solicilations 
have included only the barest refercocc lo informative; much less 
pcisuasivc; speecll .. and {he vast maj'ority of lhe dona.led dollars 
has gone to the fundraisa for- reasons other tlr.m "gelling one'£ 
message across_" As llle Court oo[ed in Board of Trustees of die. 
Scace UnivenityofNew York V. Fox,, 492 u.s_ 469. 475 (1989). 
-communi~tions can ·constitute commercial speech 

Inc.,. on behalf of Nortlt Haven Fire Fighters AssrL {filed 2002). and 
.East Coast Marketing Group. on behalf of East Lyme Police Union 
(fired 2002) (all on file with Office of Conncc:icutAUomeyGcncral)_ 
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notwithstanding lhc fact that they contain discussions of 
important public issues'" (quoting Bolger v_ Yormg.J" Dn,g 
Producis, Inc.. 463 U.S. 60. 67-63 (1983)). A campaign where 
85 to 90 cents of every dollar contnl>ulcd bas gone to a paid 
fundraiser and the clmily-rclated speech bas hem limited lo a 
request for a contnoution to support a given cause should be 
suscepllole of being considered commeccial speech for purposes 
of Fust Amendm.~t analysis • 

It mould be stressed lhat the Stales seek no presumption 
of illegality h~ no tule of thumb derived from the percentage 
split between fmidraiscr and charily_ Ralher. lhey wish lo 
reaffirm their historic and Constilulion-compal.tolc role of 
protecting their citizens from fumd on a (2SC-by-case basis. As 
the Court in Riley stressed,, ··we do not suggest that Stales must sit 
idly by and allow their citizens lo be defrauded.. [Each state] bas 
an antffiaud law, and we pie:sume that law enforcement offian 
arereadym4,ablelo eufocce-iL'" 487 U.S.at 795. Inandertak:ing 
such enforcement actions_ however, the States need lo be free lo 
present in court .ill of lhe facts surrounding U1c fumkaising 
campaign. They must have the opportunity to show chat although 
a campaign is conducted in the name of a charitable organization, 
its primazy and ongoing puq,osc is lo benefit lhe fundraiscr. wilh 
littlein lhcwayofinfotmaliveorpemrasivespeech offered to the 
public; and in that cast; a. lower- level of constitutional protection 
should apply. Fmally .. in such circunistances~ depending upon lhe 
specific evitlencc presenl~ the fundraiser-' s unqualified 
repn:sentatio~ express or implied. that lhe donor's moneyw ill be 
used for a specific purpose-when in fa.cl almost all 9f thc funds 
will go to lhe .fundraiscc--sbould be sufficient lo supl)<!rl a claim 
of fraud without running afoul of lhe Fusl An1cndment 
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CONCLUSION 

For all oflhe foregoing reasons. this Court should reverse 

the decision of the Supreme Court of Illinois. 

Respectfully submitted. 

RICHARD E. DORAN 
Attorney General of Florida 
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North Dakota 
Senate Judiciary Committee 

February to, 2003 
REGARDING SENATE BILL 2255 

Chair Traynor and members of the Judiciary Committee, My name Is Jim BIiiey, I am a member of 

the AARP North Dakota, Government Affairs Committee. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on 

Senate Bill 2255 regarding the establishment of a telemarketing do-not-call list for North Dakota, 

AARP has been very active In working on telemarketing Issues, and believes that establishment of 

a do-not-call llst Is the next logical step toward protecting consumers against unsolicited calls Into 

their homes, 

When Congress passed the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act In 

1994, the legislative history cited privacy as one of the protections Congress sought to establish 

/~ 
.- 1nder the Act. However, the Telemarketing Sales Rule that was promulgated by the Federal 

I ,.._,~_,. 

Trade Commission in 1995 only gave consumers the right to give a do-not-call message to 

telemarketers on an Individual basis. In response to the ineffectiveness of this provision, and the 

enormous public outcry against unwanted telemarketing, the FTC recently announced It was 

creating a national do not call registry, Consumers will have the opportunity to register their names 

with the Commission, and telemarketers will have to purchase this 11st, striking any of the names on 

the 11st from their directories. If they do call anyone on the list, the FTC has the authority to 

prosecute the telemarketer for violating the law. However, the FTC has no jurisdiction over certain 

Industries, such as common carriers (e.g., telephone companies,) banks, or Insurance companies, 

so state law Is cruolal to fill In this gap In protection, Further, only state law can control Intrastate 

telemarketing calls, making state action In this area essential. It Is anticipated telemarketers will 

107 West Main Avenue, Suite 125 I Bismarck, ND 58501 I 701-221-2274 I 701-255·:1!242 fax I 1·877·434-7598 TTY 
James G, Parkel, President I Wllllam D. Novell I, Executive Director and CEO I www.aarp.org 
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.-- open call centers In states with no do not call regulation to avoid the FTC's new rule. In this case, 
,,,. '\ 

only state law can stop unwanted calls. 

A statewide list is a more effective method of preventing unwanted sales calls than requiring 

consumers to give an lndlvlduat message to each telemarketer after they have already called. The 

telemarketing Industry often makes the argument that consumers could screen calls through use of 

a caller ID system or an answering machine. We believe this Is an unacceptable argument. Why 

should consumers be compelled to Incur the Inconvenience and expense of screening calls that 

are unsolicited and unwanted? Another argument made by the Industry Is that do-not-call lists are 

an infringement on their first amendment rights. This Is clearly not the case. Commercial speech 

Is regulated In myriad ways; otherwise, there could be no laws restricting false advertising or 

Inadequate warning labels. Do-not-call lists are a necessary privacy protection for consumers who 
,, 

-~do not want unsolicited Intrusions Into their homes, 
I , , . , 
,•, I • I ' 

,,' .. ' . 
"'-- .. .,....,,- . 

AARP commends the sponsors for Introducing SB 2255 to protect residents of North Dakota from 

unwanted telemarketing calls. These laws are very popular In the states that have enacted them. 

In essence they protect not only consumers from unwanted calls, but also save businesses the 

time and expense of calling consumers who do not want to hear from them. As of December 

2002, twenty-six states have Do Not Call laws (Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, Colorado, 

Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, 

Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, 

Wisconsin, and Wyoming,) In Michigan and New Jersey, bills have passed the legislature and are 

awaiting the Governors' signatures. AARP Is currently working actively In several states to Improve 

or defend Do Not Call laws (Alaska, Idaho, Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Mlssourl1 Montana, Nevada, 

1 ······.'New Jersey, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and South Dakota,) 
''-,/' 
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When 1,000 Minnesota adults were questioned, researchers found that 95% of state residents 
~ 
' irongly (89%) or somewhat (6%) supported a new state law that gives people the option of 

placing their nama and phone number on a Do Not Call list. AARP members strongly (81%) 

support legislation Jn South Dakota that would create a "Do Not Calf" 11st to keep telemarketers 

from calling them. Another 13% would somewhat support It. Only 3% are opposed to such a law. 

While AARP recognizes the need for balancing the Interests of business and consumers, do-not

call llsts are only effective if they actually prevent unwanted telemarketing calls. Therefore, It Is 

necessary to keep exemptions to a minimum. We must make note that Minnesota found the 

exemption regarding calls to make face-to-face appointments to slgnlflcantly weaken their law. We 

believe the current language In this area provides a reasonable accommodation for business and 

consumers . 

. -.We support the exemption for North Dakota charitable organizations using their own employees or 
\ 

._./olunteers to make calls to North Dakota citizens. However, North Dakota citizens have legitimate 

concerns about charitable organizations using paid professional fundralsers for charitable 

fundralsing In which the majority (often ninety-five percent or more) of the funds donated may go to 

the paid professional fundralser and not to the charity. Charities that do not use their own 

employees or volunteers should be required to comply with the law. Overall we believe this 

legislation provides Important protections for consumers and we would not favor further 

exemptions that would compromise the Integrity of this bill. 

Again, AARP thanks you for this opportunity to present our comments on this bill, and would be 

happy to answer any questions you may have about our position. 
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Tuesday, February 4, 2003 

,, ' S,nat, •~!~4.loiary Committee 
SB2255 

Chairman Traynor and Committee Members: 

My name is Laura Sweep, and rm the circulation manager of the Bismarck 
Tribune. I appear today to ask you to consider revisions to this bill. 

We have concerns with 8B2255 as it is currently written as it leaves some 
definitions vague and calls for certain procedures that we feel would be detrimental 
to business without diminishing the irritation factor this bill seeks to address. We 
would ask you to consider the following revisions: 

• In defining the "established business relationship (51 .. 26~01, No. 4)," we would 
request language that includes a consumer•s request or written consent to be 
telemarketed regardless of whether a financial transaction based on purchase, 
rental or lease has occurred. 

For instance, a standard practice in our industry is to offer free trial 
subscriptions to non-subscribers, with the full understanding that the recipient 
will receive a solicitation near the end of the term to become a regular subscriber. 
The consumer has requested the free trial subscription and thereby consented to 
be telemarketed, yet no financial transaction has occurred. There is language in 
No. 7(a) that allows 41communication" with a consumer's .. prior express written 
invitation or permission," but our concern would be that that language doesn't 
clearly fit the above situation. 

• We would request that identification by the caller (51~26~06) not require the caller 
to identify his or her city and state of location, but rather identify the city and state 
of location of the business on whose behalf the telemarketer is calling. It is 
standard practice to employ outside vendors to handle calling for our business, 
and identifying the city and state they are calling from only injects confusion into 
the call and does nothing to diminish the number of calls a consumer will receive 
or provide the consumer with information necessary to make a buying decision. 

• The fee for acquisition of the list (51~26 .. 09, No. 6) is one of the highest in the 
country for a Do Not Call list, which, arguably, would be one of the shortest in the 
country. In Minnesota, for instance, the acquisition fee is $125 a quarter for the 
first year ($500 annually), $90 a quarter for the second year ($360 annually) and 
$75 a quarter ($250 annually) after that. In New York, a state with the potential 
for many more names on the list, the cost is $800 a year. A fee in line with 
Minnesota's seems more appropriate. 

• We have a concern that the civil penalties (51-26 .. 15, 51 .. 26•17) allowed in this 
bill are too high given that they will be paid directly to the complainant if he or she 
is successful and will entice consumers to "set up» telemarketers in order to collect 
the fee. 

• Allowing the plaintiff to bring action in the consumer's county of residence (51" 
26 .. 22), while convenient and consumer friendly, may make it finat1cial1y 
prohibitive for telemarketing companies or businesses on whose behalf they are 
working to defend themselves, even in cases where the action is clearly defensible. 
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Testimony Presented on Behalf of the 
North Dakota State Lodge, Fraternal Order of Police 

In Opposition to Senate Bill 2255 

I am Mike Gelermann, an, +torney from Bismarck, and I represent the 
North Dakota State Lodge, Fraternal Order of Police. The Fraternal Order of 
Police Is the largest and most commanding voice on behalf of our nation's law 
enforcement officers. The North Dakota State Lodge consists of four lodges 
representing approximately 600 police officers and other law enforcement 
professionals. The North Dakota State Lodge Is presenting this testimony In 
opposition to the passage of Senate BIii 2255. As a nonprofit, the State 
Lodge conducts fundraislng campaigns to raise resources to support lodge 
activities. Those activities include attendance by FOP members at training 
conferences and seminars throughout the country to Improve safety and ltiw 
enforcement techniques used by members. White this practice has been 
ongoing for a number of years, this practice is more important than ever as 
the Attorney General has eliminated his training budget for the 2003--2005 
biennium. In addition, money raised through fundraising by FOP goes to 
support programs which establish for youngsters a very positive image for law 
enforcement officers. These programs include Shop with a Cop, which allows 
underprivileged children to obtain Christmas gifts, the Bike Drive which allows 
underprivileged children to obtain bicycles, as welt as Special Olympics, 
Easter Seals, Red Cross and Salvation Army. The only way these activities 
can be undertaken is through professional fundraisers. Police officers and 
members of the FOP do not have the time nor exp,11.iise to conduct these 
activities. Furthermore, FOP lodges cannot rely upon volunteers to do 
fundralslng. 

If Senate Bill 2255 Is passed and enacted Into law, it will have a 
devastating effect on the FOP's ability to raise funds for training and to 
support these local charities. The following are specific objections that the 
FOP has to the passage of Senate Bill 2255: 

• Hundreds of North Dakota's nonprofit and charitable organizations rely 
on the expertise and operational efficiencies of professional fund raisers 
to conduct their fundraising campaigns and · communicate their 
message. Telephones are the most practical and cost effective 
interactive medium for these organizations. Direct, face .. to .. face, 
solicitation is logistically impossible and direct mail programs are 
generally cost prohibitive. 
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■ Successful and cost effective fundraislng requires basic resources and 
specialized knowledge that many nonprofit and charitable organizations 
lack. Most nonprofits cannot duplicate the efficiencies gained by using 
professional fundralsers. A professional fundraislng capability permits 
the nonprofit to focus on its mission rather than spending time and 
money purchasing and maintaining expensive equipment and hiring, 
training and managing necessary personnel. 

■ It Is estimated that the proposed state 11do-not-call" program will 
elhninate telephone fundrafsing to approximately 50% of the potential 
contributors to nonprofit and charitable organizations In North Dakota. 
Accordingly, public financial support of the state's nonprofit and 
charitable community will be reduced substantially. 

■ The proposed state 11do-not-call" program will place ND State Lodge, 
FOP, and nonprofit organizations at a competitive disadvantage against 
larger, out..,of-state national nonprofits who have the resources to 
conduct ;n-house charitable solicitations. 

■ Nationwide, only a small percentage of the telephone calls to 
consumers are made on behalf of nonprofit or charitable organizations. 
Based upon recent studies of the Direct Marketing Association, more 
than 80% of the calls received by consumers are for commercial 
purposes to sell goods or services. As such, the interests of consumer 
privacy can be more than adequately served by limiting the 11do .. not-caW' 
program to calls for commercial purposes only. Such a provision would 
strike a proper policy balance between the interests of consumer 
privacy and the rights of nonprofits to seek public support. 

■ The proposed do .. not-call program is unconstitutional because it violates 
the First Amendment rights of the nonprofit community. The United 
States Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized that fundraising by 
professional fundraisers on behalf of nonprofit and charitable 
organizations i~ fully. protected speech. As applied to nonprofit 
fundralsing, the do .. not .. call program is constitutionally deficient because 
it Is a content based restriction on speech, a prior restraint on fully 
protected speech, does not employ the least restrictive means available 
to further a ~egltimate state interest and Is not narrowly tailored to 
further a compelling government Interest. 
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■ In the last few years, several states have adopted do-not-call list 
statutes. The overwhelming majority of these states have been 
sensitive to the constitutional and other Issues Involved and have 
enacted legislation that either specifically exempts nonprofits from the 
do .. not-call requirements or limits statutory coverage to commercial calls 
made to private citizens for the purpose of selling goods and services. 
These states include Alabama, Callfornla1 Colorado, Connecticut, 
Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, 
Missouri, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, Vermont, 
Wisconsin and Wyoming. Both the Federal Trade Commission and the 
Federal Communications also have exempted calls on behalf of 
nonprofits from their respective do-not-call list regulations. 
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c· · February 4, 2003 

I
.SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
_ SB 2265 

CHAIRMAN TRAYNOR AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 

I/ft 

My name Is Jack McDonald. I'm appearing here today on behalf of the North 
Dakota Newspaper Association (NONA). NONA opposes the bill as Introduced, despite 
Its distinguished sponsorship and lineage, and respectfully request that It be amended, 

We believe there should be an exemption for newspapers. Several states already 
provide this exemption to newspapers, Including North Dakota under present law. 
Alabama, Arkansas and Florida exempt newspapers from the states' do not call (DNC) 

· 1aws. Indiana exempts newspapers If they use their own employees for telemarketing, 
while Alaska, Idaho, Nevada, Oklahoma, Oregon and Washington are exempt from 
certain telemarketing regulations. The Louisiana Public Service Commission exempts 
newspapers. 

Dally newspapers depend heavily on telemarketing. Weeklies also depend on 
periodic telemarketing campaigns. Without an exemption they would be penalized and 
less able to serve their local communities. Overall, this could have a negative 
economic lmpaqt on North Dakota businesses . ... 

According to national newspaper research, telemarketing Is t~e- most efficient 
means for newspapers to gain clrculatlon. 57.8% of subscriptions are gained through 
telemarketing efforts, If a newspaper Is penalized In Its subscription efforts, It could be a 
penalty on society. · 

Newspapers are educational tools for North Dakotans. They provide Information 
on local governments, proposed legislation and state agency regulations, Newspapers 
help citizens make Informed decisions on Issues ranging from s.Qhool board elections to 
grocery store purchases, 

These new restrictions hinder a publishers constitutional right to distribute 
newspapers and therefore violate quite possibly violate First Amendment. 

Newspapers are responsible telemarketers. They have worked hard In North 
Dakota to comply with state and federal telemarketing laws and regulations, not only 
due to legal requirements, but also because good telemarketing practices make 
business sense. Unlike many other telemarketers, a newspaper bearing a community's 
name and reporting Its news must engage In responsible marketing, or risk displeasing 
subscribers and prospective subscribers. Newspapers must respect local consumers. 
Indeed, newspapers' most Important asset Is their reputation for Integrity and civic 
responslblllty. 
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In addition to market forces, Industry culture distinguishes newspapers from 
those telemarketers that do not Invest In forming long~term relatlonshlps with 
. consumers. The majority of newspapers are local businesses deeply rooted In the 
communities In which they publish, circulate and market. Newspapers cannot cover 
local news without becoming closely Involved In local communities and their concerns. 
Close ties between a newspaper and the local community create compelling Incentives 
to engage In responsible telemarketing practices. 

NONA members generally find that people who have recently moved Into a 
community often appreciate the opportunity presented by a telemarketing call to 
subscribe to a local newspaper. Others welcome the calls as reminders to renew a 
subscription. In addition, consumers request placement on newspapers' company
specific 11do not call" ll'sts at relatively low rates. Consumer response to newspaper 
telemarketing demonstrates that these calls often provide a convenience and suggests 

· that many consumers are willing to receive calls from newspapers when they would 
object to telemarketing from other businesses. 

If you have any questions, I will be happy to try to answer them. THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR TIME AND CONSIDERATION. 

,,, ' • 
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( My name is Brenda Dissette1 Executive Director of the Nl> l'\ssociari~'. ... · ,;,---..., 
f \ 

h 
I 

Nonprof ft Orpanf zatlons. Our oraanizatfon reore.sents over 27U cnar1,-~t-, _ 

nont>rof it orqanlzatfons throuc,hout the state. Charitable nonprof It organlzotlons In 

North Dakota provide essential services to people and communities; they give 

citizens opportunity to volunteer, educate the public on Important Issues; they can 

leverage government funds with private donations. 

S8 2255 Is a bill that will .Protect consumers frotn fraudulent Individuals and or 

businesses and exempts charitable nonprofit organizatlo11S from the .. do not call" 

list. However, you will be hearfno from some charitable non1>roflt oraanb:atlon.s In 

our state that do not have the staff or the volunteers to solicit donations over the 

telephone and rely on companies to assist them with their fundraislng. 

Recently, the Federal Trade Commission has deGlt with this same issue; and 

exempted charitable nonprof ft organizations from the proposed legislation. 

Charitable nonprof It organizations that utllize professional fundraisers wflf have a 

negative impact on charitable non prof it orgc;mf zatlons In North DClkota. Events in 

our country over the last year or so have effected charitable nonprofit 

organizations and their ability to serve their constituents; federal, state and 

f oundatlon funding hos dropped since 9/11, with the demand of more services by 

charitable nonprofits, 

The ND Association of Nonprofit Organizations believes that the proposed 

leglslc:atlon should be revised to Include charitable nonprof It organizations 

registered in the state of North Dakota who d~end on pcdd telemarketers. 

Thank you for your time, 

Brenda bi"ette, Executive Director 
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SB 2265 

Presented by: lllona Jeffcoat-Sacco 

Before: 

Date: 

Director, Public Utllltles Division 
Publlc Service Commission 

Senate Judiciary Committee . 
Honorable John T. "Jack" Traynor, Chairman 

4 February 2003 

TESTIMONY 

Mr. Chairman and comrnlttee members, I am lllona Jeffcoat-Sacco, 

director of the Public Service Commission's Public Utilities Division. The 

Public Utilities Division administers the Commission's Jurisdiction over 

telephone, gas and electric public utilities In North Dakota. The 

/-.'\ Commission asked me to appear here today to support SB 2255. 

The Commission handles many consumer contacts and complaints 

that are in reality telemarketing complaints, Quite often the Commission 

cannot help these consumers except to Inform them about how the 

telemarketing Industry works, the extent to which It is regulated and how, 

as consumers, they can exercise some measure of control over the 

telemarketing that affects them. Frankly, without a statute such as the one 

proposed here, consumers have very little control over telemarketing and 

little ability to Impact how that telemarketing will affect them. 

SB 2255 can change that, giving consumers the ability and means to 

exercise some measure of control over much of the telemarketing that may 

affect them. The 11do not call llst" concept will be one very good tool In 

every consumer's telemarketing toolbox. We believe this bill ls an 
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r-··~ Important and necessary step toward achieving a better balance between 

consumer and telemarketing Interests. 

Thank you for allowing me to appear here today. This completes my 

testimony. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
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TESTIMONY OF MARILYN FOSS (FOR MCI WORLD COM) ON SB 225S 

Mr, Chainnan, members of the committee, I am Marilyn Foss. This morning I am 

appearing to testify on behalf of MCI World Com. MCI World Com is a company which 

uses telemarketing to sell its products, Indeed, telemarketing is the vehicle which enabled 

the company to become a national player in the telecommunication industry. However, 

the company recognizes many consumers are frustrated by what they see as an inability 

to avoid unwanted telemarketing calls. People who don't buy products and services as a 

result of telemarketing don't want us to call them. The catch is, we don't want to call 

them either, In past years I have appeared before this committee to tell you we think the 

best way to address the problem of unwanted calls is the use of a centralized, national do 

not call list and to make sure that you know there is such an animal in the fom1 of the 

Direct Marketing Association's free registry for telephone, direct mail, and Email, From 

personal experience I can teH you that registration on the registries drastically cuts down 

on unwanted communications. Now, the telephone solicitations I receive are for political 

contributions, charitable contributions, and opinion surveys. What I can't tell you is why 

more people don't use the DMA services because they work. 

Nonetheless, pressure for a government solution in the form of state specific Do 

Not Call lists continues. Our resistance to the state specific lists is based completely on 

cost and administrative difficulty. Ifs just expensive and difficult to follow 50 slightly 

different laws and processes for DNC lists, calling times, identification requirements, etc. 
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If SB 2255 is enacted, MCI World Com will do its best to comply with its 

requirements, However efforts to develop a workable national DNC list are underway at 

both the FTC and the FCC, If a national government sponsored DNC list is implemented 

but we would like to able to use that central, national list as the DNC data base, instead of 

being required to use the state specific North Dakota list and the national list. SB 2255 

does pennit the Attorney General to submit North Dakota names to the national list, This 

will be convenient for North Dakota customers, We think it is but one short step further 

to pennit companies to comply with North Dakota law by obtaining the national DNC list 

from the federal agencies once an operating national DNC list is available and we would 

be happy to work with the AG's office to develop amendments to accomplish that end. 

Thank you, 

J 



March 1 o, 2003 

HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
SB 2255 

CHAIRMAN DEKREY AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 

My name Is Jack McDonald. I'm appearing here today on behalf of the North 
Dakota Newspaper Association (NONA). NONA recognizes the reasoning behind this 
bill, even though It believes It goes a bit too far In restricting North Dakota businesses In 
their efforts to promote their own businesses. We respectfully request two amendments 
to ease the locaJ burden somewhat. We've discussed these with the Attorney General's 
office, and that office has no objection. 

Newspapers often send out free trail subscriptions to Interest persons In 
subscribing to the newspaper. These free trial subscriptions are usually requested by 
the potential subscribers, but under the present blll they would not be considered as 
"prior relationships" since they weren't paid for. Our first amendment would cover these 
situations. 

Our second amendment would cover Instances when persons fill out coupons or 
registration blanks asking for additional Information about certain products. By doing so, 
we believe these persons have given their consent and our amendments would just 
clarify this. 

Newspapers are educatlom,1 tools for North Dakotans. They provide Information 
on local governments, proposed legislation and state agency regulations. Newspapers 
help citizens make Informed decisions on Issues ranging from school board elections to 
grocery store purchases. 

Newspapers are responsible telemarketers. They have worked hard In North 
Dakota to comply with state and federal telemarketing laws and regulations, not only 
due to legal requirements, but also because good telemarketing practices make 
business sense. Unlike many other telemarketers, a newspaper bearing a community's 
name and reporting Its news must engage In responsible marketing, or risk displeasing 
subscribers and prospective subscribers. Newspapers must respect local consumers. 
Indeed, a newspaper's most Important asset Is Its reputation for Integrity and civic 
responslblllty. 

In addition to market forces, Industry culture distinguishes newspapers from 
those telemarketers that do not Invest In forming long-term relationships with 
consumers, The majority of newspapers are local businesses deeply rooted In the 
communities In which they publish, circulate and market. Newspapers cannot cover 
local news without becoming closely Involved In local communities and their concems. 
Close ties between a newspaper and the local community create compelling Incentives 
to engage In responsible telemarketing pract!ces. 
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NDNA members generally find that people who have recently moved Into a 
community often appreciate the opportunity presented by a telemarketing calf to 
subscribe to a local newspaper. Others welcome the calls as reminders to renew a 
subscrlptlon. In addition. consumers request placement on newspapers' company
spt1cUfo "do not call" llsts at relatively low rates. Consumer response to newspaper 
telemarketing demonstrates that these calls often provide a convenience and suggests 
that many consumers are willing to receive calls from newspapers when they would 
object to telemarketing from other businesses. 

Therefore, we respectfully request your favorable consideration of the . 
amendments listed below. If you have any questions, I will be happy.to try to answer 
them. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND CONSIDERATION. 

PROPOSED AM.ENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED SENATE BILL 22§5 

/' Page 1, line 18, after 44rental," Insert "free trial newspaper subscription• 
/ 

Page 2, llne 9, after "wrlttenH insert urequest, consent, 11 
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HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
DUANE DEKREY, CHAIRMAN 

MARCH 10, 2003 

TESTIMONY BY 
PARRELLD.GROSSMAN 

DIRECTOR, CONSUMER PROTECTION AND ANTITRUST DIVISION 
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 

IN SUPPORT OF 
ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2256 

Mr. Chairman and members of the House Judlclat )mmlttee. I am Parrell Grossman, 
Director of the Consumer Protection and Antitrust u,. ,..,ion of the Attorney Generars Office. 
I appear on behalf of Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem In support of Engrossed Senate 
BIii No. 2255, 

The Attorney General reviewed most of the Do-Not .. call statutes In effect In states 
throughout the country In recommending appropriate Do Not Call legislation to the 
sponsors. The Attorney General ultimately patterned most of the substantive provisions 
regarding telephone sollcltatlons, et cetera, after the Minnesota Do-Not-Call statutes 
enacted In 2002, Minnesota's statutes appear straight-forward and are easlly understood. 
The statutes are consistent with the Federal Trade Commission's Amended Telemarketing 
Sales Rule and Its Do-Not-Call Registry. North Dakota's slmllar leglslatlon would create 
ease of consistent appllcatlon, operation and enforcement between our two states. 

One very Important difference and distinction for North Dakota Is the exception for 
telephone sollcltatlons by callers who wlll complete the sale at a later face-to-face meeting. 
In Minnesota one caller could make the telephone sollcltatlon and a separate or different 
person could make the later face-to .. face sales presentation. Under a statl/te using the 
Minnesota exception language a Florida telemarketing company, employing legions of 
telemarketing callers, could make sollcltatlons In North Dakota for timeshares without 
complying with Do-Not-Call leglslatlon, because any sale would not occur until a later face
to-face sales presentation In Florida. The North Dakota leglslatlon sponsors narrowed this 
exception to require that the exception only apply when the Initial caller and the Individual 
conducting the later face-to-face sales presentation and meeting are the same Individual. 
The Minnesota exception has been described as the exception 14you can drive a truck 
through." Attorney General Stenehjem learned this result was not the Intent of the 
sponsors of the Minnesota law. The FTC has the same overly broad exception. 

Senate BIii No. 2256 Is North Dakota's proposed oo .. Not-Call Leglslatlon which prohibits 
most telephone sollcltatlons to telephone subscribers, Including residential, wireless or 
mobile telephone services, who place their names on a no-call 11st established and 
maintained by the Attorney General, 

Telephone solloltatlons do not Include calls: 1) to subscribers with the subscriber's prior 
Invitation or permission; 2) by someone with a prior established business relatlonshlp; 3) 
by charitable or polltlcal organizations when the caller Is a volunteer or employee of the 
charitable or polltlcal organization; 4) that sollclt the expression of Ideas, opinions or votes; 
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and 5) for sales that won 1t be completed untll a later face .. to .. face sales presentation or 
meeting between the person making the call and the telephone subscriber. 

Telephone solicitations would not Include debt collection activity by or on behalf of any 
person with whom the subscriber has an established business relationship. 

The leglslatlon restricts the use of prerecorded or synthesized voice messages unless the 
subscriber has either consented to the message or the message Is Immediately preceded 
by a live operator who obtains the subscriber's consent. The message must contain 
disclosures about the Identity of the solicitor, the purpose of the message and the Identity 
of goods or services the message promotes, and whether the message Intends to sollclt 
payment. 

Callers may not use an automatic dlallng-announclng device unless It disconnects within 
ten seconds after the subscriber terminates the call. 

Callers may not use an automatic dlallng .. announclng device that calls random or 
sequential numbers unless It excludes calls to subscribers on the no-call 11st, emergency 
phone numbers, hospitals, nursing homes, cellular telephones and paging services. 

Callers may not use an automatic dlallng-announclng device nor make any telephone 
sollcltatlons before 8:00 a.m, or after 9:00 p.m. at the subscriber's location. 

Callers may not make any telephone sollcltatlons to the telephone line of any subscriber 
who Is on the Attorney General's Do .. Not-Call llst. 

Callers must clearly state their Identities at the start of calls Including the caller's name, 
telephone number, city and state of location, and the business on whose behalf the 
telephone solicitation Is made. 

Callers may not use any method to block or otherwise dellberately circumvent the 
subscriber's use of caller Identification service. 

The Attorney General shall establish and maintain a oo .. Not-Call 11st and shall provide to 
and receive from the Federal Trade Commission all North Dakota .subscriber telephone 
numbers maintained on these lists so that subscribers wlll only have to sign up with either 
the federal agencies or the Attorney General. 

The Attomey General may charge fees for the 11st not to exceed $200 per quarter or $800 
per year. 

The Attorney General may promulgate rules as necessary governing the establishment, 
operation and maintenance of the Do-Not•Call llst. 
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Any person who receives a telephone sollcltatlon In violation of the do not call law may 
bring an action for Injunction, damages or both and may be awarded actual damages or 
damages up $2,000 for each violation, whichever Is greater. 

The legislation provides a one-year statute of !Imitations. 

The Attorney General may enforce vlolatlons of the law using the powers and remedies 
provided to the Attorney General In chapter 51-15, commonly referred to as wthe consumer 
fraud law." 

The Attorney General may Issue cease and desist orders for vlolatlons of the law. 
Aggrieved parties may request a hearing In an adjudicative procedure In accordance with 
chapter 2a .. a2. The Attorney General may also Impose clvll penalties of up to $2,000 In an 
adjudicative proceeding. The Attorney General may recover reasonable attorney's fees 
and hearing costs Incurred In an adjudicative proceeding If the Attomey General prevails. 

In a court action the Attorney General may seek clvll penalties up to $2,000 per vlolatlon. 
A violation of this law constitutes a vlolatlon of chapter 51-15 and the court may award clvll 
penalties pursuant to chapter 51-16. 

The Attorney General is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney's fees. Investigation 
fees, costs and expenses In an action brought pursuant to this legislation. All fees, 
penalties and recoveries pursuant to vlolatlons of this law wlll be collected and retained by 
the Attorney General for enforcement of this leglslatlon. 

The clvll penalties Imposed for vlolatlons of this legislation are In llne with the clvll penalties 
Imposed by other states for violations of their Do-Not .. call statutes. 

Callfomla, llllnols, Louisiana, Minnesota, Te~as, Wisconsin, and $1,000 or less per 
vlolatlon of oo .. Not-Call statutes. llllnols Imposes $2,500 for subsequent violations. 
Wyoming Imposes $2,500 for second vlolatlons and $5,000 for third and subsequent 
violations. 

Alabama, Colorado, Georgia, Kentucky, New York and Tennessee Impose civil penalties 
of $2,000 per violation. Colorado Imposes an additional $10,000 In civil penalties If the 
victim Is elderly. 

Alaska, Connecticut, Idaho, Massachusetts and Missouri Impose clvll penalties of $6,000 
per vlolatlon. 

Arkansas, Florida, and Kansas Impose clvll penalties of $10,000 per violation. Arkansas 
Imposes an additional $10,000 In civil penalties If the victim Is elderly 

Oregon Imposes clvll penalties of $26,000 per violation. Indiana Imposes $25,000 for 
repeat offenders. 
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The FTC may collect civil penalties of up to $11,000 per violation for calls In violation of Its 
Do Not Call registry. North Dakota, In an action brought pursuant to the FTC Amended 
Telemarketing Sales Rule cannot obtain any civil penalties for vlolatlon of the federal law. 

The fees to purchase the 11st, as delineated In this leglslatlon, are the maximum amounts. 
The actual amounts provided pursuant to rules adopted by the Attorney General could be 
less depending upon costs Incurred In developing, establishing and maintaining the list. 
The Attorney General hopes to be able to provide certain accommodations for small 
businesses such as culling a list by local telephone pre-fix numbers, etc. and those 
capabllltles may provide a less expensive alternative to such businesses. 

This Committee ln this hearing Is considering what may be, If enacted by the 58th 

Legislative Assembly. one of the most popular and Important pieces of legislation this 
legislative session. 

When Pennsylvania enacted Its Do-Not-Call leglslatlon, 1.62 mllllon telephone subscribers 
enrolled In Pennsylvania within the first six weeks of registration In that state. Minnesota's 
Do-Not-Call law went Into effect January 1, 2003, Registration for the Do-Not-Call list In 
Minnesota began November 4, 2002. On January 1 almost one · million twenty three 
thousand residential telephone subscribers were registered on the 11st, representing nearly 
half of Minnesota's 2.2 mllllon residential phone lines. 

I have been Involved In numerous mu1t1 .. state working groups throughout the country In 
regard to existing, contemplated or pending Do-Not-Call legislation In the many states and 
the federal government, with the Do-Not-Call Registry that has not been adopted as part of 
the Federal Trade Commission Telemarketing Sales Rule. Whether the Do-Not-Call 
leglslatlon Is within the authority of the Attorney General's office, Public Service 
Commission, or as In Minnesota, the Minnesota Department of Commerce, public officials 
In other states have stated this leglslatlon Is tremendously popular with their state's 
citizens. 

Approximately 26 states currently have Do-Not .. Call laws Including Alabama, Arkansas, 
Callfornla, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Ge()rgla, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New York, Oklahoma, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Leglslatlon Is 
pending or being Introduced In several states. 

The prospect of avoiding Irritating, bothersome and unwanted telemarketing calls tends to 
overshadow the rnore Important role of oa .. Not-Call leglslatlon, which Is protecting 
consumers and most often, vulnerable seniors. 

Telemarketing fraud Is a significant problem In this country. According to the American 
Association of Retired Persons (AARP), It Is estimated that up to ten percent of the 
140,000 telemarketing firms operating In the United States In 1996 were fraudulent. There 
are hundreds of variations of telemarketing fraud In which high-pressure sales persons 
solicit funds or sell products based on misleading, false or deceptive statements or claims. 
In North Dakota these scams might Include sales of magazine subscrlptlons, bogus travel 
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oppo1iunltles, bogus sweepstakes, worthless credit card protection plans and Illegal 
lotteries. We have many elderly victims In North Dakota that have lost $10,000 to 
$100,000 or more to scams that started with small amounts of money sent In response to 
telemarketing purchases. T elemarketlng leads are purchased by and shared among scam 
artists. 

These telemarketers are very smooth and court their victims over time. When consumers' 
Instincts cause them to question the pitches, these telemarketers quickly become very 
abusive and threatening, If you are an elderly person, often Isolated, living In rural North 
Dakota, you will do exactly what these telemarketers tell you to do, Including sending large 
sums of money. 

This leglslatlon will provide Important consumer protection In our state, This Do-Not-Call 
leglslatlon wlll significantly help to protect North Dakota consumers from telemarketing 
fraud. 

The majority of blatant and ruthless crooks wlll not honor Do-Not-Call lists and this 
leglslatlon wlll not stop that activity. However, many of the questionable or fraudulent 
sales are shrouded with some suggestion of legltlmacy, Violations are often difficult to 
prove because of lack of evidence, unavallablllty of records, etc. Many of these 
telemarketers are actually more concerned about violating Do-Not-Call laws because of 
the penaltles and ease of proving vlolatlons. In a recent raid by the Louisiana Attorney 
General's office In that state, the Investigators seized records of blatantly Illegal activity, 
These Investigators discovered a Louisiana Do-Not .. Call 11st on location. The defendants 
actually stated to Investigators they did not want to be In violation of the Do•Not .. call law. 

Many Do .. Not .. call list subscribers will not want any exceptions. Some may not want to 
receive telephone sollcltatlons for any purposes, Including charitable purposes. However, 
the !Imitation of the exception for charities to only those charities using their own 
employees or volunteers Is a reasonable compromise. Charitable organizations that 
employ professional fundralsers will be concerned that the Do-Not .. call law applies to 
those organizations. The Attorney General, however, flrmly believes this Is an Important 
pollcy decision by this legislature because the broader exception wlll swallow the rule that 
attempts to prevent subscribers from receiving unwanted calls. 

Missouri, Oregon and Tennessee are among other states that limit the oo .. Not-Call 
exception for charitable organizations to only those charitable organizations that use their 
own employees and volunteers for charitable sollcltatlon calls. Organizations employing 
professional fundralsers In sollcltations In these states must comply with the Do-Not-Call 
list and law. Texas does not appear to provide any exception from Its DoMNot .. Call law for 
any charitable sollcltatlons and calls. 

The Attorney General recognizes there are many reputable charitable organizations In 
North Dakota and elsewhere that employ reputable professional fundralsers. This office 
does not regularly examine those relationships or the allocation of donations between the 
charity and the fundralser because we have no reason to concern ourselves with reputable 
charities. Nonetheless, we occasionally receive a public Inquiry expressing concern or 
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asking questions about a particular charttable fundralslng activity In North Dakota. In 
reviewing some of the charitable sollcltatlons we have discovered that, In some Instances, 
the benefits to the local organization are nominal. The responses from the local 
organizations and charities Indicate that the several thousand dollars the local organization 
received Is money that organization otherwise would not have received, This Is a decision 
within the purview of the charity that employs the professional fundralser. However, when 
only a small portion of the proceeds are used for a legltlmate charitable purpose, the 
concern Is whether the donors would make such contributions In circumstances In which a 
majority of the donations do not actually go to the charity. In our experience and according 
to our Investigations, donors Indicate they would not have contributed It they were aware 
the majority of their donations go to the professional fundralser. 

During my years with the Attorney General's office, I have learned that some of the most 
abusive telemarketing practices Include charitable sollcltatlons by questionable 
professional fundralsers on behalf of questionable charities. Some charitable 
organizations often use names slmllar to bona fide charities or reputable organizations. 
The caller might represent 14The Cancer Society of America" as opposed to the well-known 
11Amerlcan Cancer Society." Donors often do not realize the subtle distinctions. My 
division Investigated a case Involving a professional fundralser named Gecko 
Communications raising funds In North Dakota on behalf of uFondest Wish Foundation" 
making wishes come true for seriously or terminally Ill children, That name was slmllar to 
the uMake-A-Wlsh Foundation" with the same mission but a famlllar and reputable 
organization that actually spends the majority of Its contributions on terminally Ill children. 
The fundralser retained 90 percent or more of the money. The fundralser was Investigated 
or prosecuted by the federal government and we were unable to recover any of those 
donations. We, however, recovered approximately $10,000, a small portion of the total 
donations, from the .. Fondest Wish" charity, 

Questionable professional fundralsers and charities, located primarily out-of .. state, 
frequently take advantage of generous North Dakota citizens and consumers who open 
their checkbooks to give substantial money pursuant to many charitable pitches, These 
donors contribute hundreds of thousands of dollars to organizations they are not familiar 
with because they want to help when told, for example, the money will be used for disabled 
firefighters and law enforcement officers, etc. Unfortunately. In many Instances, 95 
percent of the money goes directly Into the pockets of the professional fundralser. The 
remaining amount of the donation may actually be used for charitable purposes, 
depending upon one's definition of 11charltable purposes." The Attorney General's 
concerns are regarding the misrepresentations that often occur during the sollcltatlons. 
According to the Attorney General's Investigations and experience In the area of charitable 
solicitations, consumers would not contribute but for the misrepresentations or deception 
by the fund raisers and charities. In our experience hundreds of thousands of dollars each 
year are sent by North Dakota donors to these professional fundralsers. 

In October 2002 the Attorney General Initiated legal action against two out .. of .. state 
professional fundralsers, Public Awareness, Inc, and Duane Kolve, who were conducting 
charitable solicitations on behalf of four nonprofit organizations Including the Association 
for Disabled Firefighters, Inc., Coalltlon of Pollce and Sheriffs, Inc., American Veteran 
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Relief Foundation, Inc. and ADSA, Inc. (an acronym for American Deputy Sheriffs 
Association.) The lawsuit alleges that the professional fundralser and the four associated 
charities engaged In misrepresentations during the sollcltatlons Including that the 
donations would be used to fund nonexistent burn camps In North Dakota and falsely 
stating that the consumers solicited previously had contributed to the organization. 
Pursuant to a court order, the Attorney General took possession or at least one thousand 
five hundred checks that were sent by North Dakota donors to local mall processing 
centers during the weeks following the Initiation of the legal action. Those checks range 
from $15 to $30 or more an<J probably total between $22,000 and $40,000. These 
defendemts would have cashed ti1ose checks, If the Attorney General had not intercepted 
the,:'.>1.3 checks pursuant to a court order. The.checks are sent In envelopes provided by the 
fundralsers to the local address of thE mall•processlng center, but do not Include the name 
of the mall-processing center In order to create the false Impression that the 14Charlty" has a 
local address, Quostlonable charities routinely employ this practice. The donations 
Involved In our pending legal action are a drop In the buc;ket ln comparison to the total 
amount of charitable solicitations sent by consumers to of;her professional fundralsers In 
similar circumstances. 

The Attorney General has Joined In an amlcus curiae brief In a case before the United 
States Supreme Court Involving the stat(,s' Interests In regulating· of fraudulent charitable 
solicitations or fundralslng. The case Involves the State of Illinois versus Telemarketing 
Associates, Inc. It will result In a very Important decision regarding states' authority In the 
regulation of charitable sollcltatlons. The amlcus curiae brief was joined by approximately 
46 states and Puerto Rico. The amlcus curiae brief provides an Interesting and poignant 
discussion of questionable or fraudulent charitable sollcltatlons. I have provided copies of 
the brief, as you wlll find the discussion enlightening In this area. 

The Federal Trade Commission has adopted Do-Not-Call provisions as part of Its Final 
Amended Telemarketing Sales Rule (14TSRH) published In the Federal Register January 29, 
2003. However, the FTC Amended Telemarketing Sales Rulo, Including the Do-Not .. 
Call registry Is not a solution for North Dakota. North Dakota requires state legislation for 
several reasons. First, flnanolal Institutions, Insurance companies and long-distance 
carriers are not subject to the FTC TSR. North Dakota's legislation wlll include telephone 
solicitations by these companies, Next, two lawsuits were fifed In federal court on January 
29, 2003 challenglng the Do•Not-Call requirements on constltutlonal concerns that It 
violates the first amendment on prior restraint and content based restrictions, protections 
for commercial speech, etc. and various other federal claims that certain provisions of the 
TSR unrelated to the Do-Not .. call registry exceed the FTC's authority. Although these 
legal challenges likely wlll not be successful the challenges may delay the Implementation 
of the Do-Not .. call registry. Furthermore, the FTC rule violations in North Dakota must be 
enforced In federal court with the approval of the FTC. The state of North Dakota could 
not Impose any penalties or collect any Investigation costs or attorney's fees. The state 
can only obtain Injunctive relief, a very costly option. Our North Dakota citizens have a 
right to expect swift, effective enforcement In our local courts. 

The FTC TSR oo .. Not-Call requirements are slgnlflcantly consistent with the proposed 
North Dakota leglslatlon, except as to charitable sollcltatlons and the FTC's broader 
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exemption for calls leadlng to a later face-to-face sales presentation. Under the FTC Rule, 
professional fundralsers soliciting on behalf of charitable organizations may contact 
subscribers on the Do-Not-Call registry, unless those telephone subscribers have 
separately notified the charitable organization or professional fundralser not to call. 

Opponents of Do-Not-Call legislation have raised or suggested possible First Amendment 
constitutional violations. The Attorney General has reviewed and rejected possible 
successful First Amendment constitutional challenges. The 
Federal Trade Commission clearly and articulately rejected First Amendment arguments In 
Its adoption of the FTC Amended Telemarketing Sales Rule and Do-Not-Call Registry. In 
June 2002 the United State's District Court In Colorado denied the Plaintiffs' request for a 
Temporary Restraining Order, ruling from the bench and finding there was no llkellhood of 
success on the merits of the Plaintiffs' First Amendment and Commerce Clause claims. In 
July 2002 the Indiana state court ruled that Indiana's Do-Not-Call leglslatlon Is 
constltutlonal. While the Attorney General cannot prevent legal challenges, he Is not 
aware of any successful challenges to the many states' Do-Not-Call leglslatlon. 

The North Dakota Newspaper Association Is proposing two minor amendments. These 
amendments provide clarlflcatlon as opposed to substantive changes. The first proposed 
amendment Includes a "free trial newspaper subscription" within the definition of an 
"established business relationship." The second proposed amendment clarifies that a 
subscriber can agree to a telephone solicitation by prior express written request, consent 
or Invitation. The Attorney General does not object to these proposed amendments. 

The Attorney General Is proposing some amendments. The primary proposed amendment 
Includes II polltlcal candidates, political committees and political parties" as an exception 
from telephone sollt,ltattons, when the calls are made by volunteers or employees. This 
exception was previously contemplated and Inadvertently omitted from the legislation. 
Some minor amendments simply change the legislation's reference to 14r,o-call" to the 
designation "do-not-call." Finally, there are numerous amendments Included that will 
permit the Attorney General to use the Federal Trade Commission's national do-not .. oall 
registry, In the Attomey General's discretion, In lieu of establishing and maintaining a 
separate do-not .. call llst by the Attorney General. 

For these reasons, the Attorney General respectfully urges this committee to give Senate 
BIii 2255, with the Attorney General's proposed amendments, a "do pass" 
recommendation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. I will be available to try and answer any 
questions. 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2255 
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

DUANE DEKREY1 CHAIRMAN 
MARCH 18, 2003 

Page 2, line 14, after "Code" Insert u, or by and behalf of a polltlcal candidate, political 
committee, or polltlcal party as defined In section 16.1-08.1-01 for a political purpose as 
defined In section 16.1-08.1-01" 

Page 2, line 17, after "organization" Insert "or political candidate, political committee, or political 
party" 

Page 2, line 22, after "organization" Insert "or political candidate, political committee. or political 
party" 

Page 3, line 29, replace "no-call" with "do-not-call" 

Page 4, line 5, after "who" insert '\for at least ninety days prior to the date the call ls made, 
has been" 

Page 4, line 5, remove "Is" 

Page 4, line 6, replace uno-call" with "do-not-call" 

Page 4, line 6, after maintained Insert II or used by the attorney general" 

Page 41 line 6, after "51-26-09" Insert "or the national 11do-not-call" registry establlshed 
and maintained by the federal trade commission pursuant to 16 C.F.R. § 310" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "no-call" with 11do-not-call" 

Page 4, line 14, after "11st" Insert "-natlonal federal trade commission do-not-call registry" 

Page 4, line 14, after the period Insert 11 1." 

Page 4, line 17, U,or by using the national do-not-call registry established and maintained 
by the federal trade commission pursuant to 16 C.F.R. § 310. 

Page 4, line 18, replace "no-call" with udo-not-call" 

Page 4, llne 21 replace 111"'wlth ua" 

Page 4. line 26 replace 14211 with "b" 

Page 4, line 30 replace 113" with 14 0" 

Page 5, line 1 , replace 114" with "d 11 

Page 5, line 5, replace 116" with "e" 
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Page 5, line 5, after 116." remove "If, pursuant to federal law, the federal trade commission and 
the federal" 

Page 5, remove line 6 

Page 5, line 7, remove 11subscrlbers who object to receiving telephone sollcltatlons." 

Page 5, line 7, replace 11the" with uThe" 

Page 5, line 8, after "Include" Insert 11ln the 11st established under this section" 

Page 5, line 8, after 11natlonal" Insert "do-not-call registry established and maintained by the 
federal trade commission, pursuant to 16 C.F.R. § 310." 

Page 51 line 9, after umay" Insert 14provlde to the federal trade commission, for Inclusion In the 
national do-not-call registry, th,~ telephone numbers of North Dakota subscribers who are 
In the attorney general's do-not-call 11st or who have otherwise notified the attorney 
general of the subscriber's objection to receiving telephone sollcltatlons" 

Page 5, line 9, remove "also" 

Page 5, remove llnes 1 O through 12 

Page 51 line 13, replace 146" with "r 

Page 5, remove !Ines 17 through 2.'2 

Page 5, after llne 22 Insert 112. Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, a national 
do-not-call registry established and maintained by the federal trade commission, 
pursuant to 16 C. F. R. § 31 O., may serve as the state do-not-call 11st 
provided by this chapter, In the ::ittorney general's discretion. 

Renumber accordingly 
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North Dakota 

House Judiciary Committee 
March 10, 2003 

REGARDING SENATE BILL 2255 

Chair DeKrey and members of the House Judiciary Committee. My name l~lck Weber. I am a 

member of the AARP North Dakota, Executive Council. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on 

Senate Bill 2255 regarding the establishment of a telemarketing do-not~call 11st for North Dakota. 

AARP has been active across the country In working on telemarketing Issues. We believe that 

establishment of a do-not-call list Is an appropriate and Important step toward protecting 

consumers against unsolicited calls Into their homes. 

When Congress passed the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act In 

1994, the legislative history cited privacy as one of the protections Congress sought to establish 

under the Act. However, the Telemarketing Sales Rule promulgated by the Federal Trade 

Commission In 1995 only gave consumers the right to give a do-not-call message to telemarketers 

, an Individual basis. In response to the Ineffectiveness of this provision, and the enormous 

public outcry against unwanted telemarketing, the FTC recently announced It was creating a 

national do not call registry. Consumers will have the opportunity to register their names with the 

Commission, and telemarketers will have to purchase this list, striking any of the names on the 11st 

from their directories. 

If they do call anyone on the 11st, the FTC has the authority to prosecute the telemarketer for 

violating the law, A national registry Is helpful, but It Is Important to note the FTC has no 
jurisdiction over certain Industries, such as common carriers (e.g" telephone companies,) banks, 

or Insurance companies. State law, such as SB 2255, Is crucial to flll In this gap In protection. 

Further, only state law can control Intrastate telemarketing calls, making state action In this area 

essential. It Is anticipated telemarketers will open call centers In states with no do not call 

regulation to avoid the FTC's new rule. In this case, only state law can stop unwanted calls. 

A statewide list Is a far more effective method of preventing unwanted sales calls than requiring 

. 1s umers to give an Individual message to each telemarketer after they have already called, 

107 West Main Avenue, Suite 125 I Bismarck, ND 58501 I 701·221·2274 I 701·255•2242 fox I 1·8'77·434,7598 TTY 
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. _The telemarketing Industry often makes the argument that consumers could screen calls through 

se of a caller ID system or an answering machine. We believe this Is an unacceptable argument. 

Why should consumers be compelled to Incur the Inconvenience and expense of screening calls 

that are unsolicited and unwanted? Another argument made by the Industry Is that do-not-call llsts 

are an Infringement on first amendment rights. This Is clearly not the case. Commercial speech Is 

regulated In myriad ways; otherwise, there could be no laws restricting false advertising or 

Inadequate warning labels, Do-not-call lists are a necessary privacy protection for consumers who 

do not want unsolicited Intrusions Into their homes. 

MRP commends the Attorney General and the legislative sponsors for introducing SB 2255 to 

protect residents of North Dakota from unwanted telemarketing calls. These laws are very popular 

In the states that have enacted them. They protect consumers from unwanted calls, and also save 

businesses the time and expense of calling consumers who do not want to hear from them. As of 

December 2002, twenty-six states have Do Not Call laws (Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, 

Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,. Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 

---·~l\i1alne, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, 

• exas, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.) In Michigan and New Jersey, bills have passed the legislature 

. and are awaltl~g the Governors' signatures. AARP Is currently working actively in several states to 

Improve or defend Oo Not Call laws (Alaska, Idaho, Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, 

Nevada, New Jersey, North Dalmta, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and South Dakota.) 

When 1,000 Minnesota adults were questioned, researchers found that 95% of state residents 

strongly (89%) or somewhat (6%) supported a new state law that gives people the option of 

placing their name and phone number on a Do Not Call list. AARP members In South Dakota 

strongly (81 %) support legislation that would create a 11 D0 Not Call" list to keep telemarketers from 

calling them. Another 13% somewhat support this legislation. 

AARP recognizes the need to balarlce the Interests of business and consumers. It Is Important to 

note, however, that doMnot-call llsts are only effective If they actually prevent unwanted 

telemarketing calls. Therefore, exemptions must be kept to a minimum. Minnesota found the 

·xomptlon regarding calls to make face~towface appointments to slgnlficantly weaken their law. 
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_ Y'Je believe the language In SB 2256 provides a reasonable accommodation In this area for . ...., 

;slness and consumers. 

We support the exemption for North Dakota charitable organizations using their own employees or 

volunteers to make calls to North Dakota citizens. However, North Dakota citizens have legitimate 

concerns about charitable organizations using paid professional fundralsers for charitable 

fundralslng In which the majority (often nlnetyNflve percent or more) of the funds donated may go to 

the paid professional fundralser and not to the charity. When charities use telemarketing firms to 

make fundralslng calls we believe those firms should be required to comply with the law and 

purchase the do not call 11st. 

We believe Senate BIii 2255 provides Important protections for consumers and we do not favor 

further exemptions that would compromise the Integrity of this bill. 

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of AARP and would be happy to answer any 

~uestlons you may have about our position. 

AARP Is a nonprofit, nonpartisan membership' organization dedicated to making llfe better for people 50 and 
over, We provide Information and resources; ·engage In leglslatlve, regulatory and legal advocacy; assist 
members In serving their communities; and offer a wide range of unique benefits, speclal products, and 
services for our members. These Include AARP The Magazine, published bimonthly; AARP Bulletln, our 
monthly newspaper; Segunda Juventud. our quarterly newspaper In Spanish; Live and Learn. our quarterly 
newsletter for Natlonal Retired Teachers Association members; and our Web site, www.aarp.org, We have 
staffed offlc~s In all 50 states, the District of Columbla, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
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Regarding Senate Bill 2255 
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Attorney at Law 
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Senate Bill No .. 2255 

S82255 (the "Act") would extend the coverage of the .oroposed do-not-call list 

requirements to calls made by professional fundraisers on behalf of nonprofit and charitable 

organizations, Specifically excluded from the bill's coverage are calls made by employees or 

volunteers of charitable organizations as well as certain calls of a commercial nature under 

specified circumstances. 

This regulatory framework is facially unconstitutional and infringes on the fully protected 

speech rights of nonprofit and charitable organi1..ations which utilize professional representatives 

to communicate their message and seek financial support. 

Discussion 

The advocacy of nonprofit and charitable messages and concomitant appeal for public 

support is fully-protected speech at the "core" of the First Amendment. The First Amendment 

guarantees the right to engage in lawful speech with the goal of protecting our system of 

government and promoting the free·exchange of ideas. Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 344, 885 

(1997). The Supreme Court has held that the appeal for public support by a charity if: fullyw 

protected speech, regardless of the medium of communication, ~, 487 U.S. at 789; Secretary 

Q.f State of Md v. Joseph H. Munson. C<2.t, 467 U.S. 947; Schaumburg, 444 U.S. at 833~34; 1ee 

also Ind. Vol. Firem~n,s Ass'n, 700 F. Supp. at 421. Thus, the First Amendment protects the 

message without reference to the messenger, in this case professional representatives of the 

nonprofit organization 

The Supreme Court has stated that 11[regulation of a solicitation 'must be undertaken with 

due regard for the reality that solicitation is characteristically intertwined with infonnative and 

perhaps persuasive speech .. , , and for the reality that without solicitation the flow of such 

infonnation and advocacy would likely cease.'" ~' 487 U.S. at 796 (citations omitted), The 

strict scrutiny standard for fullywprotected speech applies to such regulations, This Court also 

has ruled that the advocacy of nonprofit and charitable messages and appeal for public support is 
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fully-protected speech. Ind, Vol. Firemen's Ass 1n, 700 F. Supp, at 436-37. 

A charity's use of a professional representative to advocate ideas and appeal for public 

support does not diminish the fully-protected nature of the speech. As set forth above, the 

professional representative's appeal for support on behalf of the charity or nonprofit is 

"inextricably intertwined" with the fully-protected advocacy and educational speech of the 

nonprofit message. Riley, 487 U.S. at 796; Ind. Vol, Firemen's Ass'n, 700 F. Supp. at 438. 

Under strict scrutiny, the regulation infringing upon protected speech cannot stand if it is not 

narrowly tailored to further a compelling interest which the government is entitled to protect 

using the least restrictive means available.· Munson, 467 U.S. at 959-60; Schaumburg. 444 U.S. 

at 636. Further, a government scheme that pennits the advocacy of ideas and appeul for support 

by volunteers and employees of nonprofit and charitable organizations and wit.hholds that right 

from the very same organizations when they utilize professional representath11js facially is 

unconstitutional. The Supreme Court has held that a patemalif.itic regulatory scheme of this kind 

is prohibited because it necessarily discriminates against small or unpopular charities which may 

be forced to rely on professionals for economic reasons. Rile~, 487 U.S. at 799; Ind. Vol, 

Firemen's Ass'n~ 700 F. Supp. at 438. 

To meet this test, the Act must use "sensitive tools" to affect legitimate government 

interests while avoiding unconstitutional infringements upon protected speech. Spieser v. 

Randall, 357 U.S. 13, 525 (1958). The Supreme Court has held that it is the burden of the state 

to demonstrate that the Act is narrowly drawn and uses the least intrusive means available to 

further a compelling government interest. This is true even if the purported goal of the Act is 

residential privacy. The Supreme Court recently has affirmed that privacy can only infringe 

upon speech using the least restrictive means available: 11
' [w]e continue to believe that the 

sensitivity and significance of the interests presented in clashes between [the] First Amendment 

and privacy rights counsel relying on limited principles that sweep no more broadly than the 

appropriate context of the instant case, ,it Bartnicki v, Vopper, 532 U.S. 514, 529 (2000) (quoting 

Florida Stary, B,J,f0 491 U.S. 524, 532-533 (1989)); ~ Watchtower Bible & Tract Soc, of 

~ew York, Inc. y, Vill. of Stratton, Ohio, Co., 122 S.Ct. 2080 (June 17, 2002). 

It is further a settled rule of constitutional jurisprudence that government may not do 
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indirectly what it is forbidden from doing directly: 

As we have often noted, 111[cJonstitutional rights would bo of little value if they 

could be ... indirectly denied."' Harman y, Forssenius, 380 U.S. 528,540 (1965), 

quoting £with v. Allwright. 321 U.S. 649, 664 ( 1944). The Constitution "nullifies 

sophisticated as well as simple-minded modes" of infringing on Constitutional 

protections. Lane v. Wilson, 307 U.S. 268, 275 ( 1939); Hannan v. Forssenius, 

380 U.S. at 540-541. 

U.S. Tenn Limits v. Thornton, 115 S.Ct. 1842, 1867 ( 1995), Thus a law which discriminates 

against small or unpopular charities not by banning them, but by hindering the advancement of 

their goals indii'ectly, is subject to the same review as a blunt ban.on speech, 

Consequently, to survive strict scrutiny, it must be demonstrated that the Act (1) is 

narrowly tailored (2) to further a compeHing government interest (3) by the least restrictive 

means available. The State bears the burden to establish the necessity of depriving nonprofits 

and charities of this valuable free speech interest. Shon,irQ v. Thompson, 494 U.S. 618, 634 

(1969); ;Qunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330,335 (1971). It cannot make such a showing. There are 

numerous reasons the Act violates federal and state free speech guarantees and extends beyond 

the permissible scope of any governmental interest in residential privacy such that it is 

unconstitutional: 

t. The Act Is Not Narrowly Tailored 

The Act must be narrowly tailored to further a compelling government interest. It cannot 

meet this threshold requirement of strict scrutiny analysis because the Act's exemptions render it 

undetinclusive. That is, the speech prohibitions advanced by the Act apply to some speakers and 

not others, yet the exemption of celiain spcakors (for example, chnrities using their own 
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employees or volunteers) not only fails to further the alleged residential privacy interest, but it is 

inconsistent with such an interest. 

An underinclusive statute inherently is suspect where its exemptions are unrelated to or 

do not further the government's articulated interest. City of Cincinnati v. Discovery Network~ 

507 U.S. 410,428 (1993). See also Good News Club v, Milford Cent. Sch,. 533 U.S. 98, 120 

(2001). Applied here, the exemptions from the Act clearly undennine any assertion that the Act 

is narrowly tailored to accompliEih a legitimate governmental interest. For example, the Act 

offers no justification for regulating nonprofit and charitable messages and appeals for support 

when communicated by professional representatives, but exempting the same communication 

when conveyed by compensated employees of charitable organizations. The Supreme Court and 

this Court previously have held no such legitimate justification exists, See also Riley. sugra, at 

794) 799-800, 801 n.13. 

Nor is the Act narrowly tailored where it favors commercial speech over the 

noncommercial speech of nonprofits, thereby rendering it further underinclusive. Government is 

forbidden from favorin~ commercial speech over fully-protected speech. Metromedia, Inc. y. 

City ofS~Oi~gQ, 453 U.S. 490,513 (1981). By banning communications to prospective 

donors when made by professional representatives, while permitting in certain circumstances 

calls for purely commercial purposes, the Act unconstitutionally favors commercial speech over 

fully-protected speech. 

Ultimately, the Act's exemptions reveal it is not a narrowly tailored endeavor to protect 

residential privacy, but rather a discriminatory and unconstitutional effort by a govemment 

engaging in impermissible and paternalistic value decisions desigrted to affect "undeniably the 
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encouragement of some fonns of solicitation and the discouragement of others, , , , " Ind. Vol. 

2, The Act Does not Employ the Least Restrictive Means AvaUable to 
Further ainy Legitimate Interest 

The Act creates a "do-not-call,. list that regulates communications to North Dakota 

residential telephone numbers by prohibiting calls made to telephone numbers on the list, 

including noncommercial fully-protected calls made by professional representatives on behalf of 

nonprofit and charitable orgnnizations. For such nonprofits or charities, the Act effectively 

presents only one option to exercise their First Amendment rights, that is, they must 

communicate with prospective donors on the "do-not-call" list using volunteers and employees. 

The alternative is to suppress the communication or to suffer the drastic civil penalties and 

injunctive remedies pennitted under the Act if they use professional representatives. The Aces 

pennitted use of volunteers and employees is illusory. 

By necessity, the nonprofit and charitable organizations rely on professional 

representatives to convey their messages aud appeal for public support on their behalf. Most 

simply do not have the infrastructure, personnel, operational efficiencies, and expertise to impart 

the fundraising message currently imparted by professional representatives. In Rile~. the Court 

found certain provisions in the North Carolina statute unconstitutional in part because they 

favored larger more established charities that could afford to hire.a telemarketing force or obtain 

volunteers while smaller newer or controversial charities had neither the resources to hire or the 

ability to attract volunteers, ~. 487 U.S. 781. 
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It is the State's burden of persuasion that it has employed the least restrictive means to 

further the alleged protection of residential privacy, This burden cannot be met. Because 

communications by nonprofit and charitable organizations and profossional representatives 

acting on their behalf are fully-protected speech subject to the greatest protection of the First 

Amendment, no iteration of the Act would be constitutional to the extent that it 1'egulates and 

prohibits nonprofit and charitable communications. Fundamentally a "do~notMcall" list is a state 

sanctioned regulatory scheme that eHminates protected speech, A constitutional balance of fully

protected speech guarantees for charities and residential privacy interests cannot be achieved by a 

statutory scheme that results in government limiting othetwise lawful speech of some but not 

others based upon the content of the message and, or the identity of the speaker. The State must 

· rely on other alternatives to reconcile the competing protected speech and residential privacy 

interest without silencing the nonprofits' guaranteed right of free speech. 

J. The Act Is a Prior Restraint on Fully .. Protected Speech 

Prior restraints of protected speech are abhorrent to the Constitution, A prior restraint 

cannot stand in all but the most extreme circumstances; for example, times of war or "fighting" 

words. Near v. Minneso~ 283 U.S. 6971 716 (1931). The First Amendment jurisprudence almost 

unifomtly prohibits government from suppressing speech prior to utterance.~' 283 U.S. at 

714. A governmental scheme inteiposing a system "of prior restraints of expression comes to 

this court bearing a heavy presumption against its constitutional validity,., Freedman y. State oi 

MarylB.rui, 380 U.S. 51, 57 (1965) (quoting Bantam Books. Inc, v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58, 70 

(1963)); FW/PBS. Inc. v. Dallas, 493 U.S. 215, 225 (1989). see Zook y, Brown. 865 F.2d 887, 

890 (7th Cir, 1989), The Supreme Court also has held that "prior restraints on speech and 
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publication are the most serious and the least tolerable infringement on First Amendment rights,., 

Neb, .f.ress Ass'n v. Stuart. 427 U.S. 539, 559 {1976). 

It is clear that the Act is a prohibited prior restraint on fully-protected speech. The Act 

bars nonprofits and charities from communicating nonprofit and charitable messages and 

appealing for public support via professional representatives. As such, because the Act 

suppresses this speech prior to utterance, it is a prior restraint. Moreover, the Act also functions 

as a prior restraint because it bars nonprofits from directing communication to residential 

telephone numbers on the "do-not-call0 list which subsequently have been reassigned to a 

resident other than the resident responsible for initially placing the number on the list. As set 

forth above, the Constitution prohibits direct and indirect infringements upon speech. U.S. Term 

Limits y. Thornton, 115 S.Ct. at 1867. A prior restraint can take the fonn of a direct ban, or a 

burden which is impossible to meet (i.e. forcing a charity to use volunteers when it is incapable 

of doing so or to remain silent). The Act is therefore a prior restraint of protected speech. 

4. The Act ts a Content-Based Restriction on Speech 

The Act is subject to strict scrutiny because it is a content-based regulation of speech. 

The Act applies its restrictions based on the content of the banned calls and the identity of the 

caller. A statute that defines the speech it regulates by content, or particular speakers, is 

• • ' ' I 

evaluated as a content-based restriction on speech. Playboy. 529 U.S. at 811-12. Content-based 

restrictions on speech are presumptively invalid and subject to strict scrutiny, Sable 

Communications of CqJ,. lnc. y, FCCt 492 U.S. 115, 126 (1989); R,A.V, y, City of St. Paul, 505 

U.S. 377,381 (1992); Ind. Vol. Firemen's Ass'n, 700 F. Supp. at 438; ~, filJP.11, 

Under the Act, the "do-not-call,. list provisions are triggered by the content of the 
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telephone communication, The content of the conversation, and not the time of the call or 

location of the recipient - triggers the Act's bun. For example, a call by a charity using 

professional representatives that simply advocates or educates absent an appeal for support is not 

prohibited while one with an appeal (by adding just three words, to-ID,t: "Can you help?") js 

prohibited, Only an illusory distinction can be made regarding the effect of these two types of 

calls on the residential privacy of North Dakota residents. The Act also is content-based because 

it is triggered when certain speakers engage in the communication. For example, a calt to a North 

Dakota resident on the "do-not-call" list when made by a volunteer or employee of a nonprofit or 

charitable organization to appeal for support is exempt, but an identical call with the identical 

content made to the same resident is illegal when made by a professional fundraiser. 

Nor is the Act content neutral because, as noted, its application is triggered by the content. 

,··) or identity of the caller. The Supreme Court repeatedly has ruled that such a statute is defective 
. ~ .~-

because it cannot be "'justified without reference to the content of the regulated speech,'° Ward 

v. Rock Against Racism~ 491 U.S. 781, 791 (1989) (quoting Clark v. Comty, for Creative Nonw 

Violence, 468 U.S. 288, 295 (1984)). 

To survive the strict scrutiny, standard established by the Supreme Court, the contentw 

based attributes of the Act must be narrowly tailored to furthe1· a strong interest which North 

Dakota is entitled to protect. h.funson. 467 U.S. at 959-60; Schaumburg, 444 U.S. at 636. The 

Act is not so nattowly tailored, It is insignificant from a constitutional perspective that the 

nonprofits utilize professional representatives to deliver their message to current and prospective 

supporters. 

5. The Act Is Overbroad. 

8 
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The Act is overbroad because it brings protected speech within its prohibitions and 

creates a chilling effect on persons who refrain from the conduct fearing potential prosecution. 

Cantwe11, 310 U.S. at 308, Under this principle, a law is unconstitutional on its face if it 

prohibits a substantial amount of protected expression. Ashcroft y, Free Speech Coalition, 122 S, 

Ct. 1389, 1399 (2002). Broadrick v, Oklahoma, 413 U.S. 601,612 (1973). The Court has held 

that "facial challenges to overlywbroad statutes are allowed not primarily for the benefit of the 

litigant, but for the benefit of society - to prevent the statute from chilling the First Amendment 

rights of others not before the Court." Mwtson..l 467 U.S. at 958 (emphasis added). 

As noted by Monaghan, "[o]verbreadth may be conceptualized as legislative failure to 

focus explicitly and narrowly on social hanns which are a valid concern of govemment and are 

the justification for interfering with expressive activities.'' Note, 0 The First Amendment 

Overbreadth Dootrine,0 83 Harv. L. Rev, 844, 860 (1970). 

Where, as here, a statute " unqueotionably attaches sanctions to protected conduct, the 

likelihood.that the statute will deter that conduct is ordinarily sufficiently great to justify and 

overbreadth attack," City Council of Los Angeles v, Taxpayers for Vincent 466 U.S. 789, 800 

(1984). Indeed, as applied to appeals to the public for support of nonprofit and charitable 

organizationsJ the Court has underscored the imperiling nature of overbroad statutes: 

[ e ]ven where a First Amendment challenge could be brought by one actually 
engaged in protected activity, there is a possibility that, rather than risk 
punishment for his conduct in challenging the statute, he will refrain from 
engaging further in the protected activity. Society as a whole then would be the 
loser, 

Munson, 467 U.S. at 956, 

Appeals for support directed at North Dakota residents is fullywprotec,ted speech even 

9 
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when conveyed by professional representatives. The Act regulates this speech. It chills 

legitimate speakers by threatening substantial civil penalties which vastly exceed the scope of 

any perceived infringement on residential privacy. In substance, nonprofit nnd charitable 

organization!i are coerced to silence rather than fact.) penalties and htjunotive relief. The 

"chilling" effect of any such statutory scheme is obvious. 

Still other factors contribute to the overbrendth of the Act. It does not provide 

safeguards to ensure that a North Dakota resident registering with the "do-not-call" list is 

authorized to do so. Further, the Act cannot stand where it fails to provide for a regular 

verification (by a renewal or otherwise) of the l'egister numbers on the "do-not-call" list, if only 

to account for changes in telephone numbers, deaths, or moves. Without a timely and effective 

process for updating this infonnation, new telephone subscribers inevitably will be assigned a 

number previously registered on the "do-notwcallu list by someone other than the current 

subscriber. 
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Fifty-eighth 
Legislative Assembly 

House Judiciary Committee 

NORTH DAKOTA REPUBLICAN PARTY 
Monday, March 10, 2003 

TESTIMONY IN NEUTRAL POSITION TO SB 2255 

CHAIRMAN DEKREY AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: 

I wish to thank this committee for allowing me to present testimony regarding 

Senate BIii 2255. The North Dakota Republican Party Is concerned that this legislation 

presents a very troubling Infringement on the Free Expression and Free Association 

guarantees of the First Amendment. SB 2255 seeks to place lawful time, place and 

manner restrictions on various telemarketing activities. However, unlike the federal law 

and the udo not call" registries In a majority of other states, SB 2255 does make a 

distinction between telephone sollcltatlons of-a commercial nature and the exercise of 

political expression. As such, SB 2255 represents a very troubling Infringement on the 

rights of polltlcal candidates, political parties and third party groups. 

We begin with the assumption that SB 2255 will result In a successful program. 

When made avaflabfe, 11do not call 11 registries have been hugely popular, with a large 

percentage of resldentlat subscribers enrolling during the first year. (Mitch Lipka, "New 

Jersey Set to Pull the Plug on Telemarketers," Philadelphia Enquirer, November 1, 

2002), Like citizens In 26 other states, North Dakotans wlll undoubted ~ubscribe to the 

list made avallable In SB 2255. 

Political parties and candldat~s utilize paid telemarketing services In the following 

areas: polling; voter Identification; fundralslng to known donors; prospecting to potential 

donors or lapsed donors: advocacy calling; and prerecorded messages to announce 

events and to encourage participation In the voting franchise. SB 2255 may contain an 

exemption for polling, advocacy calling and voter Identification. However, all other 

areas are substantially affected by SB 2255. 

Please realize that political parties and candidates are not selling soap; we're not 

trying to get you to sign up 'tor long distance service or a new credit card. Whether a 

political party or candidate· Is raising money or spending money, we are only trying to 
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12 

13 

14 

encourage citizens to become Involved In the political process and, ultimately, to vote. 

In doing so, polltlcal parties and candidates are serving a vital public Interest. While the 

Secretary of State a, id County Auditors do an efficient Job of administering elections, 

these officials are not primarily responsible for encouraging partlclpatlc,n in the voting 

franchise. There Is no 11Department to Encourage People to Vote" at thtJ state or federal 

level. However, each year polltlcal parties and candidates spe;nd hundreds-of

thousands of dollars on programs designed to encourage people to vote. 

Telemarketing Is an essential component of these programs. 

1'7 ... , 15 

For Instance, political parties and candidates will often utilize prerecorded 

messages to announce events and encourage voting. These messages may also be 

used to advocate for a candidate. SB 2255 prohibits the use of these prerecorded 

messages by prohibiting the use of automatic dialing-announcing devices. During the 

2000 and 2002 election cycles, both the Republican Party and Democratic-NPL Party 

used these prerecorded messages extensively. Prerecorded messages are used by 

both parties because they are Inexpensive, allow us to utilize our most popular elected 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

• 
offlclals, and may be made during the day so that the calls are largely recorded on 

answering machines. If these prerecorded calls are prohibited, the calls wlll continue 

with live announcers preceding the recorded message or with only a live announcer. 

The calling times will then be moved from the day to the evening hours, when people 

are home. By prohibiting prerecorded calls, SB 2255 will result In more disruptions In 

the evonlng, not less. 

The Rapublfcan Party asks this committee to consider the attached amendment 

23 that would exempt the political activities of parties, candidates and third party groups 

24 from the provisions of SB 2255. 

25 Our request Is not unco~mon or unique; In fact "do not caw registries enacted by 

26 most other states and the pending Federal Trade Commission rule, exempt political .. 
27 activity. Polltlcal activity Is exempted under the natlonal 11do not call" registry because 

28 the Federal Trade Commission because the Congress did not even grant the 
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1 commission jurisdiction over the calls of certain entitles, Including pol'tloal campaigns 

2 and political parties. (Release, "FTC Announces Fina! Amendments to Telemarketing 

3 Sales Rule, Including National 'Do Not Call' Registry," Federal Trade Commission, 

4 December 18, 2002). Addltlonally, a majority of states that have enacted no-call 

5 leglslatlon have granted a partial or full exemption for political activity. For Instance, 

6 Minnesota exempts political activity by making their law Inapplicable to communications 

7 "by or on behalf of an organization that Is Identified as a nonprofit organization under 

8 state or federal law." Minn. Stat. § 325E.311 (6)(3). llllnols prohibits calls placed by an 

9 autodialer, unless the call Is umade by an autodialer ... on behalf of any political ... 

10 organization." 815 111.. comp. Stat. 305/20-a(3), b. And Pennsylvania's "hugely popular' 

11 no-call list Indicates that utelephone sollcltatlon" does not Include a call made 14[o]n 

12 behalf of a political candidate or a polltlcal party," 73 Pa. Cons. Stat.§ 2242(5). 

13 Unllke the commercial solicitors targeted by most 11do not call" lists, political 

1 
,~ 4 parties and candidates enjoy the broadest protection for freedom of speech and 

15 association. In enacting slmllar udo not call" registries, the federal government and a 

16 majority of states have recognized these fundamental rights by exempting polltlcal 

17 activity, The Republican Party believes It Is essential that these rights are fully 

18 protectE:td by making application SB 2255 Inapplicable to polltlcal partl~s, candidates 

19 and other groups with a political purpose. 

20 I would llke to thank the committee for allowing me to testify this morning and I 

21 hope you will look favorably on our amendment to SB 2255. 

22 DATED March 10, 2003. 

J son W, Stverak 
· E ecu tlve Director 

North Dakota Republican Party 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL NO. 2255 

Page 7, after llne 31, Insert: 

"51-26-23. Appllcatlon to Polftlcal Activity. The provisions of this chapter do not 

apply to the activities of a polltlcal party, candidate or other group with a polltlcal purpose as 

defined In chapter 16.1-08.1 /' 
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TESTIMONY OF MARILYN FOSS ON ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO, 2255 

Mr. Chairman, members of the judiciary committee, my name is Marilyn Foss, I 
am appearing before you this morning on behalf of MCI WorldCom. MCI WorldCom is 
a telecommunication company which does business in North Dakota and throughout the 
US, It uses telemarketing to promote its product lines in North Dakota, Those include 
local telephone service in limited markets and long distance services, 

I am here this morning to propose two amendments to SB 2255, The first, which 
relates to the information which a caller must provide under proposed section 51-26-07, 
would require the caller to disclose a true name and business for which the solicitation is 
being made, but would require the caller to disclose the address and location only as 
requested. MCI WorldCom suggests this change in order to shorten the introductory 
statement which is given hy the caller. However, as we feel persons who desire to know 
the business address and location should be provided with that upon request we have 
made provision for that in the amendments. 

The second amendment simply gives the attorney general the option of using the 
FTC do not call program and list as the state program and list if the attorney general 
concludes it is desirable to do so. If the FTC program proves effective it may prove to be 
more cost effective for the state and users of the list to participate in the national 
program, rather than having to set up and administer separate programs in the individual 
states. 

Thank you. 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO, 2255 

Page 4, tine 9, remove", the caller's telephone number, the caller'~ city and state of' 

Page 4, line 10, remove "location/' 

Page 4, line 1 O, after the period, insert 0 The caller's telephone number, the caller's city 
and state. of location must be provided upon request from a subscriber in this state." 

Page 5, tine 12, after the period, insert" Any other provision of this section 
notwithstanding, the attorney general may use the national "doMnotMcall" registry 
established and maintained by the Federal Trade Commission &s the no call list/' 

Renumber accordingly 
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My name fs Brenda Dissette, Executive Director of the Nb Association of 

Nonprofft Organfzations. Our organization represents over 270 charitable t\Onprofft 

organl zatfons throughout the state. Chari table nonprofit organizations in North Dakota 

provide a,entlal services to people and commlWlltles; they give citizens opportunity to 

volunteer, educate the public on important issues; they can leverage government funds 

with private donations. 

SB 22!5!5 Is a bill that will protect consumers from fraudulent Individuals and or 

btdfnessu and exempts charitable nonprofit organizations from the •do not call llst." 

However, you will be hearing from sotne North Dakota .. good" credible charitable nonprof It 

organizations that do not have the staff or the volunteers to solicit donations over the 

telephone and rely on prof essfonal fundrcdsers to assist them with their fundr, ·!1ing. 

There are many legitimate charitable nonprof It organizations that rely on the expertise 

and operational efficiencies of professional telemarketers for fundraising because they 

can be cost ef f ectlve and practical. Many nonprof Its cannot duplicate the efffclencles 

gained by using profasional fundrafsers, allowing nonprofit organizations to focus on their 

mission rather than spending time and money purchasing and maintaining exp~ive 

equipment, training personnel and acqufrfng an extensive knowledge of state regulations. 

The Federal Trade Comtnfsslon ls working on a national •do not coll" Ust that Is 

prompting numerous comtnents from commercial and non-commercial entities suggesting 

that the propostd rules would violate the First Amendment. And the national 11do not call" 

list will keep the name of the consumer's name on the list for ten years and In North 

t>akota only for four years. 

5922!;5 does exempt charitable nonprof It organlzatio~ that utiUze staff and 

volunteers to solfcl t funds over the phone and those nonprof ft organfxatfons in our state 

that also have a national presence and utflfie prof esslonal fundrafsing would not be 

exempt. Chari table nonprof ft organf zati ons and professional fundrafsers are already 

required by state law to report their revenues, expenses and contracts when it involves 

charitable soHcltatfon that Is monitored by the ND Attorney Gene...at's off Ice and the 

Secretary of States off lee. And those reporting requirements have been made stronger 

J 
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fn 582341 that Is up for vote today In the House of Representatives. 1ne state 

association would Hke to suggat an 11mendment to Include those chtt.rltable nonprof It 

organf zatlons that do use prof-Iona I f undrafsers to be Included as exempt. Then 

commercial and non-commercial would both have the scime rules to live by. 

Brenda Dissette, Executl ve Director 

North bakota Association of Nonprofit Organ I zatlons 
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